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Incontinence
Incontinence becomes an unfortunate fact of life for many individuals. At APA Medical
we offer a wide variety of incontinence supplies to help make everyday living more
comfortable and stress free. We also offer a personal and discreet home delivery
service, as we understand the sensitive nature of having to use incontinence products.
Call and ask us about our monthly re-order program!

Many of APA’s incontinence products are provided at no cost to eligible Medicaid
recipients. Depending on your needs and eligibility, you may be able to receive pull-up
underwear, tabbed briefs, bladder-control pads, booster pads, liners, male guards and
chucks through your insurance. An APA Medical representative will work with you to
verify your current eligibility.
Call APA Medical today at 612-722-9000 to have one of our representatives help you
figure out your benefits and choose the products that are right for you.
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ADULT WIPES: Incontinence is simply
a reality for many—adult wipes offer
comfortable and sanitary clean up.
BLADDER PADS: APA Medical offers a
variety of bladder and booster bads. Our
large array of bladder pads are designed
to make life with incontinence more
comfortable and manageable.
CHUCKS: Disposable bed pads with
extra-heavy absorbent polymer and
odorcontrolling agent that provide
maximum incontinence protection and
neutralize odors.
HYGIENE & APPLICANTS: A variety of
hygiene creams and applicants to make
living more comfortable and sanitary
for those who suffer from incontinence
issues.
EXAM GLOVES: We offer multiple-use
exam gloves for a variety of bathroom
and hygiene issues.
PULL-UP UNDERWEAR: Incontinence
issues can be uncomfortable and
inconvenient for many. We offer pull-up
underwear in three varieties: men,
women and unisex.
TABBED BRIEFS: We offer tabbed
briefs for those with incontinence
issues. These disposable tabbed briefs
offer heavy absorbency and skin-smart
fabric made with aloe and chamomile
for skin wellness.
Call 612-722-9000 for FREE SAMPLES!
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Lift Chairs
Largest lift chair supplier in the area
Our lift chairs aren’t just for those who
need assistance when standing. A large
portion of our customers are people who
simply want to increase their all-around
comfort and quality of life. With over
30 customizable chairs to choose from,
you’re sure to find the chair that best
suits your relaxation and wellness needs.
Not just for Grandma anymore!
Power assist chairs provide the ultimate
comfort and relaxation; you don’t need
to have a medical condition to enjoy
their benefits. Anyone who has an
active lifestyle at all, or who has suffered
from minor aches and pains over the
years, will enjoy the comfort provided
by power operated lift chairs. Don’t buy
your power assist chair from a furniture
store, come to APA Medical—we’re the
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experts and we’ll outfit you with the best
chair for your particular needs. APA is
a full-line provider of multi-positioning,
poweroperated chairs in many models,
fabrics and colors to suit your needs
and home décor. With comfort options
like power headrest, AutoDrive, Heat
& Massage, why would you consider
anything else for the chair you spend so
much of your down time in?
Don't blink - the pricing is correct
You won’t find better deals than at
APA Medical—no one has better prices
than us. Our buying power allows us to
offer the best pricing you can find. The
internet? Forget it—we beat that pricing
hands down. Don’t believe us? Go ahead
and look for yourself, but we promise
you we have the best pricing you’ll find
anywhere.

Accessability Ramps & Installation Services
18+ Years of Experience
With two decades of experience and
hundreds of ramps installed and serviced,
APA Medical are experts at configuring,
quoting and installing the perfect
ramp for every living environment. We
customize our ramps to fit your individual
needs and fit them based on the layout
of where you live. We understand that
every living environment is different and
no “cookie cutter” ramp will work in each
situation. You can rely on APA to optimize
the accessibility to your home.
Purchase or Rental Options
Our ramps can be purchased to serve
your home accessibility needs for years
to come. At APA, we’re empathetic to
the fact that you may not know how
long you’ll need a ramp. Injuries and the
aging process are unpredictable and vary

from case to case. If you only need an
accessibility ramp for a short time—no
problem, our ramps can be rented for
short or long-term use. Your first month
rental can be applied to your purchase
if you determine that the ramp will be
needed more long term.
Economical
At APA Medical we pride ourselves on
offering the best products at the best
prices. With ramp options available in
aluminum, steel, and wood, we can meet
your accessibility needs while fitting your
budget. We accept most major credit
cards. We also accept Care Credit, for
those who would like to finance their
purchase.
Call 612-722-9000 for a FREE
home estimate.
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Grab Bar &
Handrail Installation

.

Grab bars & interior/exterior handrails
Let APA make your home a safe place to live in.
Individuals with strength and mobility issues
need safety bars throughout the home and we
are experts in home installation of grab bars
at affordable prices. Whether you need bars
for your bathroom area, safety railings for your
garage or front stairs, or bars and railings in
other areas of your home, we can provide you
with the safety and confidence you’re looking
for. We have been installing grab bars and
stair railings for two decades in our customers’
homes, so we understand which areas of the
home make you vulnerable and where bars
and railings will make you feel safe.
Free estimates with a simple phone call
612-722-9000
APA is fully accredited by the BOC and insured.
Board of Certification/Accreditation
International: 877-776-2200.
APA has been in business since 1970
and proudly located in South Minneapolis
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GRAB BARS: Prices for many of
our grab bars and handrails can be
quoted over the phone. If you need
grab bars, we can quote a price if
you let us know how many and what
material (tile, fiberglass, wall board,
or other) that the bars will be
installed into.
HANDRAILS: Most handrail prices
can be quoted over the phone after
you answer a few simple questions.
We install both interior and exterior
handrailings.
Fast service with best pricing
APA is one of the largest installers
of grab bars in the Upper Midwest
because we offer the best pricing and
the best service. APA is the preferred
installer for many healthcare groups
such as Medica, Ucare, Health Partners
and Blue Cross MSHO programs as
well as County Waiver programs, with
nearly 1,000 bars installed annually.

Scooters and Power Chairs
The best pricing you can find
You won’t find better prices on power scooters than at APA Medical—no one has better
deals than us. Our buying power allows us to offer the best pricing you can find. The
internet? Forget it—we beat that pricing hands-down. We offer a wide variety of power
mobility at the best prices and carry a full inventory of service parts.

APA Medical offers a wide array of mobility equipment
for the elderly and others who need help getting
around. Staying mobile and independent is one of
the biggest keys for successful living. Our mobility
equipment helps individuals feel safer and more secure
as they move, which helps both their physical and
emotional well-being.
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Incontinence – Adult Underwear & Tabbed Briefs
ADULT UNDERWEAR – PULLUPS WOMEN
Prevail® Protective Underwear For Women is specifically designed to hug a
woman’s shape and provide maximum protection for long-lasting freshness.
Breathable, cloth-like fabric keeps wearers dry, ensuring they feel protected on
a daily basis. Women who experience frequent leaks or sudden urges that don’t
leave enough time to get to the bathroom can rely on this cotton enhanced™*
product to deliver maximum absorbency and discretion in a lavender hue.
K6X860
K6X690
K6X691
K6X692
K6X697

Small (20″-34″) – 22/PK
Medium (28″-40″) – 20/PK
Large (36″-50″) – 18/PK
X-Large (48″-64″) – 16/PK
2X-Large (64″ – 80″) – 14/PK

ADULT UNDERWEAR – PULLUPS MEN
Prevail® Protective Underwear For Men is designed to feel like the underwear
men pull on everyday. Men who have frequent leaks or sudden urges that
don’t allow time to find a bathroom can trust this protective hygiene product
to deliver maximum absorbency. This style offers comfortable waist panels and
fitted leg openings that provide a secure fit. At the same time, breathable, clothlike fabric keeps wearers feeling fresh and dry every day.
K6X693
K6X694
K6X698
K6X696

Small/Medium (28″-40″) – 20/PK
Large (38″-50″) – 18/PK
X-Large (48″-64″) – 16/PK
2X-Large (64″-80″) – 14/PK

ADULT UNDERWEAR – PULLUPS UNISEX
Prevail’s Protective Underwear goes beyond protecting from moderate leakage
associated with urge and mixed incontinence. It has improved efficiency by
reducing odors and promoting skin health. Advanced discreet core technology
has exceptional performance with added comfort and discretion.
K6X521
K6X367
K6X360
K6X361
K6X365
K6X622

Youth Small/Medium, 45lb-65lb (20″-31″) – 15/PK
Small (20″-34″) – 22/PK
Medium (34″-46″) – 20/PK
Large (44″-58″) – 18/PK
X-Large (58″-66″) – 14/PK
2X-Large (68″-80″) – 12/PK

ADULT UNDERWEAR – PULLUP TENA EXTRA
With ConfioAir® Fully Breathable Technology! Extended Wear Protection.
W-shaped dual absorption zone helps ensure a comfortable and ergonomic fit.
For moderate to heavy bladder leakage protection with full coverage. Additional
features: Body-Close Fit™; improved leakage barrier system; improved leg
opening; convenient tear-away sides.
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K6X72116
K6X72232
K6X72332
K6X72425
K6X72518

Small (25″-35″) – 16/PK
Medium (34″-44″) – 16/PK
Large (45″-58″) – 16/PK
X-Large (55″-66″) – 12/PK
2X-Large (68″-80″) – 12/PK

ADULT UNDERWEAR – PULLUPS ATTENDS PREMIER UNISEX
The Attends Premier range of products was designed to help you or those you
care for manage heavy to severe urinary and/or fecal incontinence. Because
Attends uses some of the softest and most absorbent materials available,
Attends Premier will help you feel confident that you or your loved ones are
protected during the day or night. The high-rise, full-fit protection and ultraplush design results in a product that fits comfortably in all the right areas.
K6XUW20 Medium – 18/PK
K6XUW30 Large – 16/PK
K6XUW40 X-Large – 14/PK

ADULT TABBED BRIEFS – ATTENDS PREMIER
The Attends Premier range of products was designed to help you or those you
care for manage heavy to severe urinary and/or fecal incontinence.
Because Attends uses some of the softest and most absorbent materials
available, Attends Premier will help you feel confident that you or your loved
ones are protected during the day or night. The high-rise, full-fit protection and
ultra-plush design results in a product that fits comfortably in all the right areas.
K6XBR20 Medium – 14/PK
K6XBR30 Large – 12/PK
K6XBR40 X-Large – 10/PK

ADULT TABBED BRIEFS – PREVAIL
Prevail® Bariatric Briefs include 360° Breathable Zones™. Additional breathable
areas create a more favorable microclimate for the skin by helping to maintain
normal skin temperature and reduce moisture at the skin surface. Expandex
Wings gives a more comfortable fit. Easy-lock fasteners grip and hold without
being sticky and cloth-like outer fabric is soft and comfortable. DriFit system
provides a new level of protection and skin comfort to help maintain healthy skin.
K6X353

Small (20″-31″) – 16/PK

K6X354

Medium (32″-44″) – 16/PK

K6X355

Large (45″-58″) – 18/PK

K6X337

X-Large (59″-64″) – 15/PK

K6X620

2X-Large (62″-73″) – 12/PK

ADULT TABBED BRIEFS – TENA
TENA® Ultra Briefs are designed for ultimate fit and comfort for moderate to
heavier bladder and/or bowel incontinence. Featuring new ConfioAir™ Fully
Breathable Technology, InstaDri Skin-Caring System® technology for excellent
dryness, odor control technology, and a scannable barcode. The hook tab
system allows unlimited fastening and re-fastening. Comfortable and discreet,
TENA® Ultra Briefs have a soft cloth-like feel.
K6X67200 Medium (34″-47″) – 40/PK
K6X67300 Large (48″ -59″) – 40/PK
K6X68010 X-Large (60″-64″) – 15/PK
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Incontinence – Wipes & Bladder Control Pads
PERSONAL WIPES (FLUSHABLE)
Hygea® Flushable Personal Cleansing Cloths clean and refresh better than dry
toilet paper alone and are safe for well-maintained sewers and septic systems.
Solo® lid prevents drying out and provides convenient access to next wipe.
Dispense like tissues. Contains soothing Aloe and Vitamin E to moisturize and
care for the skin. 5-1/2″ X 7″.
K6X199

48/PK

PERSONAL WIPES (SCENTED)
Scented, Personal Wipe. StayDry® Disposable Washcloths with Aloe. 7.5″ x 12.5″.
Pre-moistened, pleasantly fragranced and clinically tested on skin to be mild.
Natural Aloe and Vitamin E. Soft and strong. Convenient dispensing lid. AlcoholFree. Not Made With Natural Rubber Latex.
K6X907

100/PK

PERSONAL WIPES (UNSCENTED)
Skin Smart Hypoallergenic Lotion for skin wellness. Soft and strong fabric that
helps prevent stretching or tear through. Single-Hand dispensing that dispenses
one wipe at time for convenience and to reduce waste. Press open top for easy
use. Plus, Prevail Adult Washcloths are alcohol free, latex free and clinically tested.
K6X917

48/PK

BLADDER CONTROL PAD (LIGHT) – PREVAIL 7.5″
Individually
Wrapped

LOCKS IN
5X MORE
WETNESS

Prevail® Pantiliners offer the most discreet light bladder leak protection for
women who experience occasional droplets. They keep women dry, so they
can feel fresh and comfortable every day. Prevail features the Dri-Fit™ system
which promotes skin health and helps reduce skin discomfort through a unique
combination of cotton-enhanced™and synthetic fibers. Best of all, they come
individually wrapped so you can stash extras in your bag for on-the-go leakage
defense.
K6X377

26/PK

BLADDER CONTROL PAD (LIGHT) – PREVAIL 9.25″
Discreet leakage protection provides well targeted protection from its thinner
dual layer absorbency core. Soft side shields adds protection and comfort.
Odor Guard technology neutralizes odor maintaining discretion even for
extended use. Advanced Zoning System®. Full length adhesive strip. Individually
Wrapped.
K6X930

30/PK

BLADDER CONTROL LINER (LIGHT) – 11″
Thin, lightweight pad with a soft, cloth-like, moisture-proof outer barrier
Superabsorbent polymer for dryness and odor control. Optimal fluid retention
under pressure. Discreet, low profile. Adhesive tape strip. Absorbent Pad For
Light Protection. May be worn in any Dignity® pants, panties or boxer shorts, and
in regular underwear. Unisex, one size fits most. Dimensions: 12″ L X 3.5″ W.
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K6X441

40/PK

BLADDER CONTROL PAD (LIGHT) – TENA 9″
TENA Intimates™ Ultra Thin Light Regular Bladder Leakage Pads with ProSkin™
Technology are now 100% breathable to help protect your sensitive, intimate
skin. TENA’s ultra thin incontinence pads are designed for everyday light
bladder leaks, drips, and dribbles with triple protection against urine leaks, odor,
and wetness. ProSkin™ Technology includes a soft top layer and exclusive 3D
technology to quickly wick fluid away – helping to keep your skin protected. Thin
and discreet, our ultra thin light pads will help keep you dry and comfortable.
K6X54358 30/PK

BLADDER CONTROL PAD (MODERATE) – POISE 12.4″
Featuring Absorb-loc® core and Leak-block sides, you get that trusted Poise®
3-in-1 protection for outstanding dryness, comfort and odor control. And the
ContourFIT* shape is designed to fit your curves, so you get coverage where you
need it, without any bunching or bulking in the middle. Specifically designed for
Light Bladder Leakage.
K6X431

54/PK

BLADDER CONTROL PAD (MODERATE) – PREVAIL 11″
Designed especially for women, Prevail Bladder Control Pads deliver moderate
bladder leakage protection and are body contoured for a comfortable and
discreet fit with a full-length adhesive strip. Prevail features the Dri-Fit™ system
which promotes skin health and helps reduce skin discomfort through a unique
combination of cotton-enhanced™and synthetic fibers. QUICK WICK with
MaxSoft and a cotton enhanced surface quickly wicks wetness away from the
skin. Odor Guard®. A thinner, dual layer pad design that contours to your body’s
shape with soft side shields for added protection.
K6X550

16/PK

BLADDER CONTROL PAD (MODERATE) – PREVAIL 9.5″
Prevail® Bladder Control Pads protect women against light bladder leakage,
locking in 20% more wetness than the leading brand*. Women who experience
somewhat frequent light leakage should use moderate absorbency pads to
get the protection and cotton-enhanced™ comfort they deserve. Featuring the
target acquisition zone and the blue stay-dry strip, liquid is quickly locked away
from the skin for ultimate skin dryness, leakage protection and odor control. With
a full-length adhesive strip for secure anchoring, Prevail bladder control pads offer
the ultimate in discretion and protection. Each pad is individually wrapped for
dependable on-the-go freshness and leakage defense whenever it’s needed.
K6X810

20/PK

BLADDER CONTROL PAD (MODERATE)
TENA Intimates™ Moderate Long Incontinence Pads with ProSkin™ Technology
are now 100% breathable to help protect your sensitive, intimate skin when
experiencing bladder leakage. ProSkin™ Technology includes a soft top layer
and exclusive 3D technology to quickly wick fluid away – helping to keep your
skin protected. These pads are designed with triple protection against bladder
leaks, odor, and wetness for occasional moderate urine leakage. As opposed to
period pads, these absorbent urine pads protect against moderate leaks from
stress incontinence.
K6X54284 (11") 20/PK
K6X54375 (12") 60/PK
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Incontinence – Bladder Control Pads
BLADDER CONTROL PAD (MODERATE) – TRANQUILITY 12″
A soft, flow-through pad designed to fill to capacity and then pass additional
fluid into the primary garment. Easy to change and dispose. Economically
extends the use of any primary garment. Latex-free. 12 L X 4.25 W Inch
K6X272

25/PK

BLADDER CONTROL SHIELD MEN (MODERATE) – PREVAIL 12.5″
Prevail® Male Guards are specifically designed to protect men against light
leakage so they can feel fresh and comfortable everyday. The guard should be
placed inside briefs, never boxers, and secured with the attached adhesive strip.
Once secured, men can go on with their day feeling clean and worry-free.
K6X590

52/PK

BLADDER CONTROL SHIELD MEN (MODERATE) – TENA
Anatomically designed for men, TENA® Men™ provides protection, comfort and
discretion. Protectors are cup shaped for the male anatomy to gently follow the
movement of the body to provide a secure fit. Ultra absorbent Dry-Fast Core™
ensures dryness and effective leakage protection. This thin protector contains
super-absorbent polymers that retain liquid and keep it locked in. The soft
surface is comfortably gentle against the skin and also less noisy for discretion
and wearer confidence. An adhesive strip helps keep the product securely in
place when worn with regular, close-fitting, brief-style underwear.
K6X50600 20/PK

LINER HANDI-CARE UNISEX (MODERATE) – 17″
Liners are designed with a slim silhouette that is undetectable under regular
clothing. Stay dry facing encourages a healthier skin environment, and
double adhesive strip on the moisture-proof backing holds liner securely in
place. Available with super absorbent polymer for improved dryness and skin
protection.
K6X292

25/PK

BLADDER CONTROL PAD (HEAVY) – POISE 14″
Poise® Maximum Absorbency Pads provide even more absorbency to give you
the confidence and protection you need for your Light Bladder Leakage (LBL).
Absorb-Loc core quickly locks away wetness and odor and the Leak-Block sides
give you discreet and worry-free protection. The Dry-Touch layer helps keep you
feeling dry and fresh.
K6X530
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39/PK

Incontinence Delivered for Your
Convenience and Personal Preference
We offer a personal and discreet home delivery
service, as we understand the sensitive nature of
having to use incontinence products.

BLADDER CONTROL PAD (HEAVY) – PREVAIL 13″
Prevail® Bladder Control Pads are body-shaped pad inserts with cloth-like outer
fabric designed for stress and urge incontinence. Featuring the Target Acquisition
Zone and the Blue Stay-Dry Strip, liquid is quickly wicked and locked away from
the skin for ultimate skin dryness, leakage protection and odor control.
K6X935

39/PK

ABSORBS
80%
MORE

BLADDER CONTROL PAD (HEAVY) – PREVAIL 16″
Prevail® Bladder Control Pads provide the best protection for women with light
bladder leakage, locking in 20% more wetness than the leading brand*. Women
who experience very frequent light leakage should use ultimate absorbency pads
to feel fresh and dry all day long. Each pad is individually wrapped for on-the-go
protection, so you always have access to dependable absorbency and comfort.
K6X372

Individually
Wrapped

33/PK

BLADDER CONTROL PAD (MAXIMUM)
TENA Intimates™ Maximum Long Incontinence Pads with ProSkin™
Technology are now 100% breathable to help protect your sensitive, intimate
skin when experiencing bladder leakage. Designed with triple protection
against bladder leaks, odor, and wetness for heavy stress or surge bladder
leakage. As opposed to period pads, these absorbent urine pads protect against
heavy leaks in order to help keep you dry and protected throughout your day.
TENA Intimates™ Maximum pads can also be used for women experiencing
postpartum incontinence. These long length pads provide additional coverage
for those requiring more security.
K6X54267 (13") 56/PK
K6X54295 (15") 39/PK

BLADDER CONTROL PAD (OVERNIGHT) – TENA 16″
TENA Intimates™ Overnight Incontinence Pads with lie down protection and
ProSkin™ Technology are now 100% breathable to help protect your sensitive,
intimate skin. ProSkin™ Technology includes a soft top layer and exclusive 3D
technology to quickly wick fluid away – helping to keep your skin protected.
Designed for overnight use with triple protection against leaks, odor, and wetness.
As opposed to period pads, these absorbent urine pads protect against heavy leaks
to help keep you dry and protected day and night. Overnight bladder pads are also
perfect for women experiencing post-partum incontinence. For worry free nights.
K6X870

28/PK

BLADDER CONTROL PAD (ULTIMATE) – TENA 16″
TENA Intimates™ Ultimate Regular Incontinence Pads with ProSkin™
Technology are now 100% breathable to help protect your sensitive, intimate
skin. ProSkin™ Technology includes a soft top layer and exclusive 3D technology
to quickly wick fluid away – helping to keep your skin protected. Designed with
triple protection against bladder leaks, odor, and wetness for heavy stress or
surge bladder leakage. As opposed to period pads, these absorbent urine pads
protect against heavy leaks to help keep you dry and protected throughout your
day. TENA Intimates™ Ultimate pads can also be used for women experiencing
postpartum incontinence.
K6X54305 33/PK
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Incontinence – Chucks
DISPOSABLE UNDERPAD ATTENDS PREMIER
The Attends Premier range of products was designed to help you or those you
care for manage heavy to severe urinary and/or fecal incontinence. Because
Attends uses some of the softest and most absorbent materials available,
Attends Premier will help you feel confident that you or your loved ones are
protected during the day or night. Attends Premier, Premium Under pad
contains Dry-Lock Containment Core which results in superior dryness and
surface protection. In addition, Attends has included a high-strength, breathable
back sheet which allows for use on low-airflow mattresses and repositioning
users weighing up to 350lbs.
K6XUP3036 (31" X 35″) 10/PK

DISPOSABLE UNDERPAD FLUFF
Provides a moderate level of absorbency with a non-polymer fluff core.
Spunbond nonwoven topsheet allows fluid to pass quickly into the fluff core.
Diamond-embossed pattern for pad stability and utilization. Polypropylene
backing protects against leakage and resists melting.
K6X614

(17″ x 24″) 300/Case

Blue Fluff/Light Absorbency

K6X615

(23″ x 24″) 200/Case

Blue Fluff/Light Absorbency

DISPOSABLE UNDERPAD FLUFF
Prevail fluff underpads are a disposable absorbent product designed to provide
secondary leakage protection to protect beds, chairs and other surfaces.
Absorbent fluff layer to quickly pull and lock up liquid. Moisture proof barrier for
effective protection of beds, linens, chairs and other surfaces. Use overnight for
extra strong construction that resists stretching and tearing even when wet.
K6X612

(23″ x 36″) 15/PK

Green Fluff/Light Absorbency

K6X626

(30" X 30″) 10/PK

Peach Fluff/Polymer Heavy Absorbency

DISPOSABLE UNDERPAD FLUFF/POLYMER HEAVY
Wings™ fluff and Polymer underpad with spunbond non-woven topsheet,
diamond-embossed and polypropylene backsheet. Extra heavy absorbent
polymer and odor controlling agent provide maximum incontinence protection
and neutralize odors. Strong waterproof polypropylene backsheet protects
against leakage and resists melting.
K6X306

(30″ x 36″) 10/PK

Green Fluff/Polymer Heavy Absorbency

WASHABLE REUSABLE BED PADS
Washable, hypoallergenic, quilted chair and car seat pad protector with
absorbent core and moisture-proof barrier. Soft multilayer sheeting with soft
polyester top absorbs fluids while the white vinyl center prevents leakage.
Elastic bands prevent shifting.
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K7X108

Small (24″ x 36″)

K7X208

Medium (34″ x 36″)

K7X308

Large (35″ x 54″)

PHONE: 612-722-9000 | HOURS: 8AM - 5PM CST

Hygiene & Applicants
EXAM GLOVES – VINYL
Exam Glove Mckesson Nonsterile Powder Free Vinyl Smooth Clear. Beaded cuff.
Non-Sterile, single use only. Ambidextrous. Features a smooth inner and outer
surface. High tactile sensitivity. Not made with natural rubber latex.
K6X213PF Small – 100/Box
K6X214PF Medium – 100/Box
K6X215PF Large – 100/Box
K6X216PF X-large – 100/Box

EMESIS BASIN
10 inch emesis basin.
PL-225

700 cc

BED PAN
Our bed pans are uniquely designed with convenience and comfort in mind.
Constructed of heavy-duty molded plastic to help resist odors. Recommended
for single-person use and are easy to clean with standard household cleaners.
Contoured stackable shape with specially designed grip handles. Visual
measurement in ounces or cc’s.
PL-103

BED PAN – FRACTURE STYLE
Our bed pans are uniquely designed with convenience and comfort in mind.
Designed for immobile and fracture patients. Ideal for use as a female urinal.
Recommended for single-person use and are easy to clean with standard
household cleaners.
PL-104

BODY WASH NO RINSE 16OZ
Whenever lack of facilities, physical limitation, discomfort or merely fear of
bathing occur, No Rinse Body Bath is the solution. Leaves skin clean, refreshed
and odor-free in minutes. Excellent perineal cleanser. Concentrated, makes 16
complete baths.
GS-222

16 oz

COMFORT BATH
Ultra-soft, heavyweight washcloths are pre-moistened with a rinse-free aloe and
vitamin E formula to gently cleanse and moisturize in one easy step. Maximum
amounts of rinse-free cleansing and moisturizing solution.
LRX103

8/PK

COMFORT CAP
Premoistened, fabric-lined cap. Enriched with shampoo, conditioner, and
detangler for clean, healthy hair. Hypoallergenic. Can be warmed in microwave
for comfort. Ultra-soft fabric lining absorbs dirt and oil.
LRX104

Individual Packet
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Incontinence – Hygiene & Applicants
ALOE VESTA SKIN PROTECTANT
Skin Protectant, Unscented, Provides an effective barrier that seals out moisture,
contains emollients to moisturize and is non-sensitizing and fragrance free, 8oz
GS-102

8 oz

EUCERIN (TYPE) CREAM JAR
Dry skin moisturizing lotion, fragrance free and non-comedogenic.
Cream – Jar – Ceresin Wax / Dmdm Hydantoin. Unscented.
K6X903

16 oz

FLEXIBLE INSPECTION MIRROR
Acrylic mirror stays in position when bent. Adjustable plastic cuff
accommodates full palmar grip or finger grasp. 6″ x 4″ mirror is 22″ long.
Latex free.
KA-833

GLOVES COTTON
100% low lint cotton. Gloves fit either hand. Benefits the absorption of hand
creams and medicated ointments. Conceal skin disorders. Prevents staining of
fabrics and garments. Hypo-allergenic. Hemmed for a neat appearance.
BR-135

Small/Medium – 12/PR

BR-136

Large/X-large – 12/PR

ODOR ELIMINATOR
Odor Eliminator M9 – 2 Oz, pump spray bottle, unscented Hollister brand.
Effectively and safely eliminates odors. Available unscented or with a pleasant
apple scent. Convenient packaging. Recommended for home use.
K6X266

2 oz

PERINEAL CLEANSER
Aloe Vesta® perineal / skin cleanser 8oz. Active ingredient hydrolyzed collagen,
citrus scent, pump bottle.
GS-106

8 oz

PERINEAL WASH
Rinse-Free Perineal Wash – pump bottle – 8oz-herbal scent. Cleans, conditions,
and moisturizes delicate skin. No-rinse formula saves time and effort. Neutral pH
is balanced to protect sensitive skin. For incontinence and ostomy care.
K6X902

8 oz

SEPTISOFT NO RINSE BATHING
Septi-Soft® concentrate is a bathing solution enriched with natural coconut oil
to soften, condition and moisturize the skin. Designed for no rinse bathing and
shampooing. Contains a natural soap to cleanse the skin and hair and reduce
body odors.
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GS-127

TOOTHETTE
Oral Swabstick Toothette Foam Tip Mint Dentifrice.
LRX102

250/Box

SPECIMEN CONTAINER
Medi-Pak Sterile Specimen Containers – Wide Mouth. Transparent with white,
screw-on, leak-proof lid. Tamper-evident seal. Includes patient label.
GS-146

4 oz / 120 cc

SPECIMEN COLLECTION BOWL
1 liter capacity specimen container is compatible with standard commodes and
toilets. Measurement is quick with easy to read black graduations, oz and cc.
Includes pour spout to discard container contents. Disposable.
PL-110

One-liter

URINAL FEMALE
Uniquely designed for ease-of-use with easy-grip contoured handle. Visual
measurements in ounces or cc’s. Made of shatter-resistant, lightweight molded
plastic. Recommended for single-person use. Easy to clean with standard
household cleaners.
PL-100

One-quart

URINAL MALE
Angled design for ease of use and easy-grip contoured handle for better control.
Attached snap-on cap prevents spills and restricts odors. Visual measurements
in ounces and cc’s. Recommended for single-person use. Easy to clean with
standard household cleaners.
PL-102

One-quart

URINAL MALE – HEAVY DUTY
Our urinals have a splash-proof lid and store on their side, preventing accidental
tipping and spilling. Graduated in ounces and milliliters. Measured volume of
32-oz./1,000 ml. Autoclavable at 250°F, 15 lbs. pressure for 15-20 minutes.
PL-115

32 oz

URINAL MALE – SPILLPROOF
THE URSEC is the first urinal that has an innovative anti-reflux system and will not
spill its contents, even if rolled completely over. Made from sturdy plastic the URSEC
has a wide stable base making it easy to position for use. The large ergonomic
handle hangs conveniently on bed rails and is easy to hold and manipulate.
PL-222

RUBBER PANTS PULLON
These incontinent pants help protect clothes and bed linens from any leakage
and are designed to be used with pads, diapers, reusables and other absorbent
materials. The elastic waist and leg bands provide comfort and added protection. In
addition to these other features these incontinent pants are also machine washable.
K6X727

Small – Unisex

K6X726

Medium – Unisex

K6X725

Large – Unisex

K6X724

X-Large
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Biscuit
NO
YES
NO
38”
45”
20”
20”
21.5”
29”
7”
24”

Hazelnut

Upgrade with
Deluxe Therapeutic
Heat & Massage!

Lift Chairs – Golden

Shiraz

MAXICOMFORT SERIES - CLOUD
The Cloud™ by Golden is an extremely comfortable and
Sterling
popular power lift recliner featuring hybrid
sizing. Offered
in two sizes, these chairs offer our unique, ergonomic
This fabric stands out for its
Cloud seating system and custom bucket
seatsmooth
design
comfort,
texture, and
color options.
It features our
for long-term comfort and support. Theyrichfeature
a plush
exclusive SofTouch™ with Stain
backrest and solid molded highdensity arm
pillows
for
Defense coating.
Standard
Fabrics:
the ultimate in relaxation. So, if you’re
looking
for
a lift
* An upcharge will apply for all
Shown in Coffee Bean*
crossover
chair to spend most of your day and night
in, orfabrics.
a recliner
chair that will rejuvenate you after a long day at work, look
no further than the MaxiComfort Cloud! E0627/T2029*

44”

Shown in Calypso

3 YR
YES
3 YR
1 YR
Inside Pocket
Standard
YES
NO
NO
YES
NO
YES
NO
YES
USA

PR510

•
Smoke

l,
s
rs.

www.facebook.com/goldentechnologies
SHT-PR510-031021

Zone 2

Zone 2
Zone 2
UPPER BODY

Zone 3

Shiraz

Sterling

Sterling

Shiraz

Copper

HEADREST

LUMBAR

Hazelnut

HEADREST

User Height

Capacity

PR-515SM

Sm/Med

5'1" - 5'6"

375 lbs

PR-515ML

Med/Lg

5'7" - 6'2"

375 lbs

* Only the lift mechanism of the chair can be covered by insurance

Check real-time inventory at

Zone 4

Hazelnut

Size

Cloud

Zone 3
Copper
Zone 3
Calypso

Standard Fabrics:

DREST20
DREST

Standard Features:

• Programmable AutoDrive™ Hand Control
• USB Charging Port
• USB Charging Port
• Extra Pocket
• Extra Pocket

Standard Fabrics:

Calypso

375 lbs

pocketed coil spring seat provide hours of •unmatched
Positioning
Patentedcomfort.
Twilight
Tilt Technology• Adjustable Headrest
options are endless with our 5-zone positioning system, which includes our
• Adjustable Lumbar
• Patented MaxiComfort® Positioning
patented Twilight Technology, patented MaxiComfort® Positioning, adjustable
• Programmable
• Adjustable Headrest
headrest and lumbar support. Healthy benefits include being able to elevate
AutoDrive™ Hand
Lumbar
the feet above the heart while experiencing• Adjustable
a feeling of weightlessness.
Control

Standard Features:

ne
ne 3
3

HEADREST

5'7" - 6'2"

Comfort Zones 1-5 This positioning system incorporates
all five adjustable comfort zones to create
the ultimate
Standard
Features:
wellness comfort experience with our• patented
TwilightTilt
Patented Twilight
by GOLDEN
PR761
Technology. Each Comfort Zone can beTechnology
adjusted
independently
by
using
the
exclusive
AutoDrive™
hand
•
Patented
MaxiComfort®
The EZ Sleeper is a luxury power lift recliner featuring a modern look with a
control.
Positioning
tailored back and stylish track arm design, while the plush chaise pad and

* An upcharge will apply for all
crossover fabrics.

R BODY

UPPER BODY

375 lbs

* An upcharge will apply for all
crossover fabrics.

Quick
Ship?
Quick
Ship?
The Cloud™ is a luxury power lift recliner
offering
our
real-time
inventory
at
CheckCheck
real-time
inventory
at
unique, ergonomic seating system for
long-term
comfort
webportalgt.com.
(Access available
webportalgt.com.
(Access
for Golden
retailers
only.)
for seat
Golden
retailers
only.)
and support. It features our custom available
bucket
and
plush backrest. Positioning options are endless with our
5-zone positioning system, which includes our patented
Twilight Technology, patented MaxiComfort® Positioning,
adjustable headrest and lumbar support. Healthy
benefits include being
able to elevate the feet above the
Shown in Shiitake*
heart while experiencing a feeling of weightlessness.
Now available in two sizes! E0627/T2029*

EZ Sleeper

UPPER BODY

3R BODY

T

Med/Lg

This fabric stands out for its
comfort, smooth texture, and
rich color options. It features our
exclusive SofTouch™ with Stain
Defense coating.

ne
2
ne
DY 2

Quick Ship?

Find us on

Facebook
Shown in Shiraz

LOWER BODY

Quick Ship?

LOWER BODY

reserves
me.

• Patented Twilight Tilt
Technology
• Patented MaxiComfort®
Positioning
• Adjustable Headrest
• Adjustable Lumbar
• Programmable
AutoDrive™ Hand
Control
• USB Charging Port
• Extra Pocket

R BODY
R BODY

PR-510ML

5'1" - 5'6"

PR515

LOWER BODY

Sm/Med

Shown in
Bridle*

DYCOMFORT™
ED
ED COMFORT™

Zone 1
Zone 1

• Patented Twilight Tilt
by GOLDEN
Technology
• Patented MaxiComfort®
The Cloud™ is a luxury power lift recliner offering our unique, ergonomic
Positioning
seating system for long-term comfort and support. It features our custom
• Adjustable
Headrest
bucket seat and plush backrest. Positioning options are endless with our
• Adjustable Lumbar
5-zone positioning system, which includes our patented Twilight Technology,
• Programmable
patented MaxiComfort® Positioning, adjustable headrest and lumbar support.
AutoDrive
Handinclude being able to elevate the feet above the heart while
Healthy ™
benefits
Control
experiencing a feeling of weightlessness. Now available in two sizes!
• USB Charging Port
• Extra Pocket

Phone: 800-624-6374
Fax: 800-628-5165
www.goldentech.com

Zone 1

FORT™

PR-510SM

MAXICOMFORT SERIES - TWILIGHT

Sterling

Copper

Calypso

TWILIGHT—The World’s Most Advanced
Power Positioning Lift Recliner
with Patented Twilight Technology!

* An upcharge will apply for all
crossover fabrics.

more about
Comfort Zone
by Golden.

This fabric stands out for its
comfort, smooth texture, and
rich color options. It features our
exclusive SofTouch™ with Stain
Defense coating.

smartphone

Shiraz cameraSterling
to learn

Hazelnut

her to create individualized wellness
OLDEN
omfort
can be adjusted
Calypso
Copper
Hazelnut
OLDEN Zone
usive AutoDrive hand control.
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Programmable

® lift
The Cloud™ by Golden is an extremely
comfortable and
popular power
• Patented
MaxiComfort
Positioning AutoDrive™ Hand
recliner Shown
featuring
hybrid
sizing.
Offered
in
two
sizes,
these
chairs
offer
our
unique,
Control
•
Programmable
AutoDrive™
HandThis
Control
in Calypso
microsuede fabric is a stylish
ergonomic Cloud seating system and custom bucket seat design for long-term
alternative
to suede with
the soft
• Custom
Bucket
Seat
• Custom Bucket Seat
feel of natural leather but none
comfort and support. They feature a plush backrest and solid molded high•
Extra
Pocket
•
Extra
Pocket
density arm pillows for the ultimate in relaxation. So, if you’re looking for a lift chair of its drawbacks. Long-lasting
and stain-resistant, it is perfect
to spend most of your day and night in, or a recliner chair that will
rejuvenate
you Height
for furniture that
will see a high
Size
User
Capacity
volume of use or spills.
after a long day at
work,
Scan
withlook
yourno further than the MaxiComfort Cloud!

Standard Fabrics:

Standard Fabrics:

EN

Cloud

Shiraz

dels.

Bourbon

Comfort Zones 1 & 2 work together to create individualized
Standard Features:
wellness positioning and comfort. Each Comfort Zone
• Patented MaxiComfort®
by GOLDEN
can be adjusted
independently by using the
exclusive
Positioning
AutoDrive hand control.

Check real-time inventory at

YES

MAXICOMFORT Series
PR761

This microsuede fabric is a stylis
alternative to suede with the sof
feel of natural leather but none
of its drawbacks. Long-lasting
and stain-resistant, it is perfect
for furniture that will see a high
volume of use or spills.

Model Number
PR761-MLA
The World’s Most Advanced
Size
Medium/Large
Power Positioning Lift Recliner
Weight Capacity
375 LBS
Positioning
Maxicomfort
with Patented Twilight Technology!
* An upcharge will apply for all
Comfort Zone(s)
5
crossover fabrics.
Twilight Technology
YES
Chaise Seat
YES
MAXICOMFORT
SERIES - EZ SLEEPER
Pocketed Coil Seat
YES
The EZ Sleeper
is a luxury power lift recliner featuring Seam
Quick Ship?
Back Type
a modern
look with
tailored back and stylish track
Check real-time inventory at
Removable
Backa Option
NO
webportalgt.com. (Access
arm design,
while
the
plush
chaise
pad
and
pocketed
Head Rest Cover
NO
available for Golden retailers on
coil spring
provide hours of unmatched comfort. NO
Armseat
Rest Covers
Positioning
options
Overall
Width are endless with our 5-zone positioning
34"
46"
system, Overall
whichHeight
includes our patented Twilight Technology,
®
Width
Between Arms
patented
MaxiComfort
Positioning, adjustable headrest22"
Floor support.
to Top of Seat
and lumbar
Healthy benefits include being able21"
Standard Fab
Seat
Depth
Shown in Shiitake*
to elevate the feet above the heart while experiencing a 21"
Seat to Top of Back
30"
feeling of
weightlessness. E0627/T2029*
Seat to Top of Arm
8"
ComfortDistance
ZonesRequired
1-5 Thisfrom
positioning
system incorporates 24"
Wall Reclined
Extension Reclined
fromzones
Back ofto
Seat
all five adjustable
comfort
create the ultimate 43"
Graphite
Standard Features
End of Foot
Rest
wellnesstocomfort
experience
with our patented Twilight
Life Time Warranty, Chair Frame,
• Patented Twilight Tilt
by GOLDEN
YES
Technology.
EachRecline
Comfort
Zone can be adjusted
Lift Frame,
Mechanism
Technology
independently
using the
exclusive AutoDrive™ hand3 YR
Warranty by
on Electrical
parts
• Patented MaxiComfo
The
EZ
Sleeper
is
a
luxury
power
lift
recliner
featuring
a
modern
look
with
a
control. Pro Rated Years 4 Thru 7
Maple
YES
Positioning
tailored back and stylish track arm design, while the plush chaise pad and
Warranty
on
Mechanical
Labor
3
YR
• Patented Twilight Tilt Technology
• Adjustable
Headrest
pocketed coil spring seat provide hours of unmatched comfort. Positioning
This faux leather is a ric
Warranty on Electrical Labor
1 YR
• Patented
MaxiComfort® Positioning
options are endless with our 5-zone positioning system, which includes our Shown in•Bourbon
modern alternative
Adjustable
Lumbarto
Shown
in
Bourbon
Hand Control Routing
Inside Arm
leather that is extreme
patented Twilight Technology, patented MaxiComfort® Positioning, adjustable
• Adjustable Headrest
• Programmable
comfortable while offe
Extra Pocket Option
Standard
headrest and lumbar support. Healthy
benefitsFabrics:
include being able to elevate
Standard
• Adjustable
rugged ™
durability
AutoDrive
Handof le
Heat & Lumbar
Massage Option
NO
Made from 100% poly
the feet
above the heart while experiencing a feeling of weightlessness.
• Programmable
AutoDrive™
Hand
Control
Control
HEALTHY
BENEFITS:
Articulating Headrest Option
Standard
fabric is easy to care fo
well as
• USB Charging
Port Option
USB functionality
ChargingasPort
Adjustable Lumbar
Standard
• Elevates Feet Above Heart • Supports•Natural
This‘S’
long-lasting fabric
• Extra Pocket
•
Extra
Pocket
AutoFlex Option
NO
Shape of Spine complement a variety
• Alleviates Pressure On
while standing the test
Foot Rest Extension Option
Bourbon
Size
User Height CapacityNO
Lungs Smoke
• Stylish New Track
Arm
under
heavy use.
Straight Lift Option
NO
Crossover fabrics are u
Design
• Distributes Weight
PR-761USB Charging
Med/Lg
5'7" - 6'2"
375
lbs Box
Port
Control
• Available in Luxurious
• Relieves Pressure Points
Battery Backup
NO
Quick Ship?
Brisa® Fabrics With
USA
• Encourages Proper Posture
DIONEPlace of Origin
Check real-time invent

EZ Sleeper

Check real-time inventory at
webportalgt.com. (Access
available for Golden retailers only.)

Quick Ship?

* An upcharge will apply for all
crossover fabrics.

This microsuede fabric is a stylish
alternative to suede with the soft
feel of natural leather but none
of its drawbacks. Long-lasting
and stain-resistant, it is perfect
for furniture that will see a high
volume of use or spills.

Smoke

Bourbon

Standard Fabrics:

PR761

Breathable Technology

Diagnostic
on all Golden models.
This fauxSmartTek
leather
is a richSystem
and STANDARD
modern alternative
to
natural leather that is extremely comfortable while
offering the rugged durability of leather. Made from
by GOLDEN
100% polyester, the fabric is easy to care for ensuring
Zones
- 5 This positioning
functionality as well asComfort
elegance.
This1 long-lasting
fabric system incorporates all five
by GOLDEN
adjustable
comfort
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to
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variety
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while
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experience
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test
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Graphite
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1 11
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™ hand control.
AutoDrive
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comfort
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back support.
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PR446
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• Patented Max
Positioning
®
•
Adjustable He
Phone:
800-624-6374
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faux
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a
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and
modern
alternative
to
natural
leather
that
is
Zone
1
• Patented MaxiComfort Positioning
™
WE PATENTED
COMFORT
Fax: 800-628-5165
extremely
comfortable
while
offering
the
rugged
durability
of
leather.
Made
•
Adjustable Lu
Zone
1
• Adjustable Headrest
LOWER BODY
LOWER
BODY
™
from 100%
polyester,
the fabric
is easy to care Zone
for ensuring
functionality aswww.goldentech.com
1
WE
PATENTED
COMFORT
•
Programmabl
• Adjustable Lumbar
™ fabric will complement a variety of decors
well as elegance.COMFORT
This long-lasting
WE
PATENTED
LOWER BODY
AutoDrive™ H
• Programmable AutoDrive™
Hand
Find us on
Literature is current
at time of Control
printing. Golden
Technologies
reserves
while
standing
the test of time under heavy use.
LOWER
BODY
Control
Facebook
• USB Charging Port the right to make changes to the product or literature at any time.
•
USB Charging
Sizes may vary depending on fabric, filling material,
www.facebook.com/goldentechnologies
• Extra Pocket
upholstery and carpet thickness. All measurements
•
Extra Pocket
taken on concrete floor using levels and metal rulers.
SHT-PR761-031021
by GOLDEN

ZoneCapacity
2

5'1" - 5'6"

375 lbs

PR-446L

Large

5'7" - 6'2"

375 lbs

Standard Fabrics:

dard Fabrics:

Zone
2
Zone
UPPER BODY 2

Only the lift mechanism of the chair can be covered by insurance

Zone 3

Zone 2
UPPER BODY

Graphite

Maple

Zone 2
Zone 2

no cross over fabrics available
for this collection
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Lift Chairs – Golden

Shiraz

COMFORTER SERIES
Our long-standing, Small-to-Tall sizeSterling
collection offers seven
sizes to comfortably fit people with weight capacities up
fabric stands
out for
its
to 500 lbs. These power lift reclinersThis
feature
a new
back
comfort, smooth texture, and
style with a tasteful seam design, our
signature
seat
forour
rich color options. It features
with with
Stain
the utmost in comfort and support,exclusive
a newSofTouch™
arm style
Defense coating.
additional plush padding for more comfort and value, and
* An upcharge
will apply
for all
in Copper
extended arms toShown
provide
better stability
while
entering
crossover fabrics.
or exiting the chair. Enjoy luxurious new chenille fabrics to
match any décor. Find your perfect fit!! E0627/T2029*
Standard Fabrics:

Shown in Bittersweet

PR535-M26
Medium/Wide
500 LBS
MaxiComfort
2
NO
YES
Comfort Zone 1 provides ergonomic placement of your
NO
Standard
Features:
lower body allowing your muscles to
relax for long-lasting
Seam
•
Classic
Design
comfort. Comfort
by GOLDEN Zone 1 can be adjusted using the two
PR401
NO
• Blissful
Comfort with
Calypso
buttons on the hand control.
YES
Ultra Soft Back
The popular Cambridge power lift recliner features our hybrid sizing for a better
• Simple
Two-Button
YES
Size
Weight
Capacity
fit. The Small/Medium size fits people 5'1" to 5'6" and the Medium/Large size
Hand Control
37”
PR-531PS
Petite/Small
375 lbs
fits people 5'7" to 6'2". The Cambridge features
a supportive biscuit backrest
• USB Charging Port
45”
• Signature Seat
Copper
design and a soft, comfortable seat for hours PR-531M
of relaxation.
Medium
375 lbs
27”
• Luxurious ChenilleUpgrade
Fabrics with
PR-531L
Large
375 lbs
20”
• Upgraded StainDeluxe
Defense
Therapeutic
PR-531T
Tall
375 lbs
• USB Charging Port
20”
Heat & Massage!
PR-531S23
Wide/Small
375 lbs
30”
Hazelnut
Standard Fabrics:
PR-531M26
Wide/Medium
500
lbs
5”
PR-531T28
Wide/Tall
500 lbs
25”
Quick Ship?
MAXI-COMFORTER SERIES
Check real-time
Shiraz inventory at
43”
(Access available
Anchor
Bittersweet
Oxford
Port
Sandstorm
An old favorite meets new upgradeswebportalgt.com.
in
the
MaxiComforter
for Golden retailers only.)
power lift recliner! Our long-standing, Small-to-Tall size
YES
collection now features a contemporary design and plush
fabric offerings! Refreshed features include
a new arm
Sterling
3 YR
style with additional padding for more comfort and value,
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Saddle

Zone
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3

Bridle

Coffee Bean

HEADREST

Shitake

Iron

Black Onyx

Beet Root

Night Navy

Zone 4

Features and Benefits of the Brisa® Collection

This unique fabric will enhance any relaxing experience with its one-of-a-kind
characteristics:
Zone 3

Zone 3
• Breathable technology allows airflow to maintain constant
temperature
Zone 4
HEADREST
HEADREST
• Plush and luxurious feel enhances comfort
HEADREST
LUMBAR
HEADREST
• 300,000 Double Rubs – Developed to withstand above average wear and tear and constructed to be
10 times more durable than the industry standard for fabric
• Cleans effortlessly with soap and water, releases light stains with alcohol based household cleaner and
disinfects with a 5:1 water/bleach solution for ease of care
• Innovative layering technology to repel moisture and liquids
LUMBAR

Zone
5 4
Zone

Zone 4

Zone 5

COMFORT & DURABILITY THERE IS NOTHING BETTER THAN BRISA®!
TWILIGHT TILT
Zone 4
TWILIGHT TILT
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Lift Chairs – Pride
VIVALIFT TRANQUIL COLLECTION
Shown in Mushroom

Pride® FDA Class II Medical Devices are designed to aid
individuals with mobility impairments. E0627/T2029*
• Power headrest
• Power backrest
• Power lumbar
• USB remote with soft-touch buttons
• Lithium battery backup
• Footrest extension

Standard Fabrics:

Astro Brown

Astro Grey Astro Mushroom

PLR-935S
PLR-935M
PLR-935LT
PLR-935PW

Size
Small
Medium
Large/Tall
Petite/Wide

Weight Capacity
400 lbs
400 lbs
400 lbs
400 lbs

VIVALIFT ELEGANCE COLLECTION
Shown in Steel

Pride® FDA Class II Medical Devices are designed to aid
individuals with mobility impairments. E0627/T2029*
• Power headrest
• Power backrest
• Power lumbar
• USB remote with soft-touch buttons
• Lithium battery backup
• Footrest extension
PLR-975M
PLR-975L

Steel

Weight Capacity
400 lbs
400 lbs

VIVALIFT LEGACY COLLECTION

Standard Fabrics:

Walnut

Size
Small
Medium

Pride® FDA Class II Medical Devices are designed to aid
individuals with mobility impairments. E0627/T2029*
Mushroom

Shown in
Saville Wine

• Power headrest
• Power backrest
• Power lumbar
• USB remote with soft-touch buttons
• Lithium battery backup
• Footrest extension
PLR-958M
PLR-958L

Size
Small
Medium

Weight Capacity
400 lbs
400 lbs

Standard Fabrics:

Saville Wine
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Saville Grey

Saville Brown

* Only the lift mechanism of the chair can be covered by insurance

VIVALIFT ATLAS COLLECTION
The Atlas Power Recliner offers infinite lay-flat positioning,
a power headrest, power lumbar and stow-away
cupholders. Pride® FDA Class II Medical Devices are
designed to aid individuals with mobility impairments.
E0627/T2029*

Shown in Walnut

• Power headrest
• Power backrest
• Power lumbar
• USB remote with soft-touch buttons
• Lithium battery backup
• Footrest extension
• Dual cup holders
PLR-985

Size
Medium

Weight Capacity
400 lbs

HERITAGE COLLECTION

Standard Fabrics:

Walnut

Steel

Mushroom

Industry-first hand control with USB charger port (not
available when adding optional heat and massage).
Standard head & arm covers. Standard large dual
pockets. Easy to remove back. Industry-first Total
Comfort Seating features a unique spring design and
one-piece soft foam seat for outstanding relaxation.
Wooden frame composed of engineered furniture grade
laminate/hardwood for added strength and durability.
Heavy-duty lift actuator & scissor mechanism. Fire
retardant (California specifications; bulletin 117-2013).
Transformer features self-diagnostic electronics with
9' cord. 7-year prorated warranty. E0627/T2029*

Shown in Pacific

• Quiet & smooth lift system
• Integrated battery backup in case of power failure
• USB remote with charger port
• Rolled armrest
• Lifetime warranty on steel lift frame
LC-358S
LC-358M
LC-358L
LC-358PW
LC-358XL
LC-358XXL

Size
Small
Medium
Large
Petite/Wide
XL
XXL

Weight Capacity
375 lbs
375 lbs
375 lbs
375 lbs
500 lbs
600 lbs

Standard Fabrics:

* Only the lift mechanism of the chair can be covered by insurance
Walnut

Stone

Pacific

Black Cherry
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Mobility Equipment – Powered Wheelchairs
GOLDEN POWER CHAIR – LITERIDER ENVY
The world’s lightest, most transportable and
maneuverable power chair is the Golden LiteRider Envy
GP162! Now available in limited colors Envy Green, Satin
Silver, Solar Flare Orange and Sunburst Yellow, as well as
our standard Paradise Blue and Cherry Red.
Designed with the end-user and their caregivers in mind,
the LiteRider Envy can be disassembled in just seconds
to easily fit in the trunk of virtually any car.
The heaviest piece weighs only 35 lbs to easily be lifted
into the back of a vehicle. The LiteRider Envy offers a
comfortable ride all day long, with a stadium-style seat
and a generous footplate, plus bigger 22 amp hour
batteries so you can go further than ever before!
HCPC T2029

• Unique, under seat storage basket standard
• Tubular frame design
• 300 lb. weight capacity
• Operating Range: Up to 15.5 miles
• Top speed: 3.5 mph

PCPGL162G

Green

PCPGL162R

Red

PCPGL162B

Blue

PCPGL162Y

Yellow

PCPGL162O

Orange

PCPGL162SI Silver

PRIDE POWER CHAIR – JAZZY EVO613
The all new Medicare-reimbursable Jazzy® EVO 613
series is here! The Jazzy® EVO 613 series provides
the freedom to navigate small spaces and tight
corners indoors with a narrow base width of only
22”. The Jazzy® EVO 613Li uses a lithium-ion battery
that provides longer life and more convenient
charging. Pride’s patented Active-Trac (ATX)
Suspension ensures a smooth ride experience over
uneven surfaces. Memory foam high-back seat
with single seat post allows the user to swivel.
HCPC K0823
PCPPR82BA2
• 300 lb. weight capacity
• Maximum speed up to 5.1 mph
• 3″ Ground clearance
• 13″ solid drive tires
• Per charge range up to 17 miles with U1 SLA batteries
and up to 21 miles with lithium ion (200 lbs.)
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PHONE: 612-722-9000 | HOURS: 8AM - 5PM CST

Wheelchairs
ALUMINUM TRANSPORT CHAIR 17″ & 19″
Transport Chair is designed as an affordable patient
transfer device. Its compact size and lighter weight allow
a companion to lift and store the chair with ease. Both 17″
and 19″ come with swing-away footrests. Comes with seat
belt for added safety. Padded armrests provide additional
comfort. Nylon upholstery is comfortable, lightweight and
easy-to-clean. Back folds down for storage and transport.
Aluminum casted back-release hinge allows back to fold
down for easy storage and transport. HCPC E1038
WCFDR44QA8 17"
WCFDR44MA8 19"

WHEELCHAIR FULL ARM WITH FOOTREST
Powder-coated silver vein steel frame. Embossed vinyl
upholstery is durable, light weight, attractive and easyto-clean. Urethane tires mounted on composite wheels
provide durability and low maintenance. 8″ front casters,
adjustable in three positions. Padded armrests provide
additional comfort. Carry pocket on backrest provides
additional convenience. Comes with swing-away footrests
or elevating leg rests with tool-free adjustable length
riggings. Plastic foot plates with heel loops on footrests.
Comes with push-to-lock wheel locks. HCPC K0001
WCFDR11AA2

16"

WCFDR11BA2

18"

WCFDR11CA2

20"

WHEELCHAIR LIGHT WEIGHT
FULL ARM WITH FOOTREST
Built-in seat rail extensions and extendable upholstery
easily adjust seat depth from 16″ to 18″. Weighs under
36 lbs (excluding front riggings). Carbon steel frame
with silver vein finish. Removable flip-back arms allow
for easy transfer. New frame style eliminates seat guides
and allows for custom back inserts and accessories.
Nylon upholstery is durable, lightweight, attractive
and easy-to-clean. Composite, Mag-style wheels are
lightweight and maintenance free. 8″ front casters are
adjustable in three positions. Padded armrests provide
additional comfort. Comes with swing-away footrests
or elevating leg rests with tool-free adjustable length
riggings. Precision sealed wheel bearings in front and
rear ensure long-lasting performance and reliability. Dual
axle provides easy transition of seat height to hemi-level.
Comes with push-to-lock wheel locks. HCPC K0003
WCFDR10AA2

16"

WCFDR10BA2

18"

WCFDR10CA2

20"
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Mobility Equipment – Scooters
GOLDEN BUZZAROUND EX 3 WHEEL
The Buzzaround EX offers more standard features to make your riding
experience better than ever. Featuring a 350 lb. weight capacity, a wraparound
Delta Tiller, a new LED battery gauge, a wireless U1 battery, and a new ultra
bright LED angle-adjustable headlight, the new Buzzaround EX is also longer
to offer more foot room, with a great turning radius. The Buzzaround EX
disassembles in seconds with just 4 easy steps making transporting it from one
destination to another a breeze! HCPC T2029

Insurance
ELIGIBLE

SCGL118BL

Blue

SCGL118RD

Red (Stock)

GOLDEN BUZZAROUND LT 3 WHEEL
This Buzzaround LT scooter is the smallest, lightest, and most portable
Buzzaround scooter, however, it has a weight capacity of 300 lbs. and increased
foot room. The new Buzz LT also has a charger port in the delta tiller, a new
hard plastic rugged basket, updated black wheels and a plush, padded seat.
Additionally, the Buzz LT comes with a lifetime warranty on the frame, a twoyear warranty on the drive train and electronics, and comes standard with a
one-year warranty on the batteries. Enjoy its tight indoor maneuverability and
smooth outdoor use with 3″ of ground clearance! HCPC T2029
SCGL107B

Blue

SCGL107R

Red (Stock)

PRIDE GOGO FOLDING – FDA CLASS II MEDICAL DEVICE
With the Go-Go® Folding Scooter, the world is at your fingertips! With a
unique folding design, this scooter folds in just three simple steps and
fits easily in a closet, corner or vehicle trunk! Front and rear LED lights and
speeds up to 4 mph. 250 lbs. weight capacity. 32″ turning radius. Optional
armrests available for a more comfortable ride. Height-adjustable, exclusive tiller
design provides a more personal fit. Pride FDA Class II Medical Devices are
designed to aid individuals with mobility impairments. HCPC T2029
SCPR530W

PRIDE iRIDE
Journey far and wide with the iRide ™! This ultra-lightweight scooter is super
portable and perfect for traveling. Equipped with both a manual hand brake
and supplemental foot brake, the iRide delivers a safe and comfortable ride!
250 lbs. weight capacity. Up to 3.7 mph maximum speed. Airline-safe lithium
ion battery pack. Height adjustable removable seat. Digital LCD display. 33.5″
turning radius. HCPC T2029
SCPR770L
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PHONE: 612-722-9000 | HOURS: 8AM - 5PM CST

PRIDE RAPTOR – FDA CLASS II MEDICAL DEVICE
The road less traveled is about to lose its claim to fame. When you extend the
borders of your world with the Raptor mobility scooter, unreachable places
suddenly become accessible again. With top speeds of up to 14 mph, a full
Comfort-Trac Suspension system, and sturdy pneumatic tires that glide smoothly
over varied terrains. Indeed, standard features on the Raptor feel a little extra for a
mobility scooter. With dual mirrors, LED headlights, brake lights, and directional
lights, the Raptor offers on-the-go safety features to make sure motorists and
other traffic can spot you from a distance. Easily one of Pride Mobility’s most
powerful scooters, it has a weight capacity of up to 400 pounds, a regenerative
braking system, and an LCD digital display. HCPC T2029
SCPR750

PRIDE VICTORY 10
Versatility knows no bounds with the Victory® 10. Enjoy simple disassembly with
one hand and drive up to 16 miles on a single charge. You won’t miss a beat
with this scooter, which includes a bright LED headlight. Anything is possible
with the Victory 10! 400 lbs. weight capacity. Up to 5.3 mph maximum speed.
Exclusive one-hand feather touch disassembly provides the ultimate quick
transport system. Easy-to-read Ambient Voltmeter. HCPC T2029
3 Wheel
SCPR110

Blue

SCPR111

Red

Blue

SCPR113

Red

4 Wheel
SCPR112

PRIDE WRANGLER
Feel the crisp, fresh air, smell the blossoms on the trees and enjoy the peaceful
serenity of the outdoors. Your adventure awaits, and nothing stands in your way.
Forge a new path with the Wrangler®, an aggressive, outdoor scooter designed for
extreme and rugged conditions. With powerful suspension, bright lighting and
dual hydraulic brakes, this beast of a scooter is a powerful force. 350 lbs. weight
capacity. Up to 29.4 miles per charge at 200 lbs.; up to 24.2 miles per charge
at 350 lbs. Limited recline, black vinyl, high-back seat. Storage Compartment.
USB charger built into the tiller for convenient charging of smart phones and
portable devices. HCPC T2029
SCPR880G

PRIDE ZT10 – FDA CLASS II MEDICAL DEVICE
Imagine your perfect scooter. A sleek, contemporary design that can traverse the
most beautiful, out-of-reach places. Imagine that same scooter in your home,
moving seamlessly through doors and down hallways. Your imagination becomes
reality with the ZT10, a scooter that combines powerful dual motors and two-wheel
drive with revolutionary turning technology. 400 lbs. weight capacity. Up to 7 mph,
maximum speed at 200 lbs. 18 miles per charge at 400 lbs. Standard large basket.
Full LED light package includes LED headlights and rear lights with sequential
turn signals and puddle light under tiller. USB charger built into the tiller for
convenient charging of smart phones and portable devices. HCPC T2029
SCPR700W
SCPR700BL

White
Blue

SCPR700B

Black
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Mobility Equipment – Ramps
MODULAR RAMP – ALUMINUM SERIES
Lifetime warranty on the aluminum ramp series. Highest
coefficient of friction for maximum traction. Powdercoated color options available. 100% maintenance free.
800 lb. weight capacity. Easy installation—installs in
hours, not days. No rusting, no rotting, no splinters.
Multi-weld fabrication process ensures less deflection
of ramp surface. Environmentally responsible—
100% recyclable. Unique welded cone-mounted hand rail
design is more rigid than standard side-bolted handrails.
HCPC S5165
LIFETIME
Warranty

CALL 612-722-9000 FOR A FREE HOME ESTIMATE

MODULAR RAMP – STEEL SERIES
3-year warranty on the steel ramp series. All components
are coated with a durable powder-coated finish – far
more durable than painted steel ramps. Textured finish
for slip resistance. 800 lb. weight capacity. Modular
design to allow virtually any configuration. ADAcompliant 36” width. Easy installation—installs in hours,
not days. Unique welded cone-mounted hand rail design
is more rigid than standard side-bolted handrails.
HCPC S5165
3-YEAR
Warranty

CALL 612-722-9000 FOR A FREE HOME ESTIMATE

PURCHASE OR RENTAL OPTIONS
• May be purchased or rented
• Custom conﬁgurations available
• Lifetime warranty on aluminum ramps and a 3-year
warranty on steel ramps
• Incremental leg adjustments
• Quick drying ramp surface with superior traction
• 100% maintenance-free
• Ramp capacity up to 800 pounds
• Simple installation in hours
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Our ramps can be purchased to serve your home
accessibility needs for years to come. At APA, we’re
empathetic to the fact that you may not know how long
you’ll need a ramp. Injuries and the aging process are
unpredictable and vary from case to case. If you only
need an accessibility ramp for a short time—no problem,
our ramps can be rented for short or long-term use. Your
first month rental can be applied to your purchase if you
determine that the ramp will be needed more long term.

ECONOMICAL

At APA Medical we pride ourselves on offering the best
products at the best prices. With ramp options available
in aluminum and steel, we can meet your accessibility
needs while fitting your budget.

PHONE: 612-722-9000 | HOURS: 8AM - 5PM CST

PORTABLE RAMP – ALUMINUM ENTRY THRESHOLD

The TRANSITIONS® Angled Entry Ramp is a portable, stand-alone
threshold ramp featuring independently adjustable legs with swivel
feet, allowing for vertical adjustment. This self-supporting aluminum
threshold ramp is ideal for doorways that swing in and out, uneven
surfaces, or single step rises. HCPC T2029
HRX370

3 3/8″ – 5 7/8″

HRX371

1 3/8″ – 4 3/4″

PORTABLE RAMP – SUITCASE MULTI-FOLD
A high-traction grit surface, ergonomic carrying handles, and innovative trifold
design makes EZ-ACCESS® SUITCASE® Trifold AS portable wheelchair ramps a
no-brainer for safe and simple access into vehicles, over steps, or onto landings.
The ramps have an impressive 800 lb. weight capacity to ensure that they will
stand up to even the heaviest powerchairs and scooters, while lightweight
aluminum construction allows for easy transport for years to come. When not in
use, simply fold the ramp both length and width-wise to reduce it to just a quarter
of its original size or pull the center pin and split it into two manageable sections.
HCPC T2029
HRX404
HRX405
HRX406
HRX407
HRX408

5′ Multi-Fold
6′ Multi-Fold
7′ Multi-Fold
8′ Multi-Fold
10′ Multi-Fold

Trifold design brings ramp
down to a fraction of its size
for easy transport

PORTABLE RAMP – SUITCASE SINGLE-FOLD
This portable ramp, with its single-fold design, sets up quickly and is ideal for
scooters and wheelchairs. Made of lightweight aluminum with an easy-to-carry
design, the SUITCASE Single-Fold Ramp is fitted with ergonomically-designed
handles and a full-length hinge for additional strength and stability. Designed
for high traffic use, this durable ramp is available in 2’ to 8’ lengths and features
an extruded slip-resistant tread for superior traction. HCPC T2029
HRX400
HRX401
HRX402
HRX403
HRX410
HRX411
JRX412

2′ Single-Fold
3′ Single-Fold
4′ Single-Fold
5′ Single-Fold
6′ Single-Fold
7′ Single-Fold
8′ Single-Fold

The built-in tread
allows mobility devices
to retain traction in all
weather conditions.

PORTABLE RAMP – THRESHOLD
The TRANSITIONS® Angled Entry Mat accommodates doorways, raised landings,
and floor offsets to provide a smooth transition. This durable mat is ideal for
high-traffic areas and will not buckle under heavy loads. Made from 100%
recycled rubber, a naturally slip-resistant material, the mat provides a superior
grip for added traction. HCPC T2029
HRX355

Threshold 1.5″

HRX356

Threshold 2.5″
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Mobility Equipment – Walking Aids
CANE – WOOD

A classic style made of select hardwood that is satin-smooth to the touch.
Available in a variety of attractive finishes. Walnut Finish 7/8″ x 36″. Comes
complete with rubber tip. Designed to meet the requirements of HCPCS code:
E0100. Limited lifetime warranty. 250 lb. maximum weight capacity. HCPC E0100
SP-102

CANE – FOLDING
Adjustable Height. Folding Cane in Black with derby handle. Cane folds to
an 11 inch length for convenient transport and storage. Derby-style handle is
contoured for comfort. Soft Grip models provide cushioning for added comfort
to reduce hand stress and fatigue. Easy push-button height adjustment from
32.5″ x 36.5″ with locking collet for added security. Attractive black frame finish
resists marring and scratching. Designed to meet the requirements of HCPCS
code: E0100. Limited lifetime warranty. 250 lb. maximum weight capacity.
HCPC T2029
SP-103

CANE ROUND HANDLE “CANDY CANE” ADJUSTABLE
Designer adjustable aluminum cane. Black foam cushion grip handle contoured
to provide a comfortable, secure hand hold. Attractive aluminum finish resists
marring and scratching. Easy push-button height adjustment with locking collet
for added security. Height adjusts from 30″ to 39″ in 1″ increments. Includes
laminated color operating instructions. Designed to meet the requirements of
HCPCS code: E0100. 250 lb. maximum weight capacity – EVENLY DISTRIBUTED.
Three (3) year limited warranty. HCPC E0100
SP-104

CANE OFFSET ADJUSTABLE – ALUMINUM
Offset handle places the users weight directly over the base for maximum
balance and control. Attractive finish resists marring and scratching. Easy pushbutton height adjustment with locking collar for added security. Available in a
variety of finishes, grip styles and lengths. Includes laminated color operating
instructions. Designed to meet the requirements of HCPCS code: E0100. Limited
lifetime warranty. Soft, warm and contoured for maximum comfort. Sculpted
grip reduces the chance of slippage, even when wet. Comes complete with
convenient wrist strap. 250 lb maximum weight capacity. Standard Length
(31″ – 39″). HCPC E0100
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SP-100BK

Black

SP-100S

Silver

SP-100BZ

Bronze
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QUAD CANE
These canes are made out of aluminum and have a small base and an offset
handle. They have a lightweight design and low center of gravity, which
combine for greater stability and balance. Grip angle is designed to adjust to
comfortably fit the user's hand and wrist angle and to minimize stress on the
joints. Ortho-Ease grip is ideal for arthritics and for those needing a wider grip
for greater support. Comes complete with convenient wrist strap. HCPC E0105
WWX104 Wide Base

LIFETIME
Warranty

Adjustable
Aluminum.

WWX105 Narrow Base

HURRYCANE

The HurryCane® Freedom Edition™ is designed from top to bottom to give
you more support and confidence with every step. With its wide SteadiGrip™
base for all-terrain traction, the freestanding HurryCane® Freedom Edition™
offers amazing convenience and performance. The pivoting WhisperFlex™
design provides stability and balance with whisper-quiet performance. It’s also
designed with a comfort-fit, shock absorbing handle and easily folds or unfolds
in about a second—giving you more freedom than ever before. HCPC T2029
SP-209BK

Black

SP-209BL

Blue

SP-209PU

Purple

SP-209RD

Red

CANE – BLIND FOLDING 48″

QUALITY and design makes this cane stand out from all the other aluminum
canes. The following features are examples of a high-quality cane at a
reasonable price. The ferrule joints are reinforced and designed for easy folding.
An adjustable lanyard cord lock to ensure a proper fit to your wrist. Folds and
unfolds very smoothly with less effort. A strong lightweight aluminum shaft
is high quality and durable. Reflective white shaft with a 10-inch red reflective
tape section. An Ambutech marshmallow hook style tip is durable and makes
obstacle discovery smoother with less jabs or snags. Comfortable putter style
grip. Its just the right size for a 48-inch cane. 7.0 ounces including tip.
HCPC T2029
SP-415

PHONE: 612-722-9000 | HOURS: 8AM - 5PM CST
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Mobility Equipment – Walking Aids
CANE – BLIND FOLDING 52″
Sturdy Aluminum Cane Folds for Easy Storage. 4-section aluminum folding
cane for the blind. Top 3 sections are reflective white; bottom section is red.
Marshmallow hook-style rolling tip. Ergonomic golf grip with elastic wrist cord.
Made of sturdy, heavy-gauge aluminum. HCPC T2029
SP-301

CANE – BLIND FOLDING 58″
Rubber golf grip with elastic wrist loop. Double elastic tension cord. Red and
white reflective sections. Lightweight (approx. 8 oz). Tapered Aluminum. 4 section.
Made in the USA. HCPC T2029
SP-339

CANE – BLIND RIGID PENCIL TIP
Ambutech Rigid Graphite Canes feature strong and lightweight construction,
offering greater flexural strength than aluminum canes. Straight handle with flatsided grip. White reflective tape with a six-inch red stripe. Easy to replace/change
slip-on pencil tip is made of long wearing white nylon. Length 58″. HCPC T2029
SP-307

CANE – BLIND TELESCOPING 54-60″
The Fiberglass Telescopic Cane with Rolling Ball Tip from Ambutech is a light
duty identification cane that features a durable fiberglass shaft that easily adjusts
and extends from 54 to 60 inches. The telescopic cane then locks in place with
a quick turn of the shaft to make for safe and secure navigation. It easily retracts
to 11.25 inches (not including Ambutech cane tips, which vary in size). The shaft
is wrapped in white reflective tape with a 6-inch red stripe. The comfortable to
hold black rubberized grip encourages proper grasp of the mobility cane and also
includes a wrist loop. This Fiberglass Telescopic Cane comes with a rolling ball
tip – a large 2-inch diameter sphere with encased stainless steel roller bearing.
The rolling ball tip makes for greater sensitivity and visibility and is ideal for the
constant contact technique. It also easily handles road obstacles and pavement
cracks and attaches to the cane shaft via an 8mm thread. The tip is easy to
replace/change – simply screw it into the cane shaft. This cane is compatible with
a full range of Ambutech tips with 8mm thread. HCPC T2029
SP-410

CANE – BLIND WOOD CANDY CANE HANDLE
Safe & Reliable White Cane with Red Band at Base. Made of select northern
hardwood. White shaft with red band at base. Replaceable rubber tip. Measures
42 inches long (can be cut). Approx. Weight 1lb. HCPC T2029
SP-302
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Walkers
FOLDING WALKER (BARIATRIC) DUAL RELEASE
Increased width and depth accommodates larger users. 600 lb maximum
weight capacity. Includes laminated color operating instructions. Designed to
meet the requirements of HCPCS code: E0148. Limited lifetime warranty.
HCPC E0148
Width Inside Handgrips: 20″
Width Inside Rear Legs: 23″
Overall Width: 26 1/8″
Depth Front to Rear: 18″
Min/Max Height: 31″
Approx User Height: 5’4″ – 6’2″
WWX227

FOLDING WALKER DUAL RELEASE

Durable 1″ aluminum tubing provides maximum strength while remaining
lightweight. Raised H-frame design facilitates over-toilet positioning. Dual
release folding mechanism enables user to fold walker sides independently.
Adjustable height fits a broad range of user heights. Accommodates all leg
attachments. Folded depth 4″. Rear glide caps to facilitate use on all surfaces.
5″ Fixed Wheels. Weight Capacity: 300lb. HCPC E0143
Adult
Width Inside Handgrips: 16.5″
Width Inside Rear Legs: 20 1/8″
Overall Width: 26″
Depth Front to Rear: 16″
Minimum Height: 34″
Maximum Height: 41″
Approx User Height: 5’4″ – 6’2″

5” Fixed
Wheels

Junior
Width Inside Handgrips: 16.5″
Width Inside Rear Legs: 18 5/8″
Overall Width: 25 3/8″
Depth Front to Rear: 15″
Minimum Height: 29″
Maximum Height: 34″
Approx User Height: 4’7″ – 5’3″

WWX201

Junior with 5″ wheels

WWX200

Adult with 5″ wheels

WWX301

Junior without wheels

WWX300

Adult without wheels

2-WHEELED WALKER W/SEAT
Features comfortable and convenient padded seat and backrest. Quickly
folds when not in use. Rear leg tips act as brakes when pressed down. Height
adjustable handles. Large swivel wheels for added maneuverability. Contoured
handles for a comfortable grip. HCPC E0143
Handle Height: 29″ – 38″
Overall Width: 22″
Seat Dimensions: 15.875″ (W) x 8″ (D)
Seat Height: 20.5″
Warranty: Limited Lifetime
Weight: 12 lbs.
Weight Capacity: 300 lbs
WWX899RD

Red
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Mobility Equipment – Walkers & Rollators
2-WHEELED WALKER EZ FOLD-N-GO
The newly improved EZ Fold-N-Go Walker from Stander is the perfect tool to keep
you or your loved one mobile, independent, and stylish. The unique, patented
design allows the EZ Fold-N-Go Walker to fold up to a 7 inch diameter with the
touch of a finger, just like an umbrella stroller. It’s perfect for traveling, going to
the store, eating at a restaurant, or just maneuvering those tight spaces around
the house. Folding walker to 7″ diameter for narrow passageways and storage.
6″ locking-swivel wheels for your choice of fixed or swiveling wheels. Rear easyglide feet for maneuvering over all surfaces. Height adjustable at handles from
32”- 38.5”. HCPC T2029
WWX885BL

Blue

WWX885RO

Rose

ROLLATOR BARIATRIC – 4-WHEELED BLACK (ADULT)
The Lumex Walkabout Four-Wheel Imperial (Bariatric) is ideal for larger
individuals. Similar to the Walkabout Lite, this rollator offers a comfortable,
lightweight and affordable solution to mobility. Designed with an aluminum
frame, this lightweight rollator weighs 20 lbs and supports a maximum weight
capacity of 450 lb – EVENLY DISTRIBUTED. The Walkabout folds quickly and easily
into a compact unit for storage and transport. HCPC E0147
Width Inside Handgrips: 21.5″
Overall Width: 28.7″
Overall Depth: 26″
Seat Width: 19.5″
Seat Depth: 13.8″
Seat Height: 21.8″
Caster Diameter: 8″
Minimum Handle Height: 34″
Maximum Handle Height: 39″
Weight Capacity: 450 lbs EVENLY DISTRIBUTED

Adult

Junior

WAX302

Adult (Black)

ROLLATOR BARIATRIC – 4-WHEELED BURGUNDY (JUNIOR)
The Walkabout ConTour Imperial Hemi is the hemi solution for the bariatric
market! It has the same great features as the ConTour Imperial and folds quickly
and easily for storage and travel. Features include a padded seat, ergonomic hand
grips, easy-to-operate hand brakes, and a contoured, padded backrest.
Width Inside Hand Grips: 22.5″. HCPC E0147
Overall Width: 28.75″
Overall Depth: 26″
Seat Width: 19.5″
Seat Depth: 13.8″
Seat Height: 20.5″
Caster Diameter: 8″
Minimum Handle Height: 31″
Maximum Handle Height: 34.5″
Weight Capacity: 450 lbs EVENLY DISTRIBUTED
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WAX300

Junior (Red)

ROLLATOR NITRO – 4-WHEELED W/ SEAT
Attractive, Euro-style design. Brake cable inside frame for added safety. Handle
height easily adjusts with unique push button. Back support height easily adjusts
with tool-free thumb screw. Caster fork design enhances turning radius. Large
10″ front casters allow optimal steering and rolling comfort. Easily folds with one
hand to ultra-compact size for storage. Handle is located on seat. Plastic clip holds
the Nitro closed when frame is folded. Cross-brace design allows for side-to-side
folding and added stability. Seat is durable and comfortable. Handsome and
removable zippered storage bag. Unique bag attachment keeps bag securely in
place when rollator is open or folded. Lightweight, aluminum frame. HCPC T2029
5 Year Limited Warranty (brake and handle housing)
Warranty: Limited Lifetime (frame)
Weight Capacity: 300 lbs
WWX888RD

Red

WWX888WT

White

WWX888BK

Black

Tall height ideal for users 6’0″ and above
WWX889RD

Red

WWX889WT

White

WWX889BK

Black

ROLLATOR NITRO DUET – ROLLATOR AND
TRANSPORT CHAIR
Combines the features of a rollator and transport chair into one unit. The user can
ambulate independently or be pushed safely by a caregiver. The tool-free twoposition contoured backrest is reversible depending on whether you are using the
Nitro Duet as a rollator or transport chair. Back support height easily adjusts with
tool-free buttons. Caster fork design and large 10″ front casters enhances turning
radius and rolling comfort. Cross-brace design allows for side-to-side folding and
added stability. Brake cables routed inside the frame add safety and convenience.
HCPC T2029
Minimum Handle Height: 33″
Maximum Handle Height: 37″
Inside Hand Grip Width: 18″
Number of Wheels: 4
Front Wheels: 10″
Rear Wheel: 8″
Seat Depth: 14″
Seat Height: 20.5″
Seat Width: 18″
Warranty: Lifetime Limited
Weight Capacity: 300 lbs.
WWX555

PHONE: 612-722-9000 | HOURS: 8AM - 5PM CST
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Mobility Equipment – Rollators
ROLLATOR NOVA STAR 8 – 4-WHEELED
The NEW STAR has all of the great STAR features we love, and now comes with
an even sleeker frame design and a new (patent pending) Lock & Lift folding
pin, making the NEW STAR so easy to fold, lock and load. And there’s more!
The NEW STAR series now comes in Petite models so there is a perfect fit for
everyone. HCPC T2029
Handle Height Adjustment: 31.75" – 33.75"
Approximate User Height: 5’6” – 6’2″
WWX4288RD

Red

WWX4288BL

Blue

ROLLATOR NOVA STAR HD – 4-WHEELED
The NEW STAR HD has all of the great STAR features we love, and now comes
with an even sleeker frame design and a new (patent pending) Lock & Lift
folding pin, making it so easy to fold, lock and load. And there’s more! The NEW
STAR HD features a large, sturdy seat and a 450 lb weight capacity, and now
comes in a Petite model so there is a perfect fit for everyone. HCPC T2029
Handle height adjustable: 31.5" – 36"
Approximate user height: 5’3” – 6’2”
WWX4289BL

Blue

ROLLATOR NOVA MIGHTY MACK – 4-WHEELED
The strongest and mightiest of them all is the Mighty Mack. It has a 500 pound
weight capacity and a standard seat height for average to tall users. The Mighty
Mack comes with 8” rugged wheels, an extra wide seat with a built-in seat pad,
locking hand brakes, a front wire basket, and a removable back. The sleek frame
is so easy to fold. HCPC E0143/E0156
Handle Height Adjustment: 30.25″ – 36.25″
Approximate User Height: 5’5″ – 6’0″
WWX700BL

Blue

ROLLATOR NOVA STAR HD PETITE – 4-WHEELED
The NEW STAR HD has all of the great STAR features we love, and now comes
with an even sleeker frame design and a new (patent pending) Lock & Lift
folding pin, making it so easy to fold, lock and load. And there’s more! The NEW
STAR HD features a large, sturdy seat and a 450 lb weight capacity, and now
comes in a Petite model so there is a perfect fit for everyone. HCPC T2029
Handle Height Adjustment: 29.5" – 31.25"
Approximate User Height: 4’10″ – 5’4″
WWX4279RD
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Red
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ROLLATOR NOVA PHOENIX RISE UP
We love the new Phoenix Rise UP Rollator because it gives your body the vehicle
to Rise Up & Look Forward. The unique design makes walking happen … with
an upright forward looking posture, optimum control and stability and much
reduced body strain and fatigue. And, when walking happens … you can Rise Up
& Look Forward to just about anything. Weight capacity 300 lbs. Handle height
adjustment: 48.75″-52.75″. Approximate user height: 5’2″ – 6’0″. HCPC T2029
WWX017NVRD
WWX017NVBL
WWX017NVPL

Red
Blue
Purple

ROLLATOR STANDARD – 4-WHEELED W/ ADJUSTABLE
SEAT HEIGHT
Universal height adjustment on frame allows seat height to be adjusted from
18″ to 24″ in 1″ increments. Comes with seamless padded seat with zippered pouch
under seat for added privacy and security of personal items. Removable, hinged,
padded backrest can be folded up or down. Caster journals are offset to provide
strength. Easy-to-use deluxe loop locks. Brakes with serrated edges provide firm
hold. Ergonomic handles are easy-to-grip and are adjustable in height with selfthreading knob. Limited lifetime warranty. Weight capacity 300 lbs.
HCPC E0143/E0156
WAX505

ROLLATOR WIDE – 4-WHEELED W/ ADJUSTABLE SEAT HEIGHT
The Lumex Set n’ Go Wide Height Adjustable Rollator offers the convenience
and flexibility of a two-in-one product all rolled into one with an added offering
for larger individuals. With its enhanced, wider spacing of 19″ in between the
handgrips and larger 15.75″ seat, the Set n’ Go Wide is ideal for those users
needing a little more room for comfortable movement and seating. Designed
with multiple height settings on the frame, the Set n’ Go Wide allows the seat
height to be adjusted from a hemi 19.5″ to a standard 23.5″ height in 1″ increments.
This accommodates for a broad range of user heights which in turn offers more
comfort for the user when seated. 350 lb maximum weight capacity.
HCPC E0143/E0156
WAX515

UPWALKER
The revolutionary UPWalker® restores activity and independence for the elderly
and mobility challenged. Enables users to stand upright and look ahead with
better support, greater dignity and confidence to walk farther and remain
more active. Helpful in treatment and mobility for people with Orthopedic,
Cardiovascular, Neurological, Pulmonary and other health disorders. Stylish,
easy-folding design, lightweight for transporting and storage. Simple armrest
adjustment for the perfect height in seconds. Cushioned sit-to-stand handles
ease transition to standing position. Standard accessories include drink holder,
seat backrest, personal bag. Sturdy frame with user weight capacity up to 350 lbs
(Large model). HCPC T2029
WWX015
WWX019
WWX018

Small
Standard
Large
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Mobility Equipment – Wheelchair Cushions
BACK CUSHION – WHEELCHAIR
Perfect solution for patients with mild positioning needs. Versatile back support
system that improves patient comfort and posture. 1″ thick high density foam
pad provides optimal pressure redistribution. Secures directly over wheelchair
canes for added strength, stability and safety. 5 Adjustment straps featured for
multi-purpose back support and customization to individual seating needs.
Handy back pocket. Breathable cover is fluid resistant and easy to clean and
maintain. Cushion folds with the wheelchair for easy transport and storage.
Meets flammability standard TB117. HCPC E2611
J1ABC841
J1ABC844

16″-21″
22″-26″

CUSHION BALANCED AIR (ROHO TYPE)
The Balanced Aire Adjustable Cushion is our premier clinically effective
yet affordable, adjustable skin protection cushion. Flexible interconnected,
independent air cells allow for deep immersion into the cushion. Ideal for clients
with limited seated tolerance, or those at risk for pressure injuries. Low-shear
stretch cover with adjustable locking straps and non-skid bottom is easily
removed and washed. Hand pump included to adjust the cushion to individual
patient comfort. Available in 4″ and 2″ adjustable air cell heights. Repair kit
included. Meets flammability standard TB117. HCPC E2622
J2AA901
J2BA901
J2BB901
J2CA901

16″X16″X2″
18″X16″X2″
18″X18″X2″
20″X16″X2″

J2AA951
J2BA951
J2BB951
J2CA951

16″X16″X4″
18″X16″X4″
18″X18″X4″
20″X16″X4″

CUSHION COCCYX
Made of our Deluxe Body Active Memory Foam that remains uniform in density
and conforms to your individual shape to relieve pressure points and help increase
blood flow while maintaining support and comfort time after time. The surface of
the ortho seat is ergonomically contoured to distribute your body weight across
the seat. It has a coccyx comfort space to allow your tailbone to “float” in the
open space rather than be compressed against the seating surface. This reduces
pressure on the tailbone, discs and vertebrea throughout the spine. HCPC T2029
J2X995

CUSHION COCCYX 18X16
Rear cutout relieves pressure on Coccyx area. Provides stability and comfort.
Made of dense, heavyweight foam. Firm 3″ foam base cushion with masonite
insert provide extra firm support and feature a plaid cover. HCPC T2029
J2BA581

CUSHION FOAM/GEL
The Dura-Gel™ BASE 2G wheelchair cushion reduces surface pressure through
the use of a support layer of non-aqueous Dura-Gel™. The cushion uses a highdensity base foam for durability in combination with a medium density topper.
HCPC E2601
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J2GFAA111
J2GFBA111

16″X16″X2″
18″X16″X3″

J2GFBB111
J2GFCA111

18″X18″X2″
20″X16″X3″

CUSHION GEL PAD
The Pilot™ is a low-profile cushion that provides exceptional pressure relief
for most users with a pressure injury history. 1″ of Akton® polymer provides
immersion for bony prominences and protects clients with fragile skin integrity.
Recommended for use on manual and power wheelchairs, truck or taxi seats, or for
other uses requiring significantly reduced high pressure areas, vibration and shear.
The very low profile allows users to effectively reach the floor for more efficient
foot-assisted propulsion. Comes with basic cover. Incontinent and replacement
covers are also available. HCPC T2029
J2AA521

16″X16″X1″

J2CB521

20″X18″X1″

J2BA521

18″X16″X1″

J2CC521

20″X20″X1″

J2BB521

18″X18″X1″

J2DB521

22″X18″X1″

J2CA521

20″X16″X1″

J2DC521

22″X20″X1″

CUSHION JAY2 CONTOURED
The JAY® J2® pre-contoured foam wheelchair cushions feature a JAY Flow® fluid
tripad with up to 3″ of loading for superior skin protection and an easy to modify
base with optional positioning components for optimal stability. HCPC E2622
J2AA411

16″X16″

J2BB411

18″X18″

J2BA411

18″X16″

J2CB411

20″X18″

J2CA411

20″X16″

CUSHION JAY2 DEEP CONTOURED
For individuals requiring greater immersion and increased stability, the J2 Deep
Contour is a pre-contoured foam cushion that features a 3″ deep pelvic loading
area, a JAY Flow tripad for superior skin protection, and an easy-to-modify base for
optimal stability. HCPC E2622
J2AA431

16″X16″

J2BB431

18″X18″

J2BA431

18″X16″

J2CB431

20″X18″

J2CA431

20″X16″

CUSHION MOLDED FOAM
A unique construction of high-resilient molded foam provides optimal support,
stabilization and pressure redistribution. Designed for low risk patients seeking
comfort and support. Removable, zippered, low-shear stretch cover is vapor
permeable and water-resistant. Cover has a “Non-Slip” vinyl bottom for comfort
and safety. Convenient 12″ tie straps secure the cushion to wheelchair. Meets
flammability standard TB117. HCPC E2601
J2AA971

16″X16″X2″

J2EB971

24″X18″X3″

J2BA971

18″X16″X2″

J2BB971

18″X18″X2″

J2CA971

20″X16″X2″

J2CB971

20″X18″X2″

J2DB971

22″X18″X3″

PHONE: 612-722-9000 | HOURS: 8AM - 5PM CST
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Mobility Equipment – Accessories
5″ WALKER WHEELS
McKesson Universal Walker Wheels with Rear Glides. Converts most traditional
walkers to wheeled-style for enhanced mobility. Includes (2) caster wheels and
(2) sets of rear glides to convert traditional walkers into an enhanced rolling
solution. Rubber wheels and rear glides allow user to easily maintain a smooth
roll over irregular surfaces. Includes (2) rear glide caps and (2) rear glide covers to
accommodate original equipment. Allows (8) 1-inch height adjustments. Easily
installs by replacing original leg columns. Not made with natural rubber latex.
HCPC E0155
99X146

BAG ARM TOTE LARGE
Our Scooter Arm Tote keeps personal belongings safely within your reach. It
easily attaches to the scooter arm using adjustable straps. It is available in two
sizes, small and large. Made of durable, water-resistant nylon, is latex free, and is
available in black. HCPC T2029
WWX307

14″ x 2″ x 10.5″

BAG CHAIR BACK PACK
This spacious pack, available in two styles to accommodate most scooters and
power chairs, has large privacy compartments to keep personal items handy and
features a carrying handle for use as a portable tote. A mesh sleeve easily slips
over the back of seat for a comfortable and secure fit. Made of durable, waterresistant nylon, is latex-free, and available in black. HCPC T2029
WWX305

14.5″ x 6″ x 16″

BAG FRONT MOUNT
This durable, water-resistant Walker Carryon is a multi-use pouch that allows
hands-free transportation of personal items. Available in two sizes, each with an
opaque main compartment, outside mesh pockets, inside zippered pocket, and
detachable water bottle/cup holder. The large size is designed to attach to the
front of a walker while the smaller size can fit on the side. Its universal design
makes it the perfect companion for all standard walkers. Both sizes are made of
nylon, available in black, and are latex-free. HCPC T2029
WWX304

18.5″ x 1″ x 17.5″

BAG SIDE POUCH SMALL
The Universal Tote is an opaque pouch capable of storing valuables and personal
items out of sight, yet within reach. Available in two sizes, each with adjustable
buckle straps allow for quick and easy attachment. The large size is designed to
attach to the front of a walker while the small size can be fit to a walker or even a
wheelchair. Both sizes are made of nylon, available in black, and are latex-free.
HCPC T2029
WWX303
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9″ x 1″ x 8.5″
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BAG WHEELCHAIR BACK PACK
Made with opaque, heavy-duty, water-resistant nylon, the Wheelchair Back is
perfect for shopping or having craft projects in an easily-accessible place. Can be
easily attached to the back of the wheelchair by simply placing the adjustable
straps over the handgrips. Available in black and is latex-free. HCPC T2029
WWX302

17″ x 15″ x 2″

BAG WITH MULTIPLE COMPARTMENTS
Easily attaches to most walkers or wheelchairs with hook and loop closure.
Features 3 compartments for convenient storage. HCPC T2029
WWX107

CUP HOLDER – WALKER
The Cup Holder CH-2000 attaches easily to all walkers, wheelchairs, bed rails, and
transport chairs. HCPC T2029
KA-514

CUP HOLDER – WALKER FOLD OUT
The Deluxe Cup Holder CH-1000 attaches easily to all walkers, wheelchairs, bed
rails, and transport chairs, adjusts to hold different sized items, and folds up when
not in use. HCPC T2029
KA-414

CUP HOLDER – WHEELCHAIR
Cup holder that fits containers 2-1/2″ – 3″ in diameter. Snaps in place. Top ring on
holder can be manipulated to increase or decrease opening size. Latex free.
HCPC T2029
KA-614

Standard Arm

KA-714

Desk Arm

FOLDING WALKER TRAY
The Folding Walker Tray is the perfect accessory for your folding walker. It allows
you to carry items from room to room and features cup holders to prevent spills. It
installs easily, and folds down when not in use. HCPC T2029
WWX208

PHONE: 612-722-9000 | HOURS: 8AM - 5PM CST
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Mobility Equipment – Accessories
ICE GRIP ATTACHMENT 5-PRONG
Helps promote safe walking on ice and snow. Easy flip-up design while not in
use. Attaches easily to most canes or crutches with only two screws (included).
HCPC T2029
SP-110

PLATFORM WALKER ATTACHMENT
Designed for users with limited strength or dexterity who are unable to grip the
walker. Adjustable strap comfortably secures arm in the forearm rest. Padded
forearm rest can be pivoted and angled to fit user comfortably and to assist
in lifting walker. Universal clamp fits most walkers. Tool-free installation and
adjustment allows quick fitting for any patient size and type. Designed to meet
the requirements of HCPCS code: E0154. Limited lifetime warranty. HCPC E0154
WWX109

RUBBER INFLATABLE RING
Helps relieve the pain and discomfort associated with hemorrhoids and other
perineal conditions. Features a special valve designed for easy inflation. Inflate
to desired level of firmness using a bicycle-style pump. Made of durable rubber.
Weight capacity 200 lbs. Contains latex. HCPC T2029
AP-200

16″

AP-201

18″

FOAM RING CONTOURED
Conforms to body contours, reducing pressure point discomfort. High-density,
puncture-resistant foam retains shape through repeated use. Provides support
when sitting for an extended period of time. Removable, machine washable
polyester/cotton cover. Weight capacity: 250 lbs. Latex Free. HCPC T2029
AP-202

16″

AP-203

18″

PIVOT DISC
The Sammons Preston Transfer Disc makes it possible for individuals to move
from one seated position to another without assistance. Made from non-slip
grooved material, the disc facilitates body rotation with minimal amount of
physical exertion. The transfer aid assists individuals with impaired mobility
from paralysis or limited upper body functions. If the patient cannot use their
upper extremities, a helper will be required. HCPC T2029
TBX100
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12″

TBX111

15″
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TRANSFER BELT “GAIT BELT”
These belts provide a secure method of assisting clients during gait training and
transfer activities. Belt has a 2″ metal buckle and made of heavy-duty cotton
webbing. HCPC E0705
W3X100

48″

W3X102

60″

W3X101

54″

W3X103

72″

TRANSFER BOARD WOOD
Sealed and coated board allows easier transfers to/from bed, wheelchair, chair,
car or commode. A valuable mobility aid for independent living. Strong enough
to support up to 440 pounds. Constructed of smooth, durable 3/4 inch Southern
Yellow Pine. HCPC E0705
TBX220

TRANSFER BOARD WOOD 30″ X 8″
Sealed and coated board allows easier transfers to/from bed, wheelchair, chair,
car or commode. A valuable mobility aid for independent living. Strong enough
to support up to 440 pounds. Constructed of smooth, durable 3/4 inch Southern
Yellow Pine. HCPC E0705
TBX223

TRANSFER BOARD WOOD 30″ X 8″
Sealed and coated board allows easier transfers to/from bed, wheelchair, chair,
car or commode. A valuable mobility aid for independent living. Strong enough
to support up to 440 pounds. Constructed of smooth, durable 3/4 inch Southern
Yellow Pine. HCPC E0705
TBX221

TRANSFER SEAT SWIVEL
Swivels 360 for smooth, easy movement in either direction while seated.
Comfortable poly foam padded cushion. Ideal for getting in and out of vehicles;
great for use at home or office. Portable and lightweight. Helps prevent hip
and back strain. Cushion is 15-1/2″ in diameter and 1″ thick. Removable, machine
washable cover. Latex Free. HCPC T2029
TBX110
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WALKER BASKET
For use with all 1″ folding walkers. Comes with plastic insert tray with cup holder.
Includes retail boxes in shipping carton. HCPC T2029
WWX206

WALKER TRAY
Allows personal items to be carried from room to room. Contains one cup holder.
Fits most manufacturers’ walkers. Made of easy-to-clean durable plastic. Easy-toinstall. Size: 23″ (W) x 1.5″ (H) x 17″ (D). HCPC T2029
WWX225

WALKER TRAY *MICKEY MOUSE*
FITS PICK FOLDING WALKERS
New tray design allows for quick attachment to and removal from walker. Clips onto
the side bar when not needed. Standard size measures 12-3/4″ deep, 21-1/4″ wide at
the base and 15-1/2″ wide at the top. Fits walkers with a 17″-18″ front horizontal bar.
Support up to 10lbs. HCPC T2029
WWX228
WWX229

Standard
X-Wide

WALKER GLIDE CAPS
Glide caps allow walkers to easily and quietly glide across most surfaces. Fits tips
with 1-1/2″” outer diameter. Easily replaced. HCPC T2029
99X242

SKI GLIDES
For use with all 1″ folding walkers. Easily added to walker. Durable composite
construction ensures long life. Ideal on most surfaces. For use with all Drive and
most leading manufacturers’ walkers. HCPC T2029
99X441

SKI GLIDES (NOVA)
NOVA Walkers Skis are a must for any folding walker. They attach easily on the
rear legs to allow the walker to smoothly glide over surfaces, door jams and other
terrains. The durable plastic skis last much longer than tennis balls and other glide
options. Unlike tennis balls, they also do not track or collect dirt and germs from
the ground. The attached rubber tip simply attaches to the tube of the walker
leg – no tools required. Fits all 1″ tube shaft walkers. HCPC T2029
99X442

TENNIS BALLS
These high quality tennis balls fit most walkers and are pre-cut to make
installation easier and safer. The soft felt exterior is quiet and perfect to help
protect floors. Recommended for indoor use. HCPC T2029
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99X001

WEATHER CANOPY
The Weatherbreaker™ Canopies offer protection from
both sun and rain. Can be removed easily and stored in
the included travel bag and carried on the back of your
chair. Made of high-quality, water-resistant nylon, with
300-yard reflective for added visibility. HCPC T2029

SCX552

SCX552

WEATHER CANOPY – MAX PROTECTION

SCX555

The Max Protection model is the Vented Model with
additional side plastic drapes that can be placed over
the canopy for 3-sided protection. Made of high-quality,
weather-resistant nylon, with 300-yard reflective for
added visibility. HCPC T2029
SCX555

WEATHER CANOPY – VENTED
The vented model includes side/rear mesh window & rear
cover. Made of high-quality, weather-resistant nylon, with
300-yard reflective for added visibility. HCPC T2029
SCX551

SCX551

SCOOTER COVER
Our Standard Material Scooter Covers are made of
400-denier nylon with a urethane backing and DWR
outer coating provides great protection from the
elements for your vehicle. Light-weight for individuals
with dexterity issues or are limited in the amount of
weight they can lift. Great for when storing your scooter
on the porch or in the garage. Utilizes an elastic draw
cord with a cord lock to secure onto your vehicle.
Grommets for bungee cords or other tie-down material
add extra security. The cover is not intended for highway
use without the use of a securing device such as rope or
bungee cords (not included) over the top of the cover.
HCPC T2029
SCX335
SCX334
SCX336

Regular Standard 33”H x 18”W x 55”L
Large Standard 33”H x 28”W x 55”L
Super Size Standard 46”H x 33”W x 64”L

PHONE: 612-722-9000 | HOURS: 8AM - 5PM CST
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Installing the air conditioner in a shaded window
will help it operate more efficiently. A window facing
north will be in shade most of the day. The window
you select for installation needs a suitable power
outlet nearby. The manufacturer may specify that
you plug the device directly into the outlet with no
extension cord. The circuit the outlet is on must be
able handle the electrical load of the air conditioner.
Different models have different plug configurations.
Make sure the air conditioner you select is
compatible with your outlet. Check the product
packaging for the plug design.

AIR CONDITIONER – UP/DOWN WINDOW
Most window air conditioners are designed to fit
double-hung windows, which have a sash you can
raise or lower. Measure the inside dimensions of the
installation window carefully to make sure you find a
model that fits. Don’t rely on estimates. HCPC T2029
AC-112

AC Unit With Disposal

AIR CONDITIONER – WALL/WINDOW
SLEEVE
Units that slide into a sleeve that fit through a wall
or window, usually in an apartment building. They
vert from the sides or back. A regular window air
conditioner should not be used in a sleeve unit. Can
cause overheating and burn out. Must be vented.
Comes with remotes. HCPC T2029
AC-107

AC Unit With Disposal

AIR CONDITIONER – PORTABLE
MUST BE VENTED THROUGH WINDOW -GOOD TO
KNOW WHAT LOCATION IN THE HOME THE AIR
CONDITIONER WILL GO. WHAT DIRECTION FACING
WILL THE UNIT BE INSTALLED. But like window units,
portable air conditioners need to vent warm air and
water to the outside. They do this via one or two
hoses, depending on the unit. These hoses must be
run to a door or vented through an outside wall for
ventilation. HCPC T2029
AC-200
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Air Purifiers and Humidifiers
AIR PURIFIER BIG ROOM (HOLMES)
True HEPA filtration removes 99.97% of airborne allergens from the air that passes
through the filter. New LED Progress Bar to remind you when filter needs to be
replaced. Digital display with auto-off timer; 4 speed settings. Recommended for
medium sized rooms; Smoke CADR: 193. HCPC T2029
KK-310

Purifier

CTX311

2/Pk Hepa Filter

CTX206

4/Pk Carbon Filter

AIR PURIFIER SMALL ROOM (HOLMES)
HEPA-TYPE FILTRATION: Filter helps remove up to 99% of dust, smoke, pollen, odors,
mold spores, and pet dander, filtering particles as small as 2 microns to help provide
cleaner air for your home or office; includes one Aer1 filter and uses any Holmes
Aer1 Series Filter including Total Air, Allergen Remover, Odor Eliminator, and Smoke
Grabber. Choose from 3 cleaning speeds to keep air fresh and pure: Select a lower
speed while you’re home for continued purification with less ambient noise and a
higher speed for powerful air purification while you’re out. This compact air purifier
can be placed vertically or horizontally anywhere, including a table or desktop; it’s
recommended for rooms up to 109 square feet or 10′ x 11′. HCPC T2029
KK-900

Purifier

This item uses 2 different filters 1 Hepa filter and 1 Charcoal filter.
CTX205

Hepa Filter - needs 1 (sold individually)

CTX207

Charcoal Filter - needs 1 (sold in pack of 6)

AIR PURIFIER TOWER (HOLMES)
The Holmes aer1 Tower Air Purifier with HEPA-Type Filter captures particles as
small as 2 microns from air passing through the filter, and operates quietly to
remove up to 99% of airborne particles such as pollen, dust, mold, pet dander,
and smoke, providing relief from odor and irritants in the air so you can breathe
comfortably. The air filter also offers 30% better dust elimination than traditional
Type A HAPF30 filters at clean air delivery rate passing through the filter. You can
see the particles being accumulated through the Visipure Air Filter Window, and
this Holmes air purifier has a filter reminder, so you know when it’s time to change
the filter. The space-saving design easily fits in any corner of the room, leaving
clean and crisp air all around your home. The optional ionizer also helps to ensure
smaller particles are more easily captured, and helps tackle odors. HCPC T2029
KK-117

Purifier

This item uses 2 different filters 2 Hepa filters and 2 Charcoal filters.
CTX205
CTX207

Hepa Filter - needs 2 (sold individually)
Charcoal Filter - needs 2 (sold in pack of 6)

HUMIDIFIER
The Vicks Ultrasonic Humidifier quietly produces an ultra-fine visible mist, helping
to return essential moisture to dry air for better breathing and a comfortable sleep.
Variable Mist Controls give you the ability to adjust the output for customized
control. Its convenient design is equipped with a demineralization cartridge and a
1.5 gallon water tank that operates up to 24 hours per filling. HCPC T2029
KK-998
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CUP NOSEY
A special cutout helps maintain proper head and neck positioning when
swallowing, making drinking even easier. Transparent polypropylene cup
enables instant monitoring of liquid intake. Institutional dishwasher safe to
228°F. Latex free. HCPC T2029
KA-707

CUP SIPPY NO-TIP
Two-handled cup with weighted base and rounded corners is ideal for pediatric
use. Self-righting, even when released from a lying position. Clear plastic, dishshaped lid has two holes to let fluid flow into the dish for drinking. Another lid
has a molded plastic mouthpiece. Holds up to 6-1/2 oz. Top shelf dishwasher
safe. BPA and Latex free. HCPC T2029
KA-120

CUP W/LID 2 HANDLES
Clear, high-strength plastic with dual handles for a secure grip. Wide base helps
prevent tipping. 10-oz. capacity. Includes white spouted lid. Rigid plastic frame.
Color-coded rubber bands. Contains Latex. HCPC T2029
KA-229

TUMBLER 16 OZ
Non-spill Tumblers feature an innovative design – each have a leak-proof,
squeezable bottle with easy-hold handles. The tumbler’s threaded lid stays on,
even if dropped. This helps mealtimes to be stress free, as the tumbler prevent
spills. For added convenience, the tumblers have the option of drinking from
the formed mouthpiece or using a straw through the mouthpiece. Ideal for
family members with Parkinson’s, ALS, weak grips, or shaky hands. HCPC T2029
KA-602

WEIGHTED CUP WITH LID 12 OZ
12-oz. cup with eight extra ounces of weight makes it easier for clients with
tremors and athetosis to control movement while drinking. Insulates hot or
cold liquids. Features easy-to-grasp handle and stable, wide base. Made from
Polypropylene. Not recommended for institutional dishwasher or microwave.
BPA, Phthalates and Latex free. HCPC T2029
KA-839

JAR OPENER
Three durable jar grips provide superior grip when opening stubborn jars and
containers of all sizes. Comes in three individual shapes and colors for every kind
of jar. Teal square and green round flat grip for large jars and red cone shaped
ribbed grip for smaller bottles and jars. Takes the effort out of opening jars and
removing lids. These Jar Grips are made of rubber and please hand wash.
HCPC T2029
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DL-112

4 WAY OPENER
Replace 4 openers with this comfortable gadget that breaks the vacuum seal on
jar caps, pulls tabs from cans and twists off and removes bottles caps.
HCPC T2029
PCX171

BIB TERRY CLOTH – BLUE
Easy on/off with hook and loop closure. Made of absorbent, durable terry cloth
face. Machine washable. Approximate size: 17-3/4″ x 26-1/2″. HCPC T2029
K7X206

BIB TERRY CLOTH – WHITE
Made of absorbent, durable terry cloth face. Machine Washable. Approximate
size: 17-1/2″ x 33-1/2″. HCPC T2029
K7X203

BIBS
Full coverage saves time that might otherwise be needed to change clothes and
saves expense of laundering personal clothing. Quality, absorbent fabric covers a
large area and lap protection against accidental spills during mealtime. Waterproof
vinyl backing. One size ﬁts all. Full chest and lap protection. Comfortable and
adjustable fit. Protects against spills and scalding. 35×18″. HCPC T2029
K7X314FL
K7X314PA

Floral
Paisley

FORK/SPOON HOLDER
This holder is designed in both shape and density to alleviate stress while
providing a secure grip. Slips onto most standard spoons and forks. Easily
removable to take along when eating. Great for arthritis sufferers, or those with
poor dexterity or weakened grip. HCPC T2029
DL-100

SUREGRIP UTENSILS
Sure Grip Utensils are designed for individuals with restricted mobility,
diminished strength, or limited hand dexterity. The latex-free rubber handles
provide natural slip resistance and are 1.5” wide to ensure a firm hold during
mealtime. The flexible ribbing along the handle helps accommodate different
grip positions, aiding those with weak grasps. HCPC T2029
KA-873
KA-874

Fork
Tablespoon

UTENSILS SET SUREGRIP
Complete set that includes bendable spoon, bendable fork and rocker knife.
Feature soft easy to grip handles. All utensils are dishwasher safe. HCPC T2029
KA-869
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LIFTWARE LEVEL STARTER KIT
The Liftware Level Starter Kit includes the leveling handle and the soup spoon
attachment to help people with unintended movements. Liftware Level includes
two parts: a leveling handle and a utensil attachment. Connect the attachment
to turn it on automatically, enjoy your meal, then simply plug it in to charge.
The soup spoon and other eating utensil attachments can be washed in the
dishwasher or be cleaned by hand with a sponge, mild detergent, and warm
water. However, the computerized handle cannot be washed in a dishwasher or
submerged in water. HCPC T2029
KA-600

Starter Kit

Accessories: Sold Separately
KA-635

Fork Attachment

LIFTWARE STEADY STARTER KIT
The Liftware Steady Starter Kit includes the stabilizing handle, charging
system, travel pouch, and the soup spoon attachment. The stabilizing handle
is designed to counteract the effects of tremors and shaky hands that may be
related to conditions like Parkinson’s or essential tremor. The handle includes
built-in sensors, a computer, and motors. The soup spoon attachment connects
to the stabilizing handle, holds about 1 tablespoon (15mL) of liquid, and can pick
up food such as soups and cereals. HCPC T2029
KA-630

Starter Kit

Accessories: Sold Separately
KA-631
KA-632
KA-633
KA-634

Fork Attachment
Spoon Attachment
Spork Attachment
Carrying Case

UTENSILS (BENDABLE/BUILD UP)
Spoons and fork feature twist in metal shaft that provides easy bending to any
angle to accommodate reduced range of motion. Angled rocker knife cuts
with minimum effort. Comfortable 1-1/2″ wide built-up ribbed rubber handles
improve grip. Dishwasher safe up to 125F. Latex free. HCPC T2029
KA-803
KA-804
KA-805
KA-806

Fork
Spoon
Knife
Soup Spoon

UTENSILS / WEIGHTED
Plastic weighted utensils have 8 oz. of additional weight, with 1″ diameter plastic
handle, 4-1/2″ long. Dishwasher safe to 180F. BPA, Phthalates and Latex free.
HCPC T2029
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KA-807
KA-808
KA-809
KA-810

Fork
Spoon
Knife
Soup Spoon

CLIP-ON FOOD GUARD
1-1/4″ high guard curves slightly to aid scooping and keep food on plate. Sturdy,
attractive white plastic with light gray specks. Dishwasher safe to 180F. BPA,
Phthalates and Latex free. Three hooks securely attach guard to plates 9″-10″ in
diameter. HCPC T2029
KA-991

PARTITIONED SCOOP DISH
White melamine, 8-3/4″ diameter dinner plate with 3/4″-high dividers and nearly
vertical sides. Two sections have a 4-oz. capacity; the third holds 8 oz.
Not recommended for microwave or heavy institutional use. Dishwasher safe to
180F. Latex free. HCPC T2029
KA-408

PLATE DIVIDED W/LID
Durable polypropylene dish with lid. Sides are 1-3/4″ high for easy scooping;
section dividers are 7/8″ high. Freezer-to-microwave safe, and top-rack
dishwasher safe. 10″ diameter. BPA, Phthalates and Latex free. HCPC T2029
KA-409

SCOOP BOWL HIGH-SIDED
7-3/4″ melamine plastic dish has 1-3/4″H sides to make scooping easy. Non-skid
feet on bottom prevent plate from slipping. Dishwasher safe. BPA, Phthalates
and Latex free. HCPC T2029
KA-407

SCOOP DISH
Molded low in front and high in back. Unbreakable, 8″ round scoop dish is
nonskid with rubber-padded bottom for control when scooping. Washes in top
shelf of domestic dishwashers. Not recommended for microwave. Latex free.
HCPC T2029
KA-411

Fork

SCOOP PLATE W/SUCTION
The high rim and reverse curve on one side of this 6-3/4″ diameter polypropylene
plate help those with self-feeding problems to scoop food without spilling.
A rubber suction base adheres to tabletop to keep plate securely in place.
Microwave safe. Broad nonskid vinyl base must be removed from bowl before
placing in dishwasher. Dishwasher safe on top rack only up to 180F. Color may
vary. Latex free. HCPC T2029
KA-413

PHONE: 612-722-9000 | HOURS: 8AM - 5PM CST
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CAN OPENER
No matter what your recipe is, you’ll have to open a can sometime. Why trouble
yourself over your old-school mechanical can opener? Now, you can just latch
the Kitchen Mama Automatic Opener onto the can, press a button, and pop that
top right off! No more hand pain from mechanical can openers. No more cuts
from sharp edges. No more frustration from stubborn cans! HCPC T2029
KA-899

CAN OPENER (COUNTER TOP)
Deluxe can opener opens all can types- including pop-tops with the side cutting
action that lifts the can top off and leaves a smooth edge. Large ergonomic lever
is easy to operate. Extra tall design. HCPC T2029
KA-840

JAR OPENER
Perfect for any hard to open jar or bottle. Just place the product on top of
the can, press the button and the can will be opened in seconds.. You don’t
even have to hold on to the opener- it rotates around automatically. Stores
conveniently in a drawer. HCPC T2029
KA-845
KA-845

JAR OPENER GOODGRIPS
Place the jar on the removable base to keep jars from sliding. This will reduce
the amount of force needed to open the jar. Position the sharp, stainless steel
teeth on the jar lid. Use the large, contoured, nonslip handle for better leverage
and twist in the direction of the arrow. Can be used by left- or right-handed.
Can accommodate large jars or small bottle tops. Dishwasher safe. HCPC T2029
KA-827

KA-827

KNIFE ROCKER
Large, 4″ handle with a stainless-steel 3-1/2″ single edged blade. Will cut meat
and other foods. Wooden handle dishwasher safe to 125F. Black. Plastic handle
dishwasher safe to 220F. Carrying case sold separately. Latex free. HCPC T2029
KA-706

CUTTING BOARD 11 X 11
1/2″ thick, coated with special finish to resist staining
cutting board. Stainless-steel vegetable holders.
Plastic corner guard with silicone edge sealer helps
keep food in place. Maple has rubber, nonskid feet.
Laminate has suction cup feet. Latex free.
HCPC T2029
KA-826
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Dressing Aids
DRESSING AID (19″ OR 27″)
Assists in applying and removing clothing. 19″ long 5/8″-diameter wooden
dowel. Finished with lacquer with reinforced hook. Can also be used to push or
pull objects. HCPC T2029
KA-404

19″

KA-101

27″

DRESSING AID EZ
A long-handle shoehorn and helpful dressing aid all in one! With the 24″L &
30″ stick, the user doesn’t have to bend forward to take shoes on or off. Pushpull S-hook has nonslip cap for better control and slides safely along skin. Big,
soft foam handle. Durable and economical. The shoe horn is narrow enough for
dress shoes. HCPC T2029
KA-824

24″

KA-924

30″

LEG LIFTER (FLEXIBLE)
Assists in lifting a weak or cast leg onto a wheelchair footrest or bed. HCPC T2029
KA-304

34″

LEG LIFTER (RIGID)
Assists in lifting a weak or cast leg onto a wheelchair footrest or bed. HCPC T2029
KA-303

41″

SOCK AID MOLDED PLASTIC
Sock and stocking aid with built-up foam handles. Easy-to-use aid helps
individuals pull on sock or stocking. For one-handed use, use the Continuous loop
cord with foam handle. Latex free. Adult, 4″W x 9-1/2″L. Rope 30″. HCPC T2029
KA-104

34″

SOCK AID FLEXIBLE PLASTIC
Easy-to-use aid helps individual pull on sock or stocking. HCPC T2029

KA-301

SOCK AID (WIDE)
Wide sock aid features flat design that prevents the sock aid from rolling during
sock application. Cord style helps apply shorter socks. Features a pad that has the
same one-way material as found on a lint brush, so socks won’t slip off the sock aid.
HCPC T2029
KA-500
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SOCK AID GARTER STYLE
Socks or stockings are drawn over the flexible plastic core. For additional help in
reaching, attach socks to garters on the aid and insert foot. HCPC T2029
KA-105

4″W x 10-1/2″L. Rope 25″

SOCK AID TERRY CLOTH - FLEXIBLE
HCPC T2029
KA-302
KA-105

KA-302

ZIPPER PULLER
Easy to grasp and use. Conveniently folds to fit inside a purse or pocket.
Make opening and closing buttons and pulling zippers easier with this unique
product. Ideal for those with dexterity issues or a weakened grip. for those with
limited mobility. HCPC T2029

DL-108

DL-108

ZIPPER/BUTTON AID
HCPC T2029
KA-300

SHOE HORN (18″)
KA-300

Use a durable and lightweight plastic shoehorn to help you put on your shoes
without bending at the waist. This handy tool is ideal for anyone with limited
mobility, including the elderly and those recovering from a surgery or injury.
HCPC T2029
KA-401

KA-401
KA-100
KA-405

18″ (Plastic)

SHOE HORN (23.5″)
Flexible, long-handled shoe horn. A comfortable length of 23 1/2”, Metal shaft
with spring mounted horn. This product is ideal for people with a limited range
of motion. Latex Free. HCPC T2029
KA-100

23.5″ (Metal)

SHOE HORN (24″ OR 30″)
Therafin E-Z Slide Steel Shoehorn has coated steel shaft that prevents it from
sticking to the skin or clothing. It comes with a non-slip plastic handle for easy
grip. Carefully designed minimal curve makes insertion and removal simple.
HCPC T2029
KA-405

24″

KA-402

30″

SHOE LACES COIL ELASTIC
Perfect for those who lack the fine motor skills needed to tie shoelaces. Once
Spyrolaces are laced, simply pull to the desired tension and release. Stays tight
and comfortable, fits all shoe sizes. HCPC T2029
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KA-505

White

KA-506

Black

Household
AMPLIFIED PHONE (CORDED)
The Geemarc AmpliPOWER60 amplified big button corded telephone features
incoming voice amplification up to 67dB (decibels) with a loud and clear
speakerphone. A visual ringer, nine memory dial buttons and three emergency
buttons make this phone simple to use. Amplification up to 67dB
Boost overrideTone control. Message waiting indicator (with subscription from
phone company). Adjustable 90dB ringer volume and tone. Last number redial.
2.5mm headset jack and jack for optional bed shaker (not included). Hearing aid
compatible and wall mountable. HCPC T2029
CTX131

AMPLIFIED PHONE (CORDLESS)
The Clarity® D704™ combines hearing, vision and mobility solutions into one
great value. Amplifies incoming sounds to 40dB or 20 times louder than
standard phones. 4 customizable tone settings. Minimizes background noises
and eliminates feedback and distortion. Easy to see high contrast numbers with
backlit keypad. Contoured number keys with soft-touch material. Speakerphone
in the handset. 100 name/number phonebook with 10 memory buttons.
20 last number redial memory. Hear-It-Ring Clarity ringer has 10 loud and clear
melodies plus 6 levels of volume. Expandable up to 5 handsets. Large keypad
and Caller ID display light up as a super bright visual ringer. Direct connection to
assistive listening devices or headset with 2.5mm jack. HCPC T2029
CTX130

PHONE – PHOTO
The P300 by Clarity, makes sounds louder, clearer and easier to understand for
people with mild-to-moderate hearing loss, with 18 decibel sound amplification
and bright visual ring flasher. Nine programmable picture buttons and high
contrast buttons make dialing easier for those with low vision. Illuminated
emergency button. Extra large, high contrast buttons. 3.5mm neckloop jack.
Hearing aid compatible. HCPC T2029
CTX129

PHONE BOOSTER
The HA40 telephone amplifier by Clarity amplifies incoming phone call volumes
up to 100 times the normal volume ( 40 dB) for people with hearing loss to
hear their callers better on the telephone. A special boost button maximizes
amplification while blocking out feedback and background noise. Unit is
compatible with most home and office telephones and is easily connected
between handset and phone base. Will not work with Trimline telephones or
phones with a dial pad in the handset. A great secondary or backup amplifier at
home, work or while traveling. One year warranty. Uses 9V battery (included).
HCPC T2029
CTX132
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POCKET TALKER
The Pocketalker Ultra Personal Sound Amplifier amplifies sounds close to
the listener while reducing background noise, making it ideal for use in noisy
situations, TV listening, one-on-one communication, small groups or listening in a
car. This duo system includes a single mini earbud and deluxe folding headphone.
Achieve nearly 200 hours of typical usage; the red light on the top panel flashes
when the battery is low. Separate tone and volume controls are located on the
outside of the case for easy adjustments to your hearing needs. It features a
lightweight, ergonomic design for portability and easy use. Finger tip adjustable
volume control allows you to quickly adjust to your listening environment –
whether your hearing loss is low frequency or high frequency sounds. HCPC T2029
Q8X189

Pocket Talker w/ Headset and Ear Bud

Accessories:
Q8X190
Q8X191
Q8X192

Over the Head Headset
Ear Buds
Charger

CARBON MONOXIDE DETECTOR
The First Alert CO600 carbon monoxide alarm uses an electrochemical carbon
monoxide sensor-the most accurate technology available. Installation is as
simple as plugging it in to any wall outlet. The test/silence button both silences
a non-threatening alarm and allows you to test the unit’s functionality. The
unit monitors and re-alarms if carbon monoxide levels persist sounding a loud
85-decibel horn. End-of-life timer; 7-year limited warranty. HCPC T2029
CTX151

CARBON MONOXIDE/SMOKE DETECTOR
Detects both smoke and carbon monoxide. Alarm and voice alert sounds when
dangerous levels are reached. Voice alarm announces the hazard type detected
thereby helping to speed up the correct reaction to the hazard detected. Alarm
announces "Fire! Fire!" when a smoke or fire hazard is detected and announces
"Warning Carbon Monoxide" when a CO hazard is detected. The unit warns of
a low battery condition by announcing "low battery" and by initiating an alarm
chirp and activating a flashing red LED. Operated by three AA batteries (included).
HCPC T2029
CTX152

SMOKE DETECTOR
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While all smoke alarms are designed to detect smoke, different sensing
technologies react differently to certain types of fires. This alarm makes use of
both ionization and photoelectric sensors to offer the earliest possible warning–
regardless of the type of fire. Sometimes a fire can smolder for hours before
erupting into flames. Photoelectric Sensing Technology is more sensitive than
Ionization Sensing Technology at detecting these sorts of smoldering fires, like
those caused by cigarettes burning in couches or bedding. Other fires erupt
into flames quickly, like kitchen grease fires or fires fueled by paper burning in a
wastebasket. Operates on 2 AA batteries (included). Emits a loud 85 dB alarm for
ample warning. HCPC T2029
CTX153

23.5″ (Metal)

NUTONE WIRELESS DOORBELL STROBE/CHIME
Never miss a visitor again! The NuTone 224WH Wireless Door Chime System
flashes a bright strobe and plays a chime notification whenever anyone rings
your doorbell. Incredibly easy wireless installation-place the battery-operated
doorbell by your door and plug the strobe receiver in any room. Bright flashing
strobe notification. Range can vary from 20 to 125 feet depending on your
home’s construction (Wood and vinyl siding are ideal; metal or masonry
decreases the range). Doorbell uses 1 3V lithium CR2032 battery (included).
Add up to 3 strobe receivers to one doorbell (extra receivers sold separately).
Add up to 3 doorbell transmitters to one strobe and program different chimes
for different doors (extra transmitters sold separately). HCPC T2029
HC-NT224WH

TALKING WATCH
The Unisex One-Button Talking Watch looks like a regular watch, but features
a standard clock face and one-button time announcement (this watch has no
alarm feature). Chrome case with a white dial and 1-12 black numbers. Batteries
included. Dial size: 1-3/8″ Chrome expansion band. Nickel-Free. HCPC T2029
CCX222

MEDICATION LOCK BOX LARGE
Comes w/ combination lock. 2 top organizers for small parts storage accessible
without opening the tool box. Stanley – Black & Decker. Tote tray included. Soft
wide rubber coated handle easy grip. Nickel plated metal latches. HCPC T2029
CTX119
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Home & Daily Living – Household
MEDICATION LOCK BOX MEDIUM
Medium cash box has an interior cash tray to help organize bills, coins, checks
and receipts. Cash box has a privacy key lock to keep valuables safe; perfect
safe box for festivals, rummage sales, fundraisers and more. Equipped with a
convenient carrying handle so you can transport your locking cash box with
ease. Use as a money holder or remove the included tray and make room for
other valuables. Cash lock box is made of reliable, steel construction; Exterior
dimensions: 4″ H x 11″ W x 8″ D. Comes w/ 2 Keys. HCPC T2029
CTX117

REALTOR LOCK BOX
The Key Safe Lock Box hangs easily on any doorknob, fence, railing, and more–
no tools needed. Simply open the lock box, release the shackle and hang. Lets
you customize your own access code, store keys securely inside with up to
10,000 possible combinations, so your key can still stay secure! This key safe
box is ideal for emergency entry for seniors, families, friends, realtors, home
healthcare access, vacation homes, construction, trades, and storing spare keys
etc. Solid construction, works well, and feels more secure having a sturdy place
to store a backup key. This product is made of zinc alloy material, it is durable
and stable, also, it has rust-proof and waterproof function. HCPC T2029
CTX118

SHOPPING CART
Transporting jumbo loads and heavy items like laundry, groceries and sports
supplies has never been easier. Heavy-duty easy glide wheels; great for city
dwellers, students and elderly. Collapsible design for easy storage; ideal for small
spaces. Assembled dimensions: 21″ x 24.5″ x 40.12″. Easy assembly; only pliers are
needed to assemble this deluxe rolling utility shopping cart. Foam covered handle
provides a soft, comfortable grip. Durable shopping cart constructed of black
epoxy-coated steel. Large, durable wheels for easy outdoor use. Easily folds up for
compact storage. HCPC T2029
CTX101

SHOPPING CART JUMBO
Folds compactly for storage. Textured handgrip for secure handling. Hooks onto
most retail shopping carts. Ideal for transporting groceries or laundry. Easy to
assemble 6″ rear and 3″ front tires. HCPC T2029
CTX100
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SHOPPING CART STAIRCLIMBER
Easy use, 3 wheel rolling cart made for stairs, curbs and steps. Multi-use, great for
shopping, sport events, laundry, camping, and more. User-friendly. Comfort foam
grip handle with sturdy, yet lightweight, metal construction. The perfect cart for
public transportation. With basket dimensions measures 19.75″ x 15″ x 13.75″.
HCPC T2029
CTX109

SHOPPING CART – VERSACART
The original VersaCart transit folding shopping and utility cart has a patented
rugged steel frame construction for strength and durability. Double front swivel
wheels for maneuverability and double rear wheels for stability. Detachable
extra-large water-resistant polyblend canvas bag with fitted cover for privacy and
protection from the elements. Compact folding for convenient storage in tight
places. No complicated assembly or tools required; simply click on the front wheels
and go. Water-resistant heavy-duty canvas with cover. Transport up to 120 pounds.
HCPC T2029
CTX725

23.5″ (Metal)

SHOPPING CART LINER
The dimensions of the Shopping Cart Liner are 18″ X 15″ X 24″. Fits your cart
perfectly square bottom. Fits large and jumbo size shopping carts (please check
your cart size before purchase). Constructed of a non-woven material 90 GSM
with Velcro fasteners for a secure fit. The liner attaches securely to your shopping
cart using loop fasteners. Machine washable air dry. Liner attaches easily to all
standard jumbo size shopping carts and is removable. Has square bottom and
top cover. HCPC T2029
CTX219

BOOK HOLDER
Three foldable parts hold a variety of book shapes and sizes. Opens wide for
large books and magazines, narrows for standard publications, and narrows
further for paperbacks. Durable chrome-plated steel. HCPC T2029
CCX102

CARD HOLDER
4 Piece Round Card Holders in Red, White, Yellow
and Blue. HCPC T2029
CCX104
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Home & Daily Living – Household
CHAIR PAD
Keeps your chair clean, dry and looking new. Ideal for chairs, cars and
wheelchairs. Protects sensitive skin from moisture. Absorbent inner layer and
vinyl backing shields seating surface from fluid damage and soiling. Cuts down
on the need for costly professional steam cleaning. Absorbs up to one cup.
Ideal for pets, children and adults! Our seat protectors features our waterproof
Vintex Safe Guard Barrier System, certified by a third party independent lab to
be free of Lead, Cadmium, Mercury And All Phthalates! HCPC T2029
K7X212BL

Blue

K7X212BR

Brown

K7X212BU

Burgundy

K7X212G

Green

FINGERNAIL CLIPPER – CLIPDIFFERENT
The ClipDifferent Pro is a revolutionary, first-of-its-kind, one-handed fingernail
clipper that safely trims fingernails with the simple touch of a button. It comes
with a safety and satisfaction guarantee, a no-mess drawer, a high-capacity
rechargeable battery lasting months between charges, and surgical grade
stainless steel that stays sharp for countless nail trims. HCPC T2029
M-PC-CLIPDIFFERENT

FURNITURE RISER
This 8-piece set of plastic bed risers allows you to raise your bed, dresser, table or
chair by 3, 5 or 8 inches. Bed lifts can provide simple DIY under-bed storage and
work wonderfully as dorm bed risers. Bed Riser set includes four large and four
small riser cups that may be used alone or stacked. Bed leg or caster fits safely
and securely into the recess cup built into the bed riser. The risers are likewise
ideal for elevating work tables to reduce back aches and pains. It also reduces
the effort to stand from low sofas/couches when you apply these furniture risers
to them. Bed riser safely support a total of up to 1,300 Pounds! Won’t scratch or
dent hardwood floors. HCPC T2029
A5X554

HANDY BAR
The Handy Bar makes it easy to get in-and-out of the car. Simply slide the handle
into the striker/door-latch for extra support while sitting or standing. It fits any
door striker – so you can have support anywhere in the car for stress-free traveling.
When you’re done, simply place the handle in your car and you’re ready to go.
HCPC T2029
CTX126

KEY TURNER
Increases leverage for turning key with minimal stress. Snaps over any standard
key. Great for arthritis sufferers, or those with poor dexterity or weakened grip.
2-Pack. HCPC T2029
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DL-106

LAMP SWITCH TURNER
Fits over most standard lamp switches. Easy to install with no electrical
connections. For arthritis sufferers, or those with poor dexterity or weakened
grip. 2-Pack. HCPC T2029
DL-107

STEP STOOL
Handrail provides additional support and safety. Steel-welded construction.
Silver vein finish easy-to-maintain and less institutional looking! Non-skid ribbed
rubber platform. Reinforced rubber tips. HCPC T2029
BA-106

Without handle

BA-206

With handle

SIGNATURE STAMP
Self Inking Signature Stamp. Ordering a traditional rubber signature stamp has
never been easier! To make sure we are able to give you the best impression
possible be sure to sign 3 times on plain white paper and sign in your normal size.
We also ask that you please sign using black ink and do NOT use Ball point or gel
ink pens (Bic Flair pens are preferred). The more fine the signature, the harder it
tends to be to work with. HCPC T2029
CTX134
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Home & Daily Living – PPE
CPAP CLEANER LUMIN
UV light will disinfect up to 99% of harmful bacteria, pathogens, and fungi that
can cause infection and illness. UV light is also the safest disinfection option on
the market, there is NO HARMFUL OZONE. Ozone has been shown by the EPA
to irritate the lungs and respiratory system, making it extra harmful for people
with respiratory illness. HCPC T2029
AM-106

CPAP CLEANER SOCLEAN
The SoClean 2 is an automated CPAP equipment cleaner and sanitizer. Destroys
99.9% of CPAP germs, bacteria, and other pathogens. With the SoClean 2
CPAP cleaning machine, you can sanitize and disinfect your CPAP, hose, and
reservoir without needing to take any pieces apart every day. The machine does
not require water or any messy chemicals in order to avoid condensation and
ensure your equipment remains completely dry. Included with your SoClean
purchase is: Small Bottle Pre-Wash (prior to first use), Cartridge Filter, Check
Valve Assembly, 1 Slot Plug, and AC Power Adapter. HCPC T2029
AM-104

HAND SANITIZER
Waging war on germs and bacteria, Germ War® is packaged for ease of use and
travel mobility. With 62% Alcohol Base, this hand sanitizer helps defend against
the common cold and flu while aloe is added to aid in moisture retention.
HCPC T2029
HS-100
HS-200

16.9 oz Pump
4.7 oz Flip Cap

PULSE OXIMETER
The pulse oximeter is for the finger tip. It has a large, easy to read LED display
and a two-way screen display. It monitors oxygen saturation of the user’s
hemoglobin and reads the user’s pulse. It also features an automatic power off
when the finger has been removed for 8 seconds or longer. The pulse oximeter
includes a rubber cover and has a three year warranty. HCPC T2029
Q8X399

THERMOMETER ORAL
The Equate 30-Second Digital Thermometer helps you take care of your loved
ones when they need it the most. This clinically accurate digital thermometer
has a rigid tip, and it is for oral, rectal or underarm use. With a peak temperature
tone and an automatic shut-off, this thermometer can recall your last reading,
and it comes with a lifetime limited warranty. This package contains one
thermometer, one LR41 battery, one storage case, five probe covers, and
instructions in English and Spanish. Take care of your family with confidence
when you use the Equate 30-Second Digital Thermometer. HCPC T2029
T1X500
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FACE SHIELD
Optically clear, distortion-free film. Double sided anti-fog coating. Clear Shield/
Red Headband. One size fits most. HCPC T2029
GS-505/2

FACEMASK (CLOTH) 3/PACK
Double layer knitted nylon/spandex construction. Contoured shape with two
elastic bands to fit most adults. Stretchable earloops provide a personalized fit
and make it more convenient to use. Open construction to allow additional layers
or filters to be added. Machine washable. HCPC T2029
GS-6209

FACEMASK (COLD WEATHER)
Comfortable, cool, and breathable. Stretchable earloops provide a personalized
fit and make it more convenient to use. Washable adjustable latex ear loops.
Works in sub-zero temperatures. HCPC T2029
GS-232

FACEMASK (PLEATED)
One size fits most. Fastening type ear loops Pleated 50/bx.
HCPC T2029
GS-FM200 50/Box

FACEMASK KN95
Suitable for adults daily travel protection, not suitable for toxic gas environment
use. This product cannot be replaced with gas masks and medical masks. This
protective mask cannot generate oxygen and should not be used in hypoxic
environments. It’s better not to use the product if the air is not flowing, breathing
not smooth, or during sleep. Store in dry ventilated place. Masks are disposable and
cannot be washed. HCPC T2029
GS-FM100

SHOE PROTECTORS
Made of durable, spunbonded polypropylene that is fluid-resistant. Elastic tops
help ensure a snug fit. Cool and comfortable to wear. Single Use. Not made with
natural rubber latex. HCPC T2029
BR-230

100/Box

HOSPITAL GOWNS – DISPOSABLE
This product should not be used in a surgical setting or where significant
exposure to bodily fluids or other hazardous fluids may be expected. This product
should not be used in a clinical setting where Level 3 or 4 protection is warranted,
or in any setting involving invasive procedures or where there is a high risk of
contamination. 45 GSM fabric. Fluid Resistant. HCPC T2029
KA-610
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Home & Daily Living – Reachers
ARCMATE REACHERS
Safely pick up things you don’t want to handle or can’t reach easily with the
ArcMate E-Z Reacher. Use it indoors or outdoors, at work or at home. Pick up
everything from broken glass to a brick without painful bending or unsafe
ladders or stools. Locking feature turns on and off with the flick of your thumb.
Lightweight, ergonomic design. Sturdy no-rust construction. Strong rubber
cup grip. HCPC T2029
KA-603

20″ Non Locking

KA-604

30″ Non Locking

KA-607

20″ Locking

KA-608

30″ Locking

KA-611

32″ Folding Locking

KA-612

32″ Folding Non Locking

REACHER (20″ OR 32″)
Reachers are ideal for people with limited range of motion or difficulty bending.
Perfect for picking up objects as small as a dime and as large as a quart bottle.
Trigger-style ergonomic handgrips are designed for easy use and comfortable
grasp. Sure-grip vinyl jaws and rubber cushion tips. 3/4″ square, polycarbonate
gray plastic frame. HCPC T2029
KA-605

20″

KA-606

30″

REACHER (26″ OR 32″)
High-quality, durable aluminum is extremely lightweight. Designed for picking
up objects, the reacher’s serrated highly visible yellow jaw and flexible foam
rubber tip conform to the contours of any object, working together to ensure
a firm, secure grip. Hands remain comfortable on the ergonomically designed
trigger-action handle. Standard and long models feature a pulling lug that helps
draw items toward the user. All models have a magnetic tip to retrieve small
metal objects. Jaws open to 3″ wide. Holds 1 lb. or less. Latex free. HCPC T2029
KA-705

26″

KA-715

32″

REACHER 15″
The Sammons Preston Feather Reach Reacher is made to allow those with
limited mobility and flexibility to grab those hard to reach items. These products
are constructed of lightweight aluminum, includes a highly visible 3″ yellow jaw
opening and features a slip-resistant surface for a secure hold on items. Each
reacher includes a comfortable ergonomic handle, magnetic tip to pick up
metal objects, and a clip for storing the reacher on a walker or wheelchair.
A post on the end can be used to pull items close, or as an aid for dressing
(not on folding model). Excellent for personal use. HCPC T2029
KA-816
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REACHER FOLDING (22″)
Folding style aluminum reacher. Size 22″ (12″ Folded) Jaw opening 2-1/2″.
Magnetic tip on end. HCPC T2029
KA-660

20″

REACHER PIK STICK (32″)
Lightweight plastic construction for quick and easy pick-up. Easy to use small
squeeze grip. Pick-up capacity about 1 pound — great for small objects that
fall on the floor… paper, pencils, and pills. Long lasting rubber cup tips are
replaceable. 32″ is the most popular and weighs just 5 ounces. HCPC T2029
KA-811

Blue

KA-812

Yellow

KA-813

Red

KA-814

Purple

REACHER TELESCOPING (30″ – 44″)
30 inches to 44 inches, adjustable length pikstik pro reaching tool, retrieve or
put away items safely without undue stretching, bending & straining, for anyone
with limited mobility, arthritis or simply in need of a longer reach. 4 reachers in 1.
Locking ring design makes length adjustment easy & secure. A strong
aluminum shaft design works indoors & out and will not rust. Sturdy enough to
lift 5 lb. HCPC T2029
KA-609
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Healthcare Products – Compression Stockings
KNEE COMPRESSION STOCKING
The goal of compression therapy is to encourage fluid flow in your circulatory
and lymphatic system. You will likely notice a squeezing sensation in your
arms or legs when you use your compression garment. To get used to this,
we recommend easing into your compression therapy. Start by wearing your
stocking a few hours each day, until you’re comfortable, and then wear them for
longer periods of time. HCPC A6530-A6535
Other things to remember:
• Remember to check your stockings periodically to avoid wrinkles
• Remove your compression stockings before going to bed each night
• Don your compression stockings when you get up before swelling can start
• Wearing your compression garment each day is the most effective way to
continue your therapy
• Failing to wear your compression stockings may result in your condition
becoming more severe
Closed Toe, 15-20 Compression.
BZ-100

Small/Beige

BZ-200

Small/Black

BZ-101

Medium/Beige

BZ-201

Medium/Black

BZ-102
BZ-103

Large/Beige
XL/Beige

BZ-202
BZ-203

Large/Black
XL/Black

Closed Toe, 20-30 Compression.
BZ-104

Small/Beige

BZ-204

Small/Black

BZ-105

Medium/Beige

BZ-205

Medium/Black

BZ-106
BZ-107

Large/Beige
XL/Beige

BZ-206
BZ-207

Large/Black
XL/Black

Closed Toe, 30-40 Compression.
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BZ-117

Small/Beige

BZ-109

Large/Beige

BZ-108

Medium/Beige

BZ-110

XL/Beige

THIGH COMPRESSION STOCKING
The goal of compression therapy is to encourage fluid flow in your circulatory
and lymphatic system. You will likely notice a squeezing sensation in your
arms or legs when you use your compression garment. To get used to this,
we recommend easing into your compression therapy. Start by wearing your
stocking a few hours each day, until you’re comfortable, and then wear them for
longer periods of time. HCPC A6530-A6535
Other things to remember:
• Remember to check your stockings periodically to avoid wrinkles
• Remove your compression stockings before going to bed each night
• Don your compression stockings when you get up before swelling can start
• Wearing your compression garment each day is the most effective way to
continue your therapy
• Failing to wear your compression stockings may result in your condition
becoming more severe
Closed Toe, 15-20 Compression.
BZ-212

Small/Beige

BZ-220

Small/Black

BZ-213

Medium/Beige

BZ-221

Medium/Black

BZ-214
BZ-215

Large/Beige
XL/Beige

BZ-222
BZ-223

Large/Black
XL/Black

Closed Toe, 20-30 Compression.
BZ-216

Small/Beige

BZ-217

Medium/Beige

BZ-218
BZ-219

Large/Beige
XL/Beige

IT STAYS
It Stays Body Adhesive is an easy-to-use roll on that holds knee-high and thighhigh stockings in place. The adhesive is also odorless, hypoallergenic and easy to
wash off. Ideal for thigh length stockings, when garter belt or silicone bands
are undesirable. Apply to the area of skin beneath the band of stockings.
HCPC T2029
BH-599

SOCK DONNER
Designed to aid in the application of Vascular Stockings. Compact size and
weight make it ideal for stocking application, travel and storage. Ideal for
patients with arthritis and limited bending motion. Durable epoxy finish
provides smooth “no snag” surface. Accepts most styles of Jobst Vascular
stockings. Stocking donner. Makes applying compression stockings a breeze.
Allows for a simple step-in procedure for donning stockings. HCPC T2029
BH-590
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Healthcare Products – Medical Accessories
MAGNIFIER – 2X LIGHTED
2″ Sq. LensReizen Illuminated Pocket Magnifier. 2X 2″ Sq. LensReizen
Illuminated Pocket with 2X 2 Sq. Lens. HCPC T2029
KA-834

MAGNIFIER – 3X LIGHTED
Great for home or travel 1 1/4″ Sq. LensReizen Illuminated Pocket Magnifier
for use at home or while traveling. Sturdy enough for everyday use; compact
enough to fit in a pocket, purse, briefcase or glove compartment. Uses 2 AA
batteries; not included. HCPC T2029
KA-800

MAGNIFIER – CLEAR PLEXI
Basic, durable viewing device with over-sized, five-inch lens. Lightweight
thanks to a high quality, clear acrylic lens. Measures 5.2″ W x 10″ H x 0.7″ D with a
6.5-ounce weight. HCPC T2029
KA-802

MAGNIFIER – FOLDING
The Lighted RimFree from Carson Optical is a 2x power Magnifier with bright
white LED’s and an ergonomically designed soft-grip rubber handle. It features a
rimless, crystal-clear rectangular acrylic lens that gives you a sharp distortion-free
view. This magnifier is a great low vision aid and assists in reading small print.
Comes with a soft case to protect the lens when not in use. Batteries included.
HCPC T2029
KA-837

MAGNIFIER – FULL PAGE
2x magnification- flat sheet full page magnifier. Economical – purchase several;
one for the office, car, have one in every room at home. Great for travel, or library
visits- read a book or map with ease. Makes reading the newspaper or product
labels easier. Lens: 6.5″ x 8.75″. Overall: 7.625″ x 11.75″. HCPC T2029
KA-835

MAGNIFIER – HANDS FREE
Perfect for sewing, crafts and needlepoint. Includes adjustable neck cord for
hands free use. Built-in LED light provides bright, shadow-free illumination.
Crystal-clear acrylic lens. Uses 3-AAA batteries (not included). 2X magnification.
Five-inch lens. Measures 6″ W x 9″ H x 0.75″ D. 7.8-ounce weight.
HCPC T2029
KA-801
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MAGNIFIER ILLUMINATED HAND 5X
KA-309

HCPC T2029

MAGNIFYING GLASS
Enlarges fine print. Convenient size for purse, pocket or glove compartment. Help
those with dexterity issues or a weakened grip with this variety kit. HCPC T2029
DL-111

RUBY READERS
A portable video magnifier is an electronic handheld magnifier that is easy-touse. Due to its compact size, you can carry along anywhere you go. Use a portable
video magnifier on the go to read price labels, maps, bus schedules, directions
and your favorite restaurant menu. LV-240 features: Continuous zoom with 2x–24x
magnification. See more on the vibrant 7-inch screen. Lightweight design at 18
ounces. Fast reading with no blur. Unique PivotCam rotating camera. Freeze
Frame with adjustable magnification and panning. Adjustable reading line and
masks to keep your place. 20 high-contrast color viewing modes so you can adjust
text to be easy on your eyes. Built-in reading stand. HDMI port to connect to your
TV. Save images and send to computer with USB port. 4 hours continuous use.
Includes charger, carrying case, and USB cable. HCPC T2029
LV-240

Ruby HD Magnifier 7″

LV-235

Ruby HD Magnifier 4.3″

LV-215

Ruby Magnifier 4.3″

LV-205

Ruby XL HD Reader 5″

TOPAZ HD READING MACHINE
The TOPAZ HD desktop video magnifier blends practical performance with
features and usability. The TOPAZ HD not only offers a high-definition camera
with a wide magnification range, but also includes advanced features such as
Reading Lines and Masks, Focus Lock, Freeze Frame, and the Find Feature, along
with 33 color modes. The TOPAZ HD also includes the unique Enhanced Full Color
Mode – perfect for viewing newspaper print, photos, and maps. HCPC T2029
LV-100

20″

LV-102

24″
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Healthcare Products – Nutrition
BOOST
Provides nutritional support for individuals with inadequate oral intake, reduced
appetite, malnutrition, general oral supplement needs, or supplemental or
interim sole source nutrition needs. 10 grams high-quality protein. 26 vitamins
and minerals. Contains CalciLock® blend of essential nutrients to support
bone health. Excellent source of antioxidants (selenium and vitamins C and E).
Suitable for these diets: lactose intolerance, gluten-free, low-residue, kosher;
Not for individuals with galactosemia. 8 oz. Carton Ready to Use. HCPC B4150
K9X110

Strawberry

K9X101

Vanilla

K9X100

Chocolate

ENSURE
8 oz. Recloseable Tetra Carton Ready to Use. Contains milk ingredients, soy
ingredients, gluten-free, halal, suitable for lactose intolerance, not for galactosemia.
HCPC B4150
K9X123

Strawberry

K9X115

Vanilla

K9X114

Chocolate

THICKIT POWDER
Thick-It- Instant Food and Beverage Thickener produces the desired consistency
quickly, easily and in a controlled manner without changing the taste or
appearance of hot and cold foods and beverages. Dissolves instantly. Easily digested
and does not bind fluids. May reduce the risk of aspiration. Gluten free. HCPC B4150
K9X118
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Medical Care
DIGITAL BLOOD PRESSURE UNIT
This fully automated, easy to use premium digital blood pressure monitor has
been clinically tested for accuracy. Features self adjusting cuff inflation with
easy one-touch operation. The large LCD display indicates systolic, diastolic and
pulse readings simultaneously while storing up to 99 readings. Includes World
Health Organization (WHO) indicator for blood pressure classification. Features
an irregular heartbeat detector and displays measurements in bar graph form for
easy evaluation. Includes: Four AA batteries, DC power port, zippered storage case.
HCPC A4670
Q8X605

Cuff Range: 9″-13″

Q8X505/2

Cuff Range: 8″-16″

DIGITAL BLOOD PRESSURE UNIT “WRIST”
The WristMate digital blood pressure monitor is clinically tested for optimum
accuracy. The easy to use automatic inflation system will provide fast and
reliable readings by attaching to the user’s wrist. HCPC A4670
Q8X366

PORTABLE OXYGEN CONCENTRATOR
SmartDose auto-adjusting conserver technology included. Rugged design,
including protective overmold. Weighs only 5 lbs. Most sensitive conserver
trigger on the POC market. 8.4″ (H) x 3.5″(W) x 8.6″(L). HCPC T2029
O2X300

T.E.N.S. UNIT
T.E.N.S. (Transcutaneous Electrical Nerve Stimulation) is indicated under a
physician’s prescription for the symptomatic relief and management of chronic
(long-term) pain and the treatment of post-operative or post-traumatic pain.
Dual channels. Three modes: Standard, Burst, Modulation. Include: TENS unit,
molded carrying case, instructions and accessories (four electrodes and lead
wires). Requires one 9-Volt alkaline battery (not included). HCPC E0730
L4X220

ELECTRODES 4/PK
2″ x 2″ TENS Pre-gelled Electrodes. HCPC A4595
L4X221

4/Pk

THERMOMETER ORAL
The Equate 30-Second Digital Thermometer helps you take care of your loved
ones when they need it the most. This clinically accurate digital thermometer
has a rigid tip, and it is for oral, rectal or underarm use. With a peak temperature
tone and an automatic shut-off, this thermometer can recall your last reading,
and it comes with a lifetime limited warranty. This package contains one
thermometer, one LR41 battery, one storage case, five probe covers, and
instructions in English and Spanish. Take care of your family with confidence
when you use the Equate 30-Second Digital Thermometer. HCPC T2029
T1X500
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Healthcare Products – Medical Care
ID BRACELET (ROAD ID) NYLON
The Wrist ID Sport is a comfortable bracelet ID that includes two 3M reflective
strips and a Velcro closure. Laser engraved peace of mind in a stylish and
durable form. Easy to wash. Sizes: Sm, Med, Lg, & X-Lg. Color Options: Pink/Blue,
Black, Gray, or Green/Blue. There are 6 lines total allowing 24 characters per line.
HCPC T2029
ID-800

ID BRACELET STAINLESS STEEL CHAIN 8″
Personalized Stainless Steel Medical ID Bracelet. We can engrave front and back
side of the bracelet with 2 lines up to 20 characters per line. HCPC T2029
ID-100

8.65″ adjustable

ID NECKLACE (STAINLESS)
Stainless Steel Medical ID Dog tag with 24″ bead chain. Engraving up to 5 lines
with 20 characters per line. HCPC T2029
ID-200

NEBULIZER COMPRESSOR
High-quality, low-noise aerosol compressor with user-friendly design. Compact
design with rounded corners, integrated carrying handle with storage
compartment and built-in nebulizer holder. Piston-driven motor ensures high
performance and long life. Complete with disposable nebulizer featuring
0.2 ml/min flow rate and 5 ml capacity medicine cup and cleaning/instruction
manual. Designed to meet the requirements of HCPCS code: E0570. UL Listed.
Each nebulizer comes with: 1 Disposable nebulizer (reusable single patient use),
1 Mouthpiece, 1 PVC tubing, 1 T adapter, 1 Reservoir tube. HCPC E0570
L4X113

REUSABLE NEB KIT
Anti-spill “T” design. Leak-proof and secure seal with simple 1/4 turn assembly
design. Very low residual volume (0.7cc). High medication bowl capacity (10cc)
Graduated volume (cc) markings on bowl. Nebulizes in upright positions or at
angles up to 45°. Dishwasher safe. HCPC A7005
L4X413

NEBULIZER MASK ADULT
2.7μ nebulizer with a low dead volume (0.7 cc) delivers an optimal respirable
mass of aerosol to the patient. Leak-proof seal ensures efficient use of
medication. 10cc bowl with graduated volume markings provides high
medication capacity. 45-degree elbow allows nebulizing in upright or angle
positions providing flexibility for caregivers and patients. Single patient use.
Not made with natural rubber latex. HCPC A7015
L4X211
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NEBULIZER MASK PEDIATRIC
McKesson Aerosol Pediatric Mask. Vented, Multidirectional Swivel. Swivel snout
accommodates multiple patient positions. Transparent mask allows clear view
for patient assessment. Elastic strap with end caps are adjustable and easy to
thread. Not made with natural rubber latex. HCPC A7015
L4X311

PILL BOX SPANISH 7/4 DAY
Dimensions: 6.63″ x 9.25″ x 1.13″. HCPC T2029
KA-209

PILL BOX X-LARGE AM/PM 7/2 DAY
Contoured design for easy pill removal 7-day pill container. Dimensions: 7.25″ x
3.63″ x 1.38″. HCPC T2029
KA-214

PILL BOX XX LARGE 7/1 DAY
Manage your daily medication routine easily with The 7-Day XXL Pill Organizer.
A convenient way to organize and carry your pills or vitamins at home or in
your purse, bag or pocket. The lids are easy to open but keep your pills secure.
Customize your medication needs between once-daily and twice-a-day
regiments with the optional divider. Dimensions: 10.13″ x 2.19″ x 1.38″. HCPC T2029
KA-212

PILL BOX 7/4 DAY
This tray holds seven 4-times-per-day pill containers to organize and maintain a
Morning, Noon, Evening and Bed medication routine. Dimensions: 6.63″ x 9.25″
x 1.13″. HCPC T2029
KA-211

PILL BOX EASY OPEN 7/4
Color coded compartments for up to four times per day medication
planning. Dimensions: 8-5/16″ x 5-5/8″ x 1-1/2″. HCPC T2029
KA-216

4/Pk

PILL BOX SMALL 7-DAY
Maintain your daily medication schedule and hold your pills securely
with the extra large 7-day pill container. Dimensions: 6.25″ x 1.38″ x 1″.
HCPC T2029
KA-213

4/Pk
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PILL BOX LARGE 7/4
Our largest pill reminder – each compartment is approximately 2″ x 2″ to hold
any shape or size pill. 4 compartments for each day. Each compartment holds
75 aspirin tablets. Clear lids let you see each compartment without opening.
Medication schedule inside tray helps you keep track of medicine, dosages,
doctors and more. HCPC T2029
KA-217

PILL ORGANIZER WITH REMINDER CLOCK
Features a friendly female voice that can be programmed with a pleasant
message, such as good morning. Talking Alarm alerts users when it’s time
to take their medication. Alarm sounds periodically until special ‘alarm
acknowledged’ button is pressed. Large-Type Display makes viewing the
date, day and time easy. Dimensions – 10.5″ x 7.5″ x 8.25″. Monthly, 4 daily dose,
medication organizer with red and green coding tracks when day is done.
Loud/extra loud talking alarm alerts users up to 4 times daily when it’s time to
take medication (Morning, Afternoon, Evening, Night). HCPC T2029
PCX244

Pill Organizer w/ Reminder Clock

PCX144

Reminder Clock ONLY

PCX344

Pill Organizer ONLY

PILL CUTTER
The unique V-shape design of the Deluxe Pill Splitter grips the pill and allows
the user to cut medication doses in half with accuracy. It can also be used by
those who have difficulty swallowing pills. HCPC T2029
KA-820

PILL DISPENSER – MED READY
This 1700-FL (Flashing Light) new generation of MedReady comes standard
with the Lower Frequency alarm which from our experience is much easier to
hear. You can also independently enable and disable the audible and visual
alarms. MedReady comes complete with: A/C Adapter, Rechargeable Battery,
Medication Tray, Blue Locking Lid, 2 keys, loading rings for 3x and 4x per day
dosing. This dispenser holds up to 28 doses of medication and can dispense
from 1 to 4 times per day. Each dispensing compartment can hold up to 9 M&M
size pills. This is a non-monitored dispenser. HCPC T2029
PCX900

PILL DISPENSER-MONITOR “PHILIPS MD2”
Philips offers an easy-to-use automatic pill dispenser service that helps by
providing you a simple audio reminder and at the push of a button, so you get
your medications at the pre-programmed times. Sound easy? It is. And it’s
effective. Flexible dispensing for complex regimens. Dispenses up to 60 cups.
Accommodates 1 to 40 days of medicine. Holds up to 6 doses per day. Reminder
alerts for non-pill medications. Reminder alerts for instructions on taking meds.
Optional early-dose feature Comes with 100 med cups. HCPC T2029
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RENTAL-MD2 Dispenser
KA-509
Replacement cups 100/pk

PILL EJECTOR
Pill ejector removes pills from packages. No more frustration removing pills. Eject
your pills smoothly from blister packs. Opens tough packages. Ideal for arthritic
people. Small enough to travel with you. So easy to operate, anyone can use.
HCPC T2029
KA-860

PILL HOLDER (NITROGLYCERIN)
Nitroglycerin Pill Tote. Dishwasher safe to 125F. Latex and Phthalates free.
Replacement lids available separatly. Excellent for use at home, schools and care
facilities. Replacement lids available separatly. HCPC T2029
KA-230

PILL SMASHER
The Apex Pill Pulverizer is a pill crusher designed for those suffering from
arthritis or a weakened grip. It creates a fine powder which can easily be
consumed with liquids for patients who have difficulty swallowing pills.
The winged design allows for a loose grip and easy handling during crushing.
An inverse molding process creates a tight seal allowing the user to gradually
apply more pressure until the pills have converted fully into powder form.
HCPC T2029
KA-819

PILLCRUSHER
It’s unparalleled strength and durability allow for years of simple and trouble
free crushing. Souffle cups or Sani-Safe Crush Bags are sold separately.
Construction of the OCELCO die-cast Metal Pill Crusher embodies chrome
die-cast components and a stainless steel corrosion resistant receptacle.
HCPC T2029
PCX100

PILLCRUSHER CUP (SOUFFLE)
3/4″ Souffle cup, Use with PCX100 Pillcrusher. HCPC T2029
PCX500

250/PK

WATCH ALARM
The e-pill CADEX VibraPlus is designed to provide reminders for men, women,
young adults, and children who need a quality medication reminder watch that
can vibrate or alarm. It looks like a normal sports watch; up to eight daily alarms
that auto-reset each day at midnight. HCPC T2029
CCX221
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WATCH MEDICATION
Alarm watch medication reminder with medical identification – Silver. Program
up to 12 daily medication alarms (beep alarm AND text alarm). Alarms repeat
every day – NO alarm reset required. When the alarm goes off, your alarm text
message scrolls across the display and it beeps. Medical snooze will remind you
every three minutes until you have taken your medicine or performed a task.
HCPC T2029
CCX103

FLOOR SCALE DIAL – LCD DIAL
Professional quality scale features and an oversized platform made of impactresistant tempered glass for ideal stability, and a new built-in alarm that reminds
you to measure your weight at the same time each day. Synchronized electromechanical dial and LCD automatically illuminate and instantly point to your
weight in pounds and kg, for easy-to-read results in all light conditions and from
any angle. Visually stunning design incorporates a 5.5 inch dial and integrated
digital display with stylish chrome accents to create a distinctive retro look
with the accuracy of modern technology. Uses 4 high precision GX sensors
that weigh up to 400 pounds (180 kg) in 0.2 pounds or 0.1 kg increments, with
stepson technology that captures precise weight measurements upon contact.
Auto-calibrated and automatically turns off to conserve battery life; Runs on
3 AAA batteries with a low battery indicator (batteries included). HCPC T2029
A5X131

FLOOR SCALE DIGITAL
Balance From MemoryTrack technology – Besides everything you can get from
a regular bathroom scale, BalanceFrom digital bathroom scale will not only
show your current weight in a blue back light, but also remind you the last
weight it registered in a green back light every time when you step on your
scale. Auto-calibrated and automatically turns off to conserve battery life.
Runs on 4 AAA batteries (batteries included). HCPC T2029
A5X133

FLOOR SCALE TALKING
Talking scale. 2 Person memory feature. Pleasant and easy to hear voice. 440lb. stationary weight capacity. Stable tempered glass with tap on/off function.
Large LCD display. Extra wide: 15 x 12 inches. HCPC T2029
A5X129

FLOOR SCALE TALKING 700LB
Myweigh is a manufacturer of high quality scales and scale accessories.
Myweigh has some of the most reputable scales on the market. Weight: 8.82lb.
Product Dimensions: 14.72″ X 4.09″ X 22.52″. Uses 4 AA batteries (included).
HCPC T2029
A5X700
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ANKLE BRACE
Manufactured for FLA Orthopedics by Swede-O. Ideal for sports and to support
weak or injured ankles. Made of lightweight, low profile nylon material for long
lasting wear. Extra ankle stabilization with internal figure-eight straps that are
preconfigured to ensure correct placement every time. Application is quick and
easy. Comfortably fits in athletic shoes. Elastic back. Fits left or right.
HCPC L1902
BH-7400

Men: 6-7 Shoe Size, Women: 7-9 Shoe Size

BH-7401

Men: 8-10 Shoe Size, Women: 10-11 Shoe Size

BH-7402

Men: 11-12 Shoe Size, Women: 12-13 Shoe Size

BH-7403

Men: 13-14 Shoe Size

ANKLE BRACE WITH AIR LINERS
This Ankle Brace provides medial and lateral support to stabilize the ankle joint
for faster recovery and healing of tender soft tissues. Ideal brace for mild or
moderate sprains, strains, or after cast removal. The liner is made of a tri-layer
pneumatic air bladder that conforms to the ankle and pulsates while walking to
provide a massaging effect. Standard height. Adjustable heel piece conforms to
fit a range of sizes. Two adjustable swivel straps ensure proper strap placement
each time brace is applied. HCPC L4350
BH-1700

Universal

CARPALMATE® WRIST SUPPORT
A lightweight wrist support designed to maintain the wrist in a neutral position
while allowing full finger dexterity. The molded portion of the support prevents
the wrist from dropping and prevents excess thumb and little finger opposition.
Controlling these motions will prevent excess flexion of the wrist and finger
flexor tendons, thus avoiding overuse. Overuse can cause tendon inflammation
that puts pressure on the Median Nerve and is the cause of Carpal Tunnel
Syndrome. Support is held in place by a wide elastic strap for comfortable
compressive support at the wrist. HCPC L3908
BH-4020

Universal

WRIST SPLINT – 8″
Provides immobilization for weak or injured wrists. A universal, lightweight and
breathable wrist brace featuring an easy to apply single-pull elastic closure
system, pre-contoured and removable palmar stay, a medial/lateral stay and
movable dorsal stay to maximize immobilization and customization. Indications:
Wrist sprains, strains, Carpal Tunnel Syndrome, post- wrist and hand trauma and
rehabilitation. HCPC L0626
BH-9001

Left - S-L

BH-9002

Right - S-L

BH-8001

Left - XLG

BH-8002

Right - XLG
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THUMB SPICA
Anatomically designed to ensure a comfortable fit. Perspiration is absorbed by a
self wicking lining and increased ventilation is provided by perforated blue foam.
Ideal for arthritis, DeQuervain’s Syndrome, tendinitis, and post thumb injuries.
Closure straps are stretchable for ease of application and removal. HCPC L3923
BH-1710

Universal

THUMB SPLINT
Supports and limits the motion of the thumb joints. Also comfortably supports the
wrist and prevents rotation. Ideal for DeQuervain’s Tenosynovitis, tendinitis, arthritis
and sports injuries. Made of a unique C3TM Tri-Laminate material making it cool
and comfortable to wear. The supple C3TM material allows for changes in the
amount of swelling. The anatomically conforming stay and closures help restrict
movement and provide maximum support. Fits either left or right. HCPC L3923
BH-1705

Universal

UNIVERSAL CRADLE ARM SLING
Traditional cradle arm sling in an adjustable universal design to fit most
patients. Easy, fast and simple application with double D-rings and hook and
loop closure. Comfort padding on shoulder strap. Navy poly/cotton material.
Measure from elbow to base of little finger. HCPC A4565
BH-2900

Universal

HERNIA BELT
Provides gentle relief from reducible inguinal hernia. Removable foam compression
pads give gentle, gradual pressure to help reduce inguinal hernias (single or
double). Lightweight material with a plush elastic waistband and soft elastic
perineal straps. Completely adjustable without the use of uncomfortable metal
snaps or buckles; simple hook and loop closure allows adjustability to control how
tight the belt fits. Hides well under clothing. Measure around hips. HCPC L8300
BH-1200
BH-1201
BH-1202

Small – (30-35″ Hip Size)
Medium – (35-41″ Hip Size)
Large – (41-46″ Hip Size)

PULL-ON KNEE BRACE
Neoprene knee sleeve with durable steel hinged reinforcements allow for flexion
limiting medial/lateral movement with a 180º hyperextension stop. Hinge is in
neoprene covered pocket for added comfort. Brace includes a superior horseshoe
for added patella stability. Two loop lock straps can be adjusted to give the most
intimate and comfortable fit while helping prevent brace migration. Sports
neoprene with nylon terry liner has a soft, seamless feel against the skin. Open
patella and easy slip on style Measure around leg 4” above center of kneecap.
HCPC L1812
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BH-6300
BH-6301
BH-6302
BH-6303
BH-6304
BH-6305

Small – (14-15″ Measurement)
Medium – (16-17″ Measurement)
Large – (18-19″ Measurement)
XL – (20-21″ Measurement)
XXL – (22-23″ Measurement)
XXXL – (24-25″ Measurement)

WRAP AROUND KNEE BRACE
Wraparound design is ideal for tender, swollen or injured knees with a quick,
easy application. Made of sports neoprene for therapeutic warmth with a soft,
long loop lining for comfortable wear. Metal medial/lateral hinges in neoprenecovered pockets allow for full flexion and provide stabilization and prevent
hyperextension. An open popliteal eliminates bunching and irritation behind
the knee. Adjustable support straps. Measure around leg 4″ above center of
kneecap. HCPC L1812
BH-6000
BH-6001
BH-6002
BH-6003
BH-6004

Small – (14-15″ Measurement)
Medium – (16-17″ Measurement)
Large – (18-19″ Measurement)
XL – (20-21″ Measurement)
XXL – (22-23″ Measurement)

LUMBAR SUPPORT
The OTC 2880 Comfort Pull Lumbosacral Support is very low profile – with an
eight inch deep back panel – so it can be worn undetected under clothing. It
has a completely non-elastic construction for optimum support. Quite simply,
it works when elastic models do not. The key feature of this support is its
rigid back panel with a simultaneous roller-pulling tightening apparatus and
drawstring pulls that provides symmetrical compressive support for the entire
lower back. The wearer can independently adjust the top and bottom of the
brace to provide localized compression where it is needed for maximum pain
relief. Measure around the widest part of the hips. HCPC L0642
BH-2000
BH-2001
BH-2002
BH-2003
BH-2004

Small 28″ – 34″ (71.1 – 86.4 cm)
Medium 34″ – 40″ (86.4 – 101.6 cm)
Large 40″ – 46″ (101.6 – 116.8 cm)
X-Large 46″ – 52″ (116.8 – 132.1 cm)
2X-Large 52″ – 58″ (132.1 – 147.3 cm)

LUMBAR SUPPORT – OTC
The OTC 2894 TruTek lumbosacral orthosis effectively stabilizes the ligaments,
tendons and muscles of the lower back, providing relief from pain and discomfort.
Rigid anterior and posterior panels provide additional support to the abdomen and
relieve pressure over the entire lower back to the level of the T-9 vertebra. Varying
degrees of additional support can be obtained by adjusting the bilateral support
pulls. Made from high quality nylon and cotton blend materials. HCPC L0648
BH-2200

Small – (29″-33″ Hip)

BH-2203

XL – (45″-49″ Hip)

BH-2201

Medium – (34″-39″ Hip)

BH-2204

2XL – (50″-55″ Hip)

BH-2202

Large – (40″-44″ Hip)

BH-2205

3XL – (56″-60″ Hip)

CERVICAL COLLAR
Unique collar design with an extended hook and loop closure adjusts to ensure
a proper fit for neck sizes 13” to 19”. Polyurethane foam is covered with a soft
beige stockinette. Traditional low contour design maintains the head in a neutral
position. High contour design has a straight configuration, which is ideal for slight
hyperextension. HCPC L0120
BH-222

2.5″ – Universal

BH-333

3.25″ – Universal
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EXERCISE BALL
Made from heavy duty ribbed vinyl. Weight capacity: 600 pounds. Inflate with air
inflator. Sold in plastic bags. HCPC T2029
KA-906
KA-907
KA-908
KA-909

Yellow – 18"
Red – 75"
Green – 26"
Blue – 12"

HAND HELPER
Deluxe model has two thumb screws for fine adjusting range of movement.
Padded grip revolves easily to eliminate friction. Rigid plastic frame won’t bend or
break. Color-coded rubber bands. Contains latex. HCPC T2029
KA-222

PEDLAR FLOOR EXERCISER
The Digital Exercise Peddler helps to increase strength, improve coordination
and circulation in the user’s arms and legs. The foldable design is great for travel
and compact storage. The large digital display records exercise time, revolution
count, revolutions per minute (RPM) and calories burned. The scan feature
alternates measurement displays automatically. The anti-slip rubber pads
prevent sliding and help to protect surfaces. HCPC T2029
PL-605

PULLEY OVER THE DOOR
Perfect for home use. Helps increase range of arm mobility while stimulating
muscles. Easy assembly, no tools required. HCPC T2029
K6X555

THERA-BAND 6 YARD
Simple & easy to use product for upper & lower body exercises that can be
performed anywhere, is ideal for conditioning & rehabbing muscles as well as
specific training for yoga, crossfit, lower body pilates, rotator cuff strengthening,
and running. Color-coded Progressive Resistance system allows users to recognize
improvement as it happens – as you grow stronger you can move up to the
next color, making these bands ideal for strength training and physical therapy
programs. HCPC T2029
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KA-900

Yellow

KA-903

Blue

KA-901

Red

KA-904

Black

KA-902

Green

KA-905

Silver
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THERAPY PUTTY 2OZ
Latex free. Molds to the hand shape. Silicone base and will not harden. Excellent
for hand & forearm muscles. HCPC T2029
KA-883

Yellow – Soft

KA-885

Green – Medium

KA-884

Red – Soft

KA-886

Blue – Firm

WEIGHT DUMB BELL
Hand weights are durable, vinyl coated, color-coded and marked on each end for
easy weight identification. Lightweight sizes are ideal for jogging, power walking,
aerobics, step training, physical therapy and even yoga routines. And, the heavier
weight options are great for weight training, strength and high-intensity workouts
and full-body muscle building and weightlifting programs. Perfect for individual
training at home and group workouts in gyms and clubs. Sold as a pair. HCPC T2029

KA-915
KA-916
KA-914

1 lb
2 lb
3 lb

KA-918
KA-919

4 lb
5 lb

ACE BANDAGE (CLIP)
Provide support and compression during recovery and activity. Ideal for holding
first aid dressings or cold packs in place. Clips included for secure, adjustable,
and comfortable fit. Individually wrapped. Made in the USA. 5 yards in length.
Non-sterile. Cotton/Poly blend with spandex bandage. HCPC T2029
KA-450

2″

KA-452

4″

KA-451

3″

KA-453

6″

ACE BANDAGE (VELCRO)
Designed to provide comfortable, controlled and consistent compression for
strains and sprains. Offers firm support to injured parts of the body and to
reduce strain on muscles, tendons and joints. Can also be used for securing
splints, dressings and ice packs. Feature a hook-and-loop closure intended to
replace the need for traditional metal clips. Non-sterile. Single patient use. Not
made with natural rubber latex. HCPC T2029
CTX210

2″

CTX212

4″

CTX211

3″

CTX213

6″
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CAST PROTECTOR
Offers durable and waterproof protection for casts, burns, bandages, poison
ivy, skin abrasions, stitches and more. Convenient and easy to use. Waterproof
elastic opening and latex strap. Reusable, clean with soap and water, hang to dry.
Contains latex. HCPC T2029
AP-700

Foot/Ankle

AP-702

Large Arm

AP-701

Sm/Med Arm Child

AP-703

Med/Large Leg Adult

BIOFREEZE 16OZ PUMP BOTTLE
A unique effective analgesic formulated to provide a variety of benefits for
therapy comfort pain relief and exercise / training. Greasless stainless vanishing
scent – cryotherapy will last up to 6 hours. Biofreeze can enhance ultrasound
treatments massage therapy electric muscle and nerve stimulation home
therapy and athletic rehabilitation. Active ingredients: menthol 3.5%
camphor 0.2%. HCPC T2029
PCX106

BACK PILLOW
Transforms an ordinary chair by providing ergonomic comfort and back support.
Ideal for those who spend extended periods sitting. Subtle contour promotes
proper posture while offering support and minimizing back pain. Attached
strap helps keep cushion securely in place. Great for home, office and travel—
even in the car. Cushion automatically expands to full size when removed from
packaging. Comfortable and durable foam construction. Removable, machinewashable cover. HCPC T2029
AP-300

BACK PILLOW
Staying seated for extended periods of time at the office, at home, or on the
road can lead to serious back pain. Sitting too long can be detrimental to your
spinal health, distorting spinal curves, compressing discs, and creating pressure
on the spine. All of this can lead to pinched nerves, numbness, tingling, and
back pain. Help protect and maintain proper posture by using the Lobak Rest
or Hibak Rest™ lumbar support cushion. Designed with ergonomics in mind, its
contoured foam profile supports the lower back while the flat bottom provides
tailbone (coccyx) support and product stability. The precision cut foam is highly
resilient to withstand years of use. HCPC T2029
AP-302

Low Back

AP-303

High Back

HALF LUMBAR ROLL PILLOW
Half Lumbar Roll designed to provide proper lumbar curvature while sitting or
driving. Full Lumbar Roll used for laying down or sitting. Attached strap holds
the rolls in place. Removable, washable navy cover. HCPC T2029
AP-304
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NECK PILLOW – CERVICAL
The Travel Core® Cervical Support Pillow is great for travel or home and helps
alleviate headaches and neck pain by providing proper alignment of the neck
while resting or sleeping. The unique horseshoe shape of this pillow provides
support while sitting or lying down. For resting or sleeping in a sitting position,
the fiber cervical lobe supports the neck while the two side lobes gently cradle
the head for comfort. For resting or sleeping while lying down, place the cervical
lobe under the neck for support while allowing the two side lobes to gently
cradle the head for comfort. HCPC T2029
AP-306

KNEE SEPARATOR
The Rolyan Knee Separator comfortably holds hips in abduction while distributing
pressure over thighs. The Separator helps relieve pressure and strain on the knees
and joints, all the while improving circulation. Strap is 46″ long. Adult size positions
thighs 4″ apart. Pediatric size positions thighs 3″ apart. Latex free. HCPC T2029
AP-120

DYCEM 16″ X 1′ (SOLD BY THE FOOT)
Simply cut to size and shape to suit desired application. Stabilizes both
equipment and limbs during balancing and weight-bearing activities. Improves
hand/eye coordination by using different colors great for low vision. Roll material
helps to stabilize hips, feet, head and neck for exercises like pelvic tilts and knee
rolls. Holds kitchen appliances firmly in place. HCPC T2029
KA-829

FOAM TUBE ASSORTED BUILD UP
Closed-cell foam has slip-resistant coating, does not absorb water-12″ long
tubing can be easily cut with scissors. Dishwasher safe up to 180F. Latex freePackage of 6-(id 1/4″ od 7/8″ tan) (id 3/8″ od 1-1/8″ red) (id 5/8″ od 1-1/8 blue).
HCPC T2029
KA-228

FOOT BATH-HOMEDICS
2-in-1 massage for a relaxing spa experience: soothing bubble massage and
rejuvenating water jets. Spinning pedicure center with three attachments:
pumice stone, cleansing brush and massage roller. Raised nodes for gentle foot
massage. Convenient toe-touch control. Integrated splash guard helps prevent
splashing and spills. HCPC T2029
KK-104
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HAND MASSAGE-HOMEDICS
The Therapist Select Compact Percussion massager allows you to target your
massage wherever you need it, whenever you need it. With its high-intensity, dual
pivoting massage heads and two-speed control, this handheld massager delivers
an invigorating massage at the touch of a button. Limited two year warranty.
Lightweight and includes two custom attachments to customize your massage
experience. Further relax and enjoy your massage with the added heat feature.
Whether you’re looking to sooth tense muscles in your back, shoulders, quads,
hamstrings or calves, this handheld percussion massager is the perfect fit.
HCPC T2029
KK-103

SEASONAL LAMP
The TheraLite is a wellness lamp for those experiencing mild to moderate
symptoms of light deficiency. Using energy-saving LED technology, TheraLite
produces 10,000 LUX of glare-free white light with NO harmful UV. Bright light
therapy has been shown to help ease the symptoms of the Winter Blues, jet
lag, shift work adjustment and circadian sleep disorders. Built-in stand & cover.
Height adjustable. Portrait or landscape. 3 angle options. HCPC T2029
CTX444

HEATING PAD
Heating pad with Ultra Heat Technology. Heat pad includes sponge so it can be
used with moist or dry heat. 3 heat settings so you can customize the intensity
of heat. Soft, washable cover. 9-foot cord lets you relax wherever you need to.
HCPC T2029
CTX155
CTX150

Standard - 12"x15"
King - 12″ x 24″

HEATING PAD MOIST MED
Convenient, controlled, moist heat for treatment of back, shoulder or hip pain.
Produces moisture automatically, without adding water. Includes a special
flannel cover that retains moisture for deep tissue therapy. Hand-held switch for
customized temperature control. HCPC T2029
PL-651

HEATING PAD MOIST STD 14″ X 27″
Moist heat therapy is more effective than dry heat because moisture transmits
heat more efficiently than air. Cord length 6 feet. 180F maximum temperature.
Recommended application time is 15 – 20 minutes at a time. Fleece blend
flannel cover is included. HCPC T2029
PL-650
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HEATING PAD MOIST NECK 7″ X 15″
The easy to use hand control features four heat settings and four time settings.
Moist heat therapy is more effective than dry heat because moisture transmits
heat more efficiently than air. The therma moist heating pad has an outer
flannel cover that draws the airs humidity and retains it, as the heating pad
warms, the moisture is released into the flannel cover and onto the treated area.
The positioning strap with velcro-type closure ensures a secure, proper fit for
maximum treatment. HCPC T2029
PL-652

HOT & COLD THERAPY PACKS
Soft Comfort CorPaks™ Hot or Cold Therapy Packs are the perfect solution to
help relieve headaches, ease pain, and help reduce inflammation associated
with strains, sprains, and other soft tissue injuries. Conveniently store packs
in the freezer for cold therapy the moment you need it! These packs stay soft
and flexible, comfortably contouring to painful areas. Use cold to help reduce
inflammation; warm packs in the microwave to aid muscle relaxation and to
promote healing. The pack’s exterior is made of a proprietary blend of synthetic
fibers and organic plant materials. The soft, frost free pack is gentle on skin and
does not need to be wrapped in a towel. For cold therapy, place pack in freezer
for a minimum of 1 hour prior to use. For heat therapy, simply heat the pack in a
microwave according to the heating instructions printed on the pack. The pack
will maintain therapeutic temperature for 20 minutes. Reusable. Latex free.
HCPC T2029
PCX420

3X5″ Small

PCX423

6X20″ Cervical

PCX421

6X10″ Medium

PCX424

11X15″ Tri-sectional

PCX422

10X13″ Large w/ strap

WATER BOTTLE
Molded, leak proof, seamless rubber bottle. Embossed surface. Complete with
stopper. Capacity 2 qts. HCPC T2029
KA-528

WATER BOTTLE (ICE CAP)
Wide mouth opening. Accommodates large ice cubes. HCPC T2029
KA-526

TRACTION OVER THE DOOR
Easily fits over standard door, perfect for home use. Helps relieve joint-related
back and neck pain by stretching and separating joints. Easy assembly, no tools
required. Provides easy to use cervical traction therapy. One size foam padded
head halter with hook and loop adjustment fits most adults. Set includes: pulleys,
traction rope, notched adjustable spreader bar, head halter, S-hook and vinyl
water bag with graduated scale up to 20 lbs. HCPC T2029
K6X444
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Bathroom Products – Bath Benches
BARIATRIC BATH SEAT WITHOUT BACK
Durable blow-molded plastic seat with optional backrest. Anodized aluminum
frame is lightweight, durable and rust-resistant. Seat height is adjustable in
1″ increments. Attractive platinum grey color. Comes assembled with tool-free
back attachment. Maximum weight capacity 600 lbs. – evenly distributed.
HCPC E0240/E0245
GL-103

BARIATRIC BATH SEAT WITH BACK
Frame has width/depth cross braces attached with aircraft-type rivets. Large
seat with 16.5″ depth. Seat height adjusts in 1″ increments. Durable, blow-molded
plastic bench. Tool-free removable back. Aluminum frame is lightweight,
durable and corrosion proof. Drainage holes reduce slipping. Weight capacity
600 lbs. HCPC E0240/E0245
GL-106

BATH SEAT WITH BACK
This Bath Bench is designed with a safety handle for extra support and balance
that can be attached to either side. It comes complete with non-skid rubber tips
and a built-in hand held shower holder. Additional handles can be added for
increased support and balance. ba-222 handle. Weight capacity 300 lbs.
HCPC E0240/E0245
BA-404

Without Back

BA-405

With Back

BATH SEAT WITH BACK
The Universal Bath Seat features innovative, patented design to comfortably
support up to 400 lbs. Patented Exact Level height adjustment. Convenient notch
to hold hand-held shower spray. Drainage holes to prevent water pooling.
HCPC E0240/E0245
BA-505

With Back

BATH SEAT WITH/WITHOUT BACK
This Bath Seat is constructed of heavy duty molded plastic, with an aluminum
anodized frame. Comes complete with skid resistant rubber tips along with
push button release removable arms and back. Weight capacity 275 lbs.
HCPC E0240/E0245
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BA-100

Without Back

BA-101

With Back

BATH SEAT WITH/WITHOUT BACK
Easy, tool-free assembly of back, seat and legs. Aluminum frame is lightweight,
durable and corrosion proof. Legs are height adjustable in 1″ increments, and
angled with suction-style tips to provide additional stability. Weight capacity
400 lbs. HCPC E0240/E0245
BA-104

Without Back

BA-105

With Back

BATH SEAT WITH/WITHOUT BACK (PERINEAL CUT OUT)
This Bath Seat features a horseshoe-designed adjustable seat. Comes complete
with drainage holes and non-skid rubber tips. Weight capacity 300 lbs.
HCPC E0240/E0245
BA-204

Without Back

BA-205

With Back

BATH SEAT-PREMIUM SERIES W/ BACK & ARMS
Easy, tool-free height adjustment with height indicator. Adjusts in ½”
increments. Enhanced comfort seat fits all shapes and sizes. Easy, tool-free
removable back, legs and arms. Lightweight design has large stable legs with
soft non-slip feet. Weight capacity 350 lbs. HCPC E0240/E0245
BA-165

BATH STOOL
The stool is manufactured from a 1″ aluminum tubing to ensure lightweight
stability. The special made composite seat is crack-proof, tarnish resistant and
impact resistant for extra durability. Adjustable height legs. Slip-resistant rubber
tips. Seat height adjusts from 15.5″ – 20″ in 1″ increments. Weight capacity
250 lbs. HCPC E0240/E0245
BA-103

Without Back

SHOWER STOOL SWIVEL SEAT
The rotating padded seat reduces twisting and reaching while in
the shower. Seat rotates 360° and locks every 90°. The rotating top
of the seat can be removed for easy cleaning. Easy tool-free
assembly. Ideal for individuals who have balance or mobility issues.
Seat height can be adjusted from 16″ to 22″, in 1″ increments. HCPC E0240/E0245
BA-355

BA-103
BA-355

TRANSFER BENCH W/ HANDLE – BARIATRIC
This Bariatric Transfer Bench has a weight capacity of 500 lbs. It is constructed
with an aluminum anodized frame and features a heavy duty blow molded seat.
It features non-skid rubber tips and suction tips. It converts easily for left or right
hand transfers. HCPC E0240/E0245
GL-104N

PHONE: 612-722-9000 | HOURS: 8AM - 5PM CST
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Bathroom – Transfer Benches & Shower Chairs
TRANSFER BENCH (PLASTIC)
Provides assistance to those who have difficulty stepping over bathtub walls.
Anodized aluminum frame is lightweight, durable and rust-resistant. Drainage
holes in seat minimize water build-up. Side support arm aids in lateral transfer.
Seat height is adjustable in ½” increments. Reversible back attachment to
accommodate any bathroom. Attractive platinum grey color. Comes assembled
with tool-free arm and back attachments. Maximum weight capacity 350 lbs. –
evenly distributed. HCPC E0240/E0245
BA-108
Replacement parts
BA-327

Ext Legs Set/4

20X115

Suction Tips Pr.

BA-328

Ext Legs Set/2

20X435

Tip Only

TRANSFER BENCH (PADDED)
Provides assistance to those who have difficulty stepping over bathtub walls.
Comfortable, cushioned seat and backrest are water-tight and easy to clean.
Anodized aluminum frame is lightweight, durable and rust-resistant. Side
support arm aids in lateral transfer. Seat height is adjustable in 1” increments.
Reversible to accommodate any bathroom. Attractive platinum grey color.
Comes assembled with tool-free arm and back attachments. Maximum weight
capacity 350 lbs. – evenly distributed. HCPC E0240/E0245
BA-107
Replacement parts
BA-325

Replacement Legs Set/4

BA-326

Replacement Legs Set/2

ROLLING SHOWER CHAIR – TILT N’ SPACE
The 285, Rehab Shower/Commode Chair-Tilt, is a gravity assist tilt-in-space shower/
commode chair. Available in multiple frame widths from 16-22″ and the option
of 4 casters or 24″ rear wheels make this is a versatile chair for the home or rehab
environment.
AA-285/18 18" Chair
AA-285/20 20" Chair

ROLLING SHOWER CHAIR (BARIATRIC)
Can be positioned over a standard toilet or used as a portable self-contained
commode. Floor to seat height can be adjusted 4” without tools. White aluminum
frame is attractive and rust resistant. Padded seat back and arms. Height
adjustable. Comes with swing-away footrests. Weight capacity 500 lbs.
F1X555
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ROLLING SHOWER CHAIR (PVC)
Casters: The most important part of any chair. New EZ Clean 3″ Twin Wheel
Casters (All Locking) come standard on all chairs with 300 lb capacity. No Rust
polyamine hub and high-tech soft thermoplastic elastomer tread provides you
with quiet mobility and higher load ratings.
F1X115

ROLLING SHOWER CHAIR (REHAB)
The Aluminum Shower Commode Wheelchair is perfect for people who need a
commode but also want the convenience of a wheelchair for easy transportation
and mobility. The rear wheels allow the user to propel themselves while seated.
The seat cut-out provides comfort and allows the chair to be positioned over a
standard toilet for use, but also comes with a bucket to be used anywhere it is
required. The aluminum frame of the Shower Commode Chair is an attractive
white color and is also resistant to rust which makes it ideal for the shower.
Footrests come standard and include adjustable height and angle footplates.
The Aluminum Shower Commode Chair is ideal for anyone who is looking for a
shower chair and commode for their home. Weight capacity 275 lbs.
F1X666

ROLLING SHOWER CHAIR WITH COMMODE
Easy-to-assemble frame. Padded, open front, vinyl toilet seat. Aluminum
construction is lightweight and durable. 3″ non-skid, rust resistant, swivel
casters (2 rear locking). Brass push button allows for easy assembly. Removable,
tool-free back. Plastic arms for added comfort. Comes with removable 12 qt
commode bucket and cover. Weight capacity 300 lbs.
F1X120

ROLLING SHOWER CHAIR WITH LOCKING CASTERS
Can be positioned over a standard toilet or used as a portable self-contained
commode. Floor to seat height can be adjusted 2″ without tools. White
aluminum frame is attractive and rust resistant. Padded seat back and arms.
Height adjustable. Comes with swing-away footrests. Weight capacity 250 lbs.
F1X444

Bathing Aids
2-FUNCTION SHOWER WAND (HAND HELD)
We love the Hand Held Shower Sets because they feature an on/off switch, a
wall mounting holder, and an extra long 84” reinforced hose, allowing you to
shower while seated. The Suction Cup Showerhead Holder keeps you in reach
and in control of your water and showering. It allows for the showerhead to be
in easy reach when seated or bathing children. The suction cup can be quickly
relocated as often as you like. HCPC T2029
BA-109

Shower Wand Hand Held

BA-295

Suction Wall Holder
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Bathroom – Bathing Aids
SHOWER HEAD SLIDING
The ultimate in shower luxury, convenience and versatility! 22″ Stainless steel
slide bar. 7 full setting shower head and hand shower can be used separately or
together. Choose from 36 full and combined water flow pattern. 7 settings of each
shower include: power rain, pulsating massage, hydro-mist, rain/mist, rain/massage
and water-saving eco rain and pause modes. High-power PrecisionFlow dial
design. Oversize 4″ chrome face. 3-zone click lever dial with rub-clean jets. 3-way
water diverter with patented anti-swivel nut. Height/angle adjustable hand shower
bracket. Super-flexible 5′ stainless steel hose. Conical brass hose nuts for easy hand
tightening. Tools-free / drill-free installation in just minutes. HCPC T2029
BA-515

SHOWER DIVERTER
Diverts water to shower head or hand held shower. Plastic construction with
chrome plated finish. HCPC T2029
BA-110

TUB DIVERTER
Diverter for shower sprayer. 5 1/4″ Delta diverter tub spout. Slip fit 1/2″ CWT.
Threaded 1/2″ or 3/4″ IPS. HCPC T2029
BA-111

PORTABLE BATH STEP 4″ STACKABLE
Makes getting in and out of the bath tub easier and safer. Unique modular design
allows the multiple steps to be stacked. Step height is 4″. When stacking, each
additional step adds 2″. Bath step comes with four removable covers on the
surface. When stacking, remove covers to allow steps to lock together. Attractive,
textured surface is slip resistant and comfortable. HCPC T2029
BA-175

BATH BRUSH LONG PLASTIC HANDLE, 14″
Top notch bath brush with long handle. Blue shower back scrubber.
HCPC T2029
BA-119

BATH BRUSH LONG WOODEN HANDLE, 16″
Natural bristle back scrubber for exfoliating skin, improve circulation and shower
brush for skin health – wet or dry body brushing. Long handle and hanging string
for convenient use. HCPC T2029
BA-119W

BATH SPONGE LONG HANDLE
Comfortable, easy-to-grip long handle increases bathing independence for people
who have limited range of motion. 26″ total length. Made from recycled plastic.
Angle of handle can be customized using a heat gun. Latex free. HCPC T2029
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KA-410

LOTION ROLLER
The easy way to apply lotion or bath gel to the back without squirming and
twisting. Just fill this applicator and let the 19 floating balls massage back
muscles as they spread the liquid evenly. Handle slides off to massage arms or
legs without getting hands greasy. HCPC T2029
CTX190

TOE WASHER LONG HANDLE
Helps people who have limited access to their feet take care of their toes. Terry
cloth pad covers a bendable wire frame that fits between toes. Includes two
pads. Overall length 28″. HCPC T2029
KA-821

BRUSH LONG HANDLE
Attractive, functional contoured brush with anti-slip handles are ergonomically
designed to fit against users entire palm. Made from Polypropylene. Latex free.
HCPC T2029
KA-823

COMB LONG HANDLE
Anti-slip handle fits snugly in the hand to stay in place when in use. Provides
maximum reach with minimum effort. Easy to clean and can be fully immersed
in water. Latex free. HCPC T2029
KA-822

FINGERNAIL CLIPPER – CLIPDIFFERENT
The ClipDifferent Pro is a revolutionary, first-of-its-kind, one-handed fingernail
clipper that safely trims fingernails with the simple touch of a button. It comes
with a safety and satisfaction guarantee, a no-mess drawer, a high-capacity
rechargeable battery lasting months between charges, and surgical grade
stainless steel that stays sharp for countless nail trims. HCPC T2029
M-PC-CLIPDIFFERENT

NAIL CLIPPERS
Coiled springs and concave cutting edges. Heavy-duty nail clippers 5”.
HCPC T2029
O6X109

SITZ BATH
Ideal for the treatment of hemorrhoids or other perineal conditions. Provides
contoured edges for maximum comfort and support. Fits most standard toilets
and commodes. Water bag can be positioned on toilet seat or on top of toilet
tank. Easy to clean durable plastic basin. Includes: 2-quart capacity water bag,
5′ tubing and on/off flow control clip. HCPC T2029
AP-107
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Bathroom – Bathing Aids
BED BATH-EZ-BATHE SYSTEM
The EZ-BATHE features a double-tube design to help prevent splashes and spills.
When the EZ-BATHE is inflated the inside dimensions are 71″ long, 22″ wide,
and 13″ deep. It easily accommodates individuals up to 6′ 2″ and fits on standard
and hospital beds. Easy inflating and deflating. For convenience a wet and dry
vacuum is included for inflating and deflating the EZ-BATHE Body Washing
Basin. Water supply: A 25′ hose with a hand-held shower head connects to a tap
up to 25′ away. Draining: A drain hose with an on/off valve can be turned “off” for
a long soak or left “on” for constant draining, allowing a consistent shower.
Latex free. HCPC T2029
WWX308

BED SHAMPOOER (INFLATABLE)
Comfortable and convenient. Extra deep basin is constructed of heavy-duty
vinyl. Easy to inflate and clean. Includes 40” drain tube. Basin measures:
24″ W x 20″ L x 8″ D. HCPC T2029
BR-112

BATH TUB MAT
The Bath Mat has a suction grip that allows it to attach securely to a tub’s surface
and helps prevent slipping. The bath mat is anti-fungal treated and is 16″ x 28″.
HCPC T2029
BA-333

SHOWER MAT W/ DRAINAGE HOLES, 21″ SQUARE
Helps reduce the risk of falling down or sliding while bathing and provides
cushioned softness for comfort and safety. Slip-resistant suction cups anchor
mats to tub or shower surface. White vinyl resists dirt, mildew, fading and
peeling. Drainage holes. HCPC T2029
BA-338

SAFETY TUB TREADS
Easy-to-apply strips help prevent slipping in tub or shower. To use: Peel backing
paper from self-adhesive vinyl strips and press firmly in place. Pack of 20.
HCPC T2029
DL-205
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DRIVE BELAVITA – TUB LIFT
The Bellavita is the lightest bath lift on the market weighing only 20.5 pounds.
This Bath Lifter by Drive Medical was designed with the assistance of healthcare
professionals. It is excellent for standard or deeper model bath tubs. At a minimum
sitting position of 2.3″, it is the lowest bath lift on the market. The comfortable
padded backrest can recline up to 50 degrees at the seat’s lowest position – Another
market best. The water-tight hand control floats in water, making it easy to access
the control buttons while bathing. Two-piece construction makes this lift easy
to assemble and disassemble for transport, and tool-free setup ensures simple
installation and operation. The back folds for space-saving storage. Washable
hygienic covers are available in white, blue or grey, and hygienic cutaway and slimline profile make handling a cinch. This product comes standard with four quickrelease suction cups providing an anti-slip base for added safety and security. In
addition to all the special features, the lift includes several additional options for
your convenience. An option for two additional suction cups offers the potential for
even further security and headrest for additional comfort. HCPC E0625
GB-900

Grab Bars
BATH TUB GRAB BAR
Tub Grab Bar has a step-through clamp design that provides
unobstructed entry/exit path for better hand positioning. Tool-free
installation has stainless steel components with rubber-lined pads
that won’t mar tub surface. Adjust to fit tubs 2.75″- 6.25″ (7-16 cm).
Dimensions: 14″ X 11″. Weight capacity: 250 lbs. HCPC T2029
GB-115

BATH TUB GRAB BAR
Heavy-gauge, welded steel construction. Clamp holds firmly to tub wall without
marring tub surface. Provides two gripping surfaces to facilitate both entry and
exit from tub. Fits tubs with walls 2″ – 6″ thick. Not recommended for use with
fiber glass tubs. Tool-free installation. Maximum weight capacity: 250 lbs.
HCPC T2029
GB-102

WALL BAR (SUCTION)
Suction Cup Grab Bar provides added support when entering and leaving a
bath tub or shower. It can be installed quickly and is perfect for home or travel
use. The grab bar is easy to attach and remove and has a secure
suction indicator, which displays green for secure and red for not
secure. No tools required. Provides sturdy support and confidence
in and around the tub and shower. Helps prevent dangerous
slips and falls. Grip area has a ribbed surface for extra help with
grip. Installs instantly. Fits 4″ tiles. HCPC T2029
GB-200

12.75″

GB-205

23.5″

GB-206

19.5″, Rotating
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Bathroom – Grab Bars & Safety Poles
GRAB BAR (STAINLESS, CONCEALED)
The securemount design allows for secure and lasting installation into any
stud at any angle. Stainless finish coordinates with today’s popular kitchen
appliances and accessories. Supports up to 500 lbs. Complies with Americans
with Disabilities Act (ADA) specifications. HCPC T2029
12X101

32″ x 1.25″

12X103

12″ x 1.25″

12X102

24″ x 1.25″

12X118

18″ x 1.25″

GRAB BAR (WHITE)
The securemount design allows for secure and lasting installation into any stud
at any angle. Supports up to 500 lbs. Complies with Americans with Disabilities
Act (ADA) specifications. Safety, comfort and peace of mind. It’s engineered into
every Moen Home Care product. Exceptional beauty and uncomplicated style
features give the Moen Home Care collection an ageless yet fashion-forward
presence. Tailored yet relaxed, the Moen Home Care collection is an exercise in
design balance. This lustrous collection works seamlessly with today’s lifestyles.
HCPC T2029
12X120

32″ x 1.25″

12X123

16″ x 1.25″

12X121

24″ x 1.25″

12X124

12″ x 1.25″

12X122

18″ x 1.25″

Installation of wall bars available.

PLEASE CALL FOR PRICING
612-722-9000
FOLDING WALL BAR
HealthCraft’s PT Rail is the perfect toilet safety rail to provide support and
comfort during transitional movements. Unlike other bathroom safety rails,
the PT Rail is designed with an innovative offset rail to avoid wrist strain when
you’re sitting down or pulling yourself up from a seated position. The PT Rail
is also easily stored; simply lift the rail until it is flush against your bathroom
walls. The toilet safety rail also features strong compression hinges to keep the
rail from falling, giving you support and security even when the rail is halfway
up. Installation Hardware/Fasteners. Fasteners must be suitable for substrate.
We include lag bolts (1/4″ x 3″ length) for wood constructions. Weight capacity
400lbs. Rail Length 28”. HCPC T2029
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GBX725

Left

GBX726

Right

SAFETY POLE (HEALTHCRAFT)
When it comes to innovative and adaptable home safety products that can be
used anywhere in the house, the SuperPole is the industry leader. The SuperPole
is a safety pole that can be easily installed between any floor and ceiling by
simply turning a jackscrew. The pressure created by the jackscrew is strong
enough to support you, yet it does not require drilling holes into the floor or
ceiling. This is ideal for relocating or removing the pole. Also, it features a grip
that provides comfort and an improved surface to grab onto. All this functionality
is contained in a clean, modern design that blends into any room. Floor to ceiling
range 93″-99″. Pole diameter 1.5″. Material alloy steel. HCPC T2029
GBX749

Pole Only Standard

GBX755

Pole Only Heavy Duty

GBX753

1’ 10″ Extension (sold separately)

GBX757

Horizontal Bar (sold separately)

SAFETY POLE WITH HORIZONTAL BAR (HEALTHCRAFT)
With the simple addition of the SuperBar, the SuperPole transforms into
an even more versatile product with both horizontal and vertical support.
Additionally, with 8 locking positions around the SuperPole (one every
45 degrees), you can stay closer to your support as you move. Push, pull or lean
on the horizontal SuperBar, it offers support that is tailored to your needs. Alloy
steel with anti-microbial white powder coat finish. Weight capacity 300lbs
(standard). HCPC T2029
GBX752

Safety Pole w/ Horizontal Bar

GBX753

1’ 10″ Extension (sold separately)

SAFETY POLE (STANDER)
The Security Pole makes it easy to stand from a couch, bed, or toilet. It’s tension
mounted, so you can place it anywhere in the home without any screws or bolts.
And like all our products, it blends in with look of your home to increase your
independence without intruding on the comforting feeling of your home.
Fits 7-10ft ceilings. Weight capacity 300 lbs. HCPC T2029
GBX770W

Pole White

GBX777W

Pole White With Handle

GBX770B

Pole Black

GBX770B

Pole Black With Handle

SAFETY POLE EXTENSION
Extension 1’10” used with GBX749 & GBX752.
Increases SuperPole floor to ceiling range
from 93-99 to 100-120 (not to be used with
SuperTrapeze, SuperPole HD, or SuperPole
Ultra). HCPC T2029
GBX753

1’ 10″
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Bathroom – Toilet Seat Risers
RISER WITH HANDLES
Designed for individuals who have difficulty sitting down or getting up from
the toilet. Allows individual to use existing toilet seat and lid. Tool-free arms are
19.75” apart and can be removed or added as needed. Arm sleeves and receivers
are made of metal. Heavy-duty molded plastic construction. Standard locking
mechanism ensures safety. Lightweight and portable. Easily attaches to toilet bowl.
HCPC E0244
F1X123

Standard Bowl

F1X124

Elongated Bowl

TOILET SEAT RISER WITH OR WITHOUT HANDLES
Designed for those who have difficulty sitting down or standing up from the toilet
Adds 4″ to toilet seat height, reducing bending effort. Front clamping mechanism
locks securely to the toilet and prevents shifting of the seat. Wide, contoured
seating surface is comfortable. White, heavy duty plastic construction is strong
and durable. Push buttons allow for easy removal of armrests. Maximum weight
capacity 300 lbs. HCPC E0244
F1X103

F1X104

With Handles

Without Handles

TOILET SEAT RISER ELONGATED WITH HANDLES
Designed for individuals who have difficulty sitting down or getting up from
the toilet. Adds 5” to height of toilet seat. Tool-free arms are 21” apart and can
be removed or added as needed. Wide opening in front and back for personal
hygiene. Heavy-duty molded plastic construction provides additional strength and
durability. Standard locking mechanism ensures safety. Lightweight and portable.
No tools required for installation. Easy-to-clean. Fits most elongated toilets.
HCPC E0244
F1X219

TOILET SEAT RISER WITH OFFSET HANDLES
Adds 5″ to height of toilet seat; Designed for individuals who have difficulty sitting
down or getting up from the toilet. Heavy-duty molded plastic construction; Toolfree arms can be removed or added (Arm sleeves and receivers are made of metal).
Standard locking mechanism ensures saftey. Lightweight and portable; Easy to
clean. Fits most toilets; easily attaches to bowl without use of tools. HCPC E0244
F1X203

TOILET SEAT RISER (BOLT-ON)
Use your existing toilet seat with the toilet seat elevator and add 3.5 inches to the
height of almost any elongated & standard toilet. HCPC E0244
F1X503

Standard Bowl

F1X603

Elongated Bowl

TOILET SEAT RISER (HINGED)
Lifts & lowers like a regular toilet seat. 2 parts that are hinged together, allowing
the ring to be lifted. Be sure to check your toilet bowl size. The standard bowl
inside measurement from front to back will be about 11″. Select the elongated
size seat if the measure is about 13″. Supports up to 350 lbs. HCPC T2029
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F1X800

Standard Bowl

F1X801

Elongated Bowl

TOILET RING PADDED 2″
Easily fits most standard size toilet seats. Comfortable foam padding helps
minimize pressure points. Raises the toilet seat height by 2". HCPC T2029
KA-709

TOILET SEAT RISER – SAFE LOCK
The easy-clean toilet seat adds 4.25″ of height and features a wide opening,
curved design and a smooth, high-quality finish for comfort. The system ensures
a safe use and easy installation. Weight capacity is 500 lbs. HCPC T2029
F1X223

TOILET SEAT RISER
Adds 5″ to the height of the toilet seat to aid in sitting and rising. Features a nonlocking extra large seating area with rubber pads help prevent seat from moving,
and a hygienic cut out. HCPC E0244
F1X114

TOILET SEAT RISER (SAVANAH)
Gentle downward slope toward the front makes getting on and off easier.
Lightweight, allplastic construction offers strength, durability and warmth. Fully
sealed unit cleans with a hard-surface disinfectant. Two L-shaped molded-plastic
brackets keep the raised seat firmly on the toilet. Fitting and removing the seat is
quick and easy. Overall: 13-3/4″W x 15-1/4″L, Bracket adjustment 12″-15″. HCPC E0244
F1X703

2″

F1X803

4″

TOILET SEAT RISER 6″
Gentle downward slope toward the front makes getting on and off easier.
Lightweight, all plastic construction offers strength, durability and warmth. Fully
sealed unit cleans with a hard-surface disinfectant. Two L-shaped molded-plastic
brackets keep the raised seat firmly on the toilet. Can be adjusted to fit onto
most sizes and shapes of toilets. Fitting and removing the seat is quick and easy.
HCPC T2029
F1X883

TOILET SEAT RISER 3″ – CLOSED FRONT, CLOSED SIDE
Great looking residential seat that is elevated 3″. Seat is fully secured, will not
wiggle or loosen. Available in round and elongated. Weight limit: none… tested
to 1,000 pounds. Support arms: are available separately… add to seat now or later.
HCPC T2029
F1X278

Standard Bowl 3" Rise

F1X378

Elongated Bowl 3" Rise

F1X279

Support Arms (Sold Separately)

PHONE: 612-722-9000 | HOURS: 8AM - 5PM CST
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Bathroom – Toilet Seat Risers and Safety Frames
TOILET SEAT RISER 3″ – CLOSED FRONT, OPEN SIDE
Our elevated seats are designed to assist the user when sitting and standing.
All Bemis Independence seats have the Snap 2 Secure installation system
that prevents your seat from wiggling or loosening with use. Our seat security
provides the user a safe, elevated seat in their home. Our elevated seats with 3″
lift are referred to as our “Open Wall” design. The unique residential appearance
is well appreciated by those who want their independence with style and
dignity. The features and benefits do not end there… our seats are focused on
providing independence with a safe and secure elevated seat in your bathroom.
HCPC T2029
F1X288

3″ Rise Round – Closed Front, Open Side

F1X388

3″ Rise Elongated – Closed Front, Open Side

F1X299

3″ Rise Round – Open Front, Open Side

F1X399

3″ Rise Elongated – Open Front, Open Side

TOILET SEAT RISER BIG JOHN
Stabilizing “Synthetic Rubber Bumpers” that grip the porcelain, keeping the
seat from shifting while providing excellent transfer assistance. Fits on almost all
toilets round or elongated. Complies with Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)
specifications. 1200 lbs. capacity. 2 1/2″ rise. Durable stainless steel hinges that
provide unbreakable strength where others fail. HCPC T2029
15X505

Open Front with Lid

15X510

Open Front without Lid

15X500

Closed Front with Lid

TOILET SAFETY FRAME
Handles are adjustable and rotate back to allow a wide range of comfortable
and secure positions. Closed cell foam armrests provide a comfortable, sure grip.
Adjustable height 26 to 31″ accommodates standard or elevated toilet seats.
Easy-to-clean aluminum frame mounts securely onto bowl with adjustable
bracket. Height adjustment armrest to floor: 26 – 31″ (66 – 74 cm); Width
adjustment between armrests: 8 – 24″ (46 – 61 cm); Overall depth: arm 16.75″
(43 cm), at leg 12″ (30 cm). HCPC T2029
F1X601

TOILET SAFETY FRAME
Designed to add support and enhance safety while toileting. Contoured
waterfall armrests are designed to add comfort and provide an excellent
gripping surface. Anodized aluminum frame is sturdy and lightweight.
Quickly secures to most toilets. Arm width adjusts from 17″ – 19″. Overall width
22.5″. Easy tool-free assembly. Maximum weight xapacity 250 lbs. – evenly
distributed. HCPC T2029
F1X112
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TOILET SAFETY FRAME
Versaframe is designed to add support and enhance safety while toileting.
Contoured waterfall armrests are designed to add comfort and provide an
excellent gripping surface. Anodized aluminum frame is sturdy and lightweight.
Easy tool-free assembly. Maximum weight capacity 250 lbs. HCPC T2029
F1X301

Toilet Aids
TOILET AID “CURVED” 10″
Provides assistance with independent hygiene. Curved metal handle with
molded-plastic head has recessed serrations to grip paper. Weighs 2-1/2 oz.
10″ long. HCPC T2029
KA-701

TOILET AID “TONG”
Lightweight tongs assist individuals with limited reach and range of motion.
Ends are slightly angled for more precise use. Vinyl coated handles and ends
for easy maintenance. Stainless steel. Reinforced joint adds extra durability.
Latex free. HCPC T2029
KA-700

12″

KA-702

15″

TOILET AID BOTTOM BUDDY
The Bottom Buddy toilet tissue aid is designed like no other toilet tissue aid.
Of all the daily activity people perform, toileting is one of the most difficult
to discuss and by far the most private, particularly when it comes to keeping
clean. The Bottom Buddy toilet tissue aid provides independence to people
with limited range-of-motion or limited reach, achieve intimate personal
hygiene when using the toilet. People who might otherwise be dependent on
a caregiver can now take care of themselves in what is a most personal and
private matter. The Bottom Buddy toilet tissue aid gives people back some
dignity and independence that they might not otherwise have. HCPC T2029
KA-775

TOILET AID WAND
Do you or a loved one need help in the bathroom? This toilet aid was designed
to help you reach “back there” without assistance. This wiping aid is made from
soft plastic that is easy to clean. The cushioned end grips toilet paper, tissue
or pre-moistened wipes securely. Once you are done wiping, simply push the
release button for fast, sanitary disposal. This is a great device for helping with
personal hygiene. The Comfort Wipe is easy to use and it’s ideal for: limited
range of motion, Back surgery/post-op patients, those needing assistance.
HCPC T2029
KA-725
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Bedroom – Fall Management
FLOOR PAD
Fold conveniently for storage. Does not attach to bed. Beveled edge for reduced
profile. 24″ W x 72″ L x 1.5″ H. HCPC T2029
A5X398

FREEDOM ALERT
Calls Friends & Family (up to 4 numbers) and/or 911* FreedomAlert is the world’s
first programmable two-way voice pendant communicator with no monthly
fees. Personal security has never been so small or affordable. The FreedomAlert
can be programmed to call family, friends, or neighbors, at anytime from
anywhere in the home and into the surrounding yard. If the programmed
contacts are unreachable – the system can default to call an emergency 911
operator. A power outlet and an active landline are all that is needed for the unit
to operate. The medical pendant is powered by a lithium-ion battery that lasts
up to 6 months on a single charge. HCPC T2029
CTX402

GUARDIAN 911 ALERT
Calls 911 directly. The Guardian Alert is the simplest way to call 911 when you
have an emergency in or around your home. The Guardian Alert works with your
existing telephone and there are never any additional service fees. Two-way voice
communication in cordless water resistant pendant. Pendant is powered by AAA
Alkaline battery. Audible confirmations through pendant during dialing, shutdown,
and system tests. Auto standby after 4 minutes of inactivity. HCPC T2029
CTX405

SMARTCAREGIVER FALL ALARM CORDLESS UNIT
The Economy CordLess Alarm is simple to use. The CordLess Fall Prevention
Alarm can be mounted away from the bed, removing in room alarm noise.
Patented CordLess fall prevention alarm monitors and sensor pads help to
reduce entanglement and tripping hazards. Caregivers can monitor multiple
devices at a central location simultaneously. This CordLess Fall Prevention
Alarm works with nurse call buttons, motion sensors, and the CordLess Weight
Sensing Pressure Pads and Floor Mats. HCPC T2029
61X900

Use with 61X901, 61X902 or 61X915

SMARTCAREGIVER FALL PADS CORDLESS
When using a Wireless CordLess Bed Alarm Sensor Pad with a Wireless
CordLess Monitor you are able to remove the alarm noise from the room
creating a quiet in room environment for the resident. Bed alarm pad is placed
under resident on the bed. When resident gets up from pad, a wireless signal is
sent to the monitor setting off the bed alarm to alert caregiver. A quiet solution
for bed alarms for seniors. No Cords! No Noise in their rooms! Works with
cordless alarm unit 61X900 sold separatley. HCPC T2029
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61X902

Chair Pad (10″ X 15″)

61X901

Bed Pad (10″ X 30″)

61X915

Floor Pad (24″ X 36″)

SMARTCAREGIVER FALL MONITORING BED PAD & ALARM
(CORDLESS)
CordLess Fall Monitors are designed for use with our CordLess Weight-Sensing
Bed / Chair Pads & Floor Mats. Sensor pads or mats are placed under an atrisk individual and when they rise to get up, a wireless alert is sent to the fall
monitor to notify caregivers that assistance is required. CordLess Fall Monitors
allow you to place the alarm outside of the patient’s room and thus eliminate
in-room alarm noise. Smart Caregiver’s bed pads are compatible with all Smart
Caregiver fall prevention monitors and systems. The bed pads are also sealed
and impervious to fluids. HCPC T2029
61X912

SMARTCAREGIVER FALL MONITORING CHAIR PAD &
ALARM (CORDLESS)
CordLess Fall Monitors are designed for use with our CordLess Weight-Sensing
Bed / Chair Pads & Floor Mats. Sensor pads or mats are placed under an at-risk
individual and when they rise to get up, a wireless alert is sent to the fall monitor
to notify caregivers that assistance is required. CordLess Fall Monitors allow you
to place the alarm outside of the patient’s room and thus eliminate in-room
alarm noise. The Smart Caregiver Pressure Chair Sensor Pads are compatible
with all Smart Caregiver fall prevention monitors and systems. These sensor
pads are totally sealed and impervious to fluids. HCPC T2029
61X910

SMARTCAREGIVER PERSONAL ALARM W/ MAGNET STRING CLIP
It lasts! The virtually indestructible protective cover won’t tear and will stop the
monitor from breaking when dropped. Designed because many facilities still like
the simplicity of a pull-string but hate having to replace them all the time. The
integrated, locking mounting strap easily and securely mounts to chair backs.
HCPC T2029
61X501

SMARTCAREGIVER PERSONAL PAGING SYSTEM
This is a Stand Alone Personal Paging System and includes two Call Buttons
and one Caregiver Pager. When pressed, the Nurse Call Buttons send a wireless
signal to the pager, alerting the caregiver that assistance is required. This
simple, streamlined system allows you to eliminate in-room alarm noise and
with a range of up to 300 ft., caregivers have the freedom they need. The call
buttons can be worn about the neck using the provided lanyard strap or wallmounted using the provided plastic cradle for easy access. HCPC T2029
61X903

WIRELESS DOOR ALARM
The GE Personal Security Deluxe Door Alarm provides a simple-to-use, costeffective security solution to protect you and your family against home invasions
thanks to the 120-decibel alarm, loud enough to make a would-be intruder think
twice about entering through your door. The system is also extremely easy to
use. The deluxe door alarm features a contemporary design with easy access
buttons and controls for simple operation. HCPC T2029
CTX400
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Bedroom – Patient Room – Accessories
ADJUSTABLE BLANKET SUPPORT
Tubular frame base keeps blanket off the feet to help prevent foot cramping.
Protects sensitive skin areas. Inserts between the box spring and the mattress.
Rests on top of the mattress when not in use. Height adjusts up to 19″. Frame is
20″ x 6″. HCPC T2029
KA-830

BLANKET SUPPORT
Posey Bed Cradles help keep sheets and blankets off the patient’s feet. The
sturdy steel frame securely clamps to the mattress and can be easily removed
when changing bed sheets. Four piece stainless steel construction enables
compact storage when not in use. Fits standard hospital or nursing home beds.
Optional cotton foot drop support cover secures with strap and is machine
washable. HCPC T2029
6435

BED SHAKER ALARM (SONIC BOOM)
The Sonic Boom alarm clock from Sonic Alert offers you 3 different options
for waking up: by light, bed shaker, or an adjustable buzzer. Ideal for even the
heaviest of sleepers. The Sonic Alert clock has a built-in outlet for plugging in
a lamp and an auxiliary jack for a bed shaker (included). The lamp can be used
for both reading and flashing. Includes bed shaker, battery back-up (battery not
included). HCPC T2029
KK-200

BED WEDGE-FOAM
This slanted foam bed wedge is ideal for head, foot or leg elevation. Use it at
the head of the bed to help relieve the symptoms of acid reflux, respiratory
problems or neck and shoulder pain. Also use at the foot of the bed to help
relieve knee, leg or back pain. On top of all that it’s also perfect for propping
yourself up in bed while reading or watching TV! This highly functional Wedge
Pillow will help ease aches and pains and make sitting in your bed comfortable
and supportive. HCPC T2029
BR-200

7″ x 24″ x 24"

BR-201

10" x 24″ x 24″

BR-202

12" x 24″ x 24″

BED WEDGE-FOAM LEG/FOOT
If you suffer from back pain, knee pain, varicose veins, phlebitis or restless legs,
this cushion could help you achieve a more comfortable night’s rest. Keeping
your legs elevated at night can help to take pressure off your lower back, legs and
knees. This supportive foam pillow will help elevate your legs at the proper angle
so you won’t have to resort to using pillows not designed for this purpose. Set the
cushion at the foot of the bed and rest your legs on it. The bed wedge includes a
removable blue poly/cotton cover that is machine washable. HCPC T2029
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BR-204

6″ x 20″ x 24"

BR-205

8" x 20″ x 24″

BR-206

10" x 20″ x 24″

HOSPITAL BED SHEET 36 X 80″ FITTED
Contour sheet will fit all hospital mattresses. White cotton/poly blend. 132 thread
count. Machine washable. Size: 36″ x 80″ x 6". HCPC T2029
A5X249

1 Fitted Sheet

A5X251

Sheet Set

MATTRESS COVER CONTOURED
Contour style fits on bed like a bottom sheet to ensure maximum protection.
Made of heavy duty vinyl for less tears and leaks. HCPC T2029
A5X244

Hospital

A5X246

Full

A5X245

Twin

A5X247

Queen

MATTRESS COVER ZIPPERED
All home bed sizes available: Twin, Double, Queen, and King. Zippered style
covers the entire bed to ensure maximum protection. HCPC T2029
A5X240

Twin

A5X242

Queen

A5X241

Full

A5X243

King

TRAPEZE
Heavy-gauge two-piece square steel tubing provides maximum support.
Mounts easily to metal frame headboards and fits most major manufacturers’.
Easy-to-install without tools. Easy-to-adjust height, length and horizontal
position. User Weight Limit 250 lbs. Use A5X114 base with A5X113 for free
standing when headboard is not available. HCPC E0910/E0940
A5X113

A5X114

Free-standing Base

TRAPEZE BARIATRIC W/ BASE
Helps patient safely change position in bed and transfer from bed to other
equipment with minimal assistance. Rubber bumper guards protect walls.
Handbar location fully adjustable. Comes with floor stand. 14mm wrench
required for assembly. HCPC T2029
A5X116

450 lbs

A5X115

600 lbs

HOSPITAL GOWN ONE SIZE
Designed for easy dressing and undressing with
side ties. Comfortable, large raglan sleeves allow
movement of arms and help prevent fabric from
gathering. Diamond Print. Constructed of durable
polyester/cotton blend fabric. Machine washable.
One size fits most adults. HCPC E0912
KA-818

PHONE: 612-722-9000 | HOURS: 8AM - 5PM CST
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Bedroom – Patient Room – Bed Rails
BED RAIL – ECONOMY BED HANDLE
The Economy Bed Handle has all the important properties of a good bed assist
rail and is inexpensive as well. Maintain your independence and enjoy safety in
the bedroom. For added stability, a nylon safety strap runs under the mattress
and secures the handle to the other side of the bed frame. Fits on either side of
the bed and can be used with any size home style bed. Fits mattresses 6″- 12″
thick. 18” wide handle with non-slip grip. Economically priced. Weight capacity
250 lbs. Easy to assemble, no tools required. Made in the USA. HCPC T2029
PL-969

BED RAIL (M STYLE)
Designed to provide support when getting into and out of bed and when
moving from a lying position to a sitting position. M shape allows for multiple
hand positions to accomodate any user. Multiple crossbars creates easy grip
for any height use. Easy, quick assembly. Safety strap wraps around mattress
or box spring to ensure a secure fit. Special extra-long safety strap enables user
to be in a single, twin, double, queen or king size bed. Made of powder coated
steel for long life and easy cleaning. Includes accessory pouch for storing remote
controls, glasses, magazines and more. HCPC T2029
PL-911

BED RAIL (GLO)
Helps you to: sit up and reposition yourself in bed; balance to sit down onto the
bed; balance to get out of bed: stand up beside the bed and to transfer. Fits
all bed widths; single to king, and adjusts for all mattress heights. Suitable for
all beds with a box spring. May be used on certain institutional style beds, and
other types of beds. 300 lbs maximum weight capacity. HCPC T2029
PL-915

BED RAIL – ADJUSTABLE BEDS
18 inch adult bedrails are best for patients who the need minimal restriction
and wish to remain independent. For patients who need more restraint, choose
the 30″ length safety bedrails. Fits up to a Queen sized home style bed and has
a tubular frame with a nylon support strap that fits between the mattress and
box spring. These adult bedrails have the same features as our standard security
bed rails but are designed for use with electric-style home beds and hospital
beds. Our Security Bed Rails lower easily by depressing snap buttons to provide
easy access for the caregiver. Help with patient transfer in and out of bed. Help
moving in bed. Reduce your risk of falling. Help avoid back pain. Sold as each.
HCPC T2029
PL-1875M

18"

PL-5075M 30"

BED RAIL BED CANE
The Bed Cane is one of our Best Sellers because it makes getting in-and-out of
bed… Easy! It’s great for those who don’t need full-fall protection – but might
need extra support in getting in-and-out of bed. It comes with an organizer
pouch to keep handy items close by and easily folds down for travel. HCPC T2029
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PL-940

BED RAIL FREEDOM GRIP
Assist Handles help those with trouble moving in bed, and getting in and out
of bed, those at risk of falling, stroke and Parkinson’s patients, those with severe
back pain or arthritis, or recovering from surgery can benefit from the use of an
assist handle. The Freedom Grip® assist handle is easy to assemble and install.
Just snap the ends of the handle into the receiving tubes of the base board and
click until you hear the snap locks move into place. Then slide the bed board
between your mattress and box spring so it will be located where your stomach
is if you are lying in bed. Please follow the directions that come with your
Freedom Grip® bed rail carefully. Weight capacity 250 lbs. HCPC T2029
PL-930

20.5″

PL-939

21-24″ Adjustable

BED RAIL STANDER (EZ ADJUST)
The EZ Adjust Bed Rail functions as both a bed rail and bed handle. Its design
makes it an excellent choice that blends with the comfortable feeling of your
home. It holds its claim as one of the most versatile bed rails on the market thanks
to its patented design that allows the rail to extend in length and pivot downward
after being installed. Fits most regular and adjustable beds. HCPC T2029
PL-920

BED RAIL TWIN – QUEEN SIZE
Fits Home Style Bed. Steel Bed Rails provide safety while sleeping. Cross brace
adjusts from 26″ and 46″. Can be raised up to 19″ or lowered easily. 1″ diameter
tubing is coated with chip-resistant baked enamel. Cross bars made to fit
between box springs and mattress. HCPC T2029
A5X225

BED RAIL TRANSFER HANDLE
The Transfer Handle® Bed Handle is our most popular bed transfer handle. This
bed handle enables the elderly and people with disabilities to be independent
and will ease the burden of the caregiver. The Transfer Handle is mounted to
a (30″ x 27″) bed board, which helps to support and firm up the edge of the
mattress for safer transfers. The Transfer Handle Bed Handle meets and exceeds
FDA guidelines for entrapment. Weight capacity 250 lbs. HCPC T2029
PL-950

BED RAIL TRANSFER HANDLE BARIATRIC
The Heavy Duty Transfer Handle® Bariatric Transfer Handle provides a sturdy
handle for both hands to grasp. A second lower grab bar on the handle provides
added stability. The bariatric transfer handle is a transfer aid which helps
bariatric patients get in and out of bed as well as move in bed. This transfer
handle is perfect for anyone who uses a bedside commode or wheelchair and
wishes to remain independent. The handle enables the elderly, post surgery
patients and individuals with injuries or disabilities to move while reducing the
risk of falls and injuries. The heavy duty bariatric transfer handle can be used
only on beds with metal frames. HCPC T2029
PL-997
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Bedroom – Patient Room – Bed Rails and Tables
BED RAILS FOR HOSPITAL BED (QUARTER RAIL)
The Quarter Rail, approximately 18 inches in length when mounted on the
Patriot bed, can be used as a head assist, head rail, or foot rail. This rail provides
minimal rail coverage and gives assistance when entering or exiting the bed.
The Quarter Rails non-telescoping inner and outer tubes overlap in conjunction
with the Patriot mounting system, resulting in a very sturdy rail. Designed to
offer added protection. HCPC T2029
A5X221

HALO BED RAILS
The Halo Safety Ring, the only patented institutional bed mobility device that
prevents lateral mattress movement, and gap space in the most critical zones:
1, 2, 3, & 4. The Halo Safety Ring meets and exceeds the HBSW and FDA’s
final dimensional guidelines against bed entrapment. The Halo Safety Ring
passes the new “Bed System Measurement Device” pass/fail test that has been
approved for Bed System testing by the FDA and state surveying teams. For
home bed & hospital bed. Home beds MUST have an angle bed frame. This item
will NOT work on Craftmatic, or adjustable beds. HCPC T2029
PL-805

Hospital Bed Single

PL-811

Home Bed Single

PL-815

Hospital Bed Pair

PL-810

Home Bed Pair

Overbed Tables
ASSIST-A-TRAY
The Assist-A-Tray boasts a standing handle that can be used with both hands
and provides balance and support for up to 250 lbs when sitting or standing. The
multi-use bamboo tray table swivels 360 degrees and can be used as a TV dinner
tray or to the side as a couch-side table. The built-in cup holder and side utensil
tray compartment provide convenient storage. Install the sofa desk underneath
the feet of most four-legged lit chairs, recliners, couches, or sofas. HCPC T2029
A5X219

LIFT CHAIR TABLE
The EZ Table comes with a sturdy bottom plate that easily slides under the chair
base and uses the weight of the chair to secure the table in place. The EZ Table
is designed to work with most standard lift chairs and recliners. It works as a
convenient height-adjustable table that swivels in front of the chair when the
user wants it and then easily swivels to the side to function as a side table when
not in use. HCPC T2029
O6X255

Right

O6X256

Left

OVERBED TABLE SIDE ANGLE
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Herdegen “Walnut Difusion” Over Bed Table. The Great Little Table (GLT) is
functional and strong due to its “U” shaped base and clever, tilting mechanism.
Ideal for use while lying in bed or sitting in a chair. The attractive table top is
constructed of laminated plastic in a burr walnut finish. Table that tilts for sitting
in chair. Able to get close to patient. HCPC T2029
O6X500

OVERBED TABLE, NON-TILT
Easy to assemble. Height adjusts infinitely between 28″ and 44″. Twin-wheel swivel
casters provide smooth-rolling action. Two locking and two non-locking casters.
Walnut, wood-grain laminated 3/4″ particle-board core with plastic edge molding.
Chrome plated “H” base and column for aesthetics and durability. HCPC T2029
O6X200

Hospital Beds
HOSPITAL BED FULL-ELECTRIC
The Delta 1000 is truly universal because the bed frame can be used with
Drive’s and most other manufacturers’ bed ends, old and new. The transition
box mounted on the foot section is key to interchangeability. Bed, side rails and
mattress safety-tested by SGS, a nationally recognized testing facility Satisfies all
applicable FDA entrapment guidelines. In the event of a power failure, a 9 volt
battery, located in the hand control, can lower the head and foot sections nine
times. No crank needed. New and improved hand pendant has large, easy-touse controls. Extension kit available (model #15030EXTKIT) extends length from
80″ to 84″. Weight capacity 450 lbs.
A5X449
Accessories (SOLD SEPARATELY)
A5X599

Foam Mattress

A5X888

A5X925

Pressure Management Mattress

Innerspring Mattress

HOSPITAL BED SEMI-ELECTRIC 36×80″ HALF RAIL NO MATTRESS
The Delta 1000 is truly universal because the bed frame can be used with Drive’s
and most other manufacturers’ bed ends, old and new. Headboard is taller than
footboard to better fit home décor. The wood grain panels are break and scratch
resistant. Unique motor is completely self-contained to reduce weight and noise.
Bed, side rails and mattress safety-tested by SGS, a nationally recognized testing
facility. In the event of a power failure, a 9 volt battery, located in the motor, can
lower the head and foot sections nine times. No crank needed. New and improved
hand pendant has large, easy-to-use controls. Zinc-coated spring deck. Extension
kit available (model #15030EXTKIT) extends length from 80″ to 84″. HCPC E0260
PAX900
Accessories (SOLD SEPARATELY)
A5X599

Foam Mattress

A5X888

A5X925

Pressure Management Mattress

Innerspring Mattress

HOSPITAL BED FULL-ELECTRIC BARIATRIC 42×80″
Comes with 1 pair of half rails and mattress. All steel construction. Emergency
manual crank included. Hand control (included) provides for multiple bed
positioning for patients. Heavy duty frame ensures strength and patient safety.
Larger sleep surface than conventional bed. Low air loss/alternating pressure
mattress available. No tools necessary for set-up. Quiet, smooth operation.
Split pan design with removable bed ends is easy to set-up. 600 lbs maximum
weight limit includes weight of occupant, all accessories such as mattress, side/
assist rails, trapeze, any personal affects, etc. HCPC E0303
A5X802
Accessories (SOLD SEPARATELY)
A5X925

Bariatric Mattress
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Bedroom – Pressure Management
ALTERNATING PRESSURE PUMP & PAD (APP)
Bubble style pad effectively reduces pressure. Automatic 5-minute cycle
alternately inflates and deflates. Heavy gauge, medical grade vinyl is easy to
clean, flame retardant and anti-bacterial. Pump mounts to bed with builtin mounting bracket and features an illuminated on/off switch. Available
with standard fixed pressure pump or deluxe variable pressure pump. 300 lb
maximum weight capacity. HCPC E0181
L4X206

BIO FOAM OVERLAY
When you need comfort and effective pressure redistribution, there is no
need to compromise – go with the original EggCrate used in our Therapads.
The BioClinic Therapad are puncture-proof pads that have open cell material,
wave cut construction and provide greater support while dissipating heat and
moisture better than fluff or mechanized pads. They utilize more of the body to
distribute weight and are made of standard density foam. HCPC T2029
J2X600

Twin – (34″X72″X3″)

J2X602

Queen – (56″X77″X4″)

J2X601

Full – (50″X72″X3″)

J2X603

King – (68″X80″X4″)

EGG CRATE OVERLAY
Convoluted foam mattress topper helps redistribute pressure and increase
circulation. Offers a cool, dry and comfortable surface for a more restful sleep.
HCPC E0199
J2X111

4″ X 33″ X 72″

ALTERNATING PRESSURE/LOW AIR LOSS MATTRESSES
The Protekt® Aire 6000 is the preferred choice by clinicians treating stage
I-IV pressure ulcers. The combination of low air loss and alternating pressure
therapies provide an unparalleled pressure redistribution surface. User friendly
LED touch panel provided easy access to 4 alternating cycles 10, 15, 20 & 25
minutes allowing clinicians to customize therapy. Seat-inflate feature helps
protect the patient when they are in the fowler position. Auto firm mode for
quick inflation. Static mode provides firm support for egress or ingress from
mattress or side edge seating. 3 audible and visual alarms; low pressure, power
failure and alternating failure. HCPC E0277
L4X600

Medium 42″x53″ 600lb 4-6pt Cradle

MATTRESS FOAM – BARIATRIC
Nylon top cover is fluid-resistant and easy to clean for extended life and service
Vinyl bottom is waterproof. Mattress meets the requirements of 16 CFR Part 1632 –
Standard for the Flammability of Mattresses and Mattress Pads and 16 CFR
Part 1633 (Federal Flammability (open flame) standard for mattress sets) when
used without a foundation. High-Density foam mattress for the bariatric patient.
Solid foam inner core provides comfort, support and durability in a one-piece
construction. Latex free.
A5X915
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MATTRESS FOAM (HOSPITAL)
12 oz thermal-bonded polyester fiber. Two-sided. Inverted seam with zipper
cover. Fluid proof. Non-allergenic. Antibacterial and antifungal cover.
Easy cleaning with mild soap and water. HCPC E0272
A5X599

MATTRESS INNERSPRING (HOSPITAL)
Firm support mattress. Heavy duty resinated pad with a specialized mesh
woven back for added firmness and support. The units are multi-layered with
1 inch high-density, firm, combustion modified foam toppers. The waterproof
cover is made from 8.5 ounce green Masongard viny and is anti-microbial / antibacterial. The mattress is fire-retardant and conforms to CFR 16 part 1633.
HCPC E0271
A5X888

MATTRESS PRESSURE MANAGEMENT (HOSPITAL)
Specifically designed to aid in pressure ulcer prevention in the home care
setting. Cut from a single layer of high-quality, combustion modified foam in a
fluid-proof, nylon and vinyl cover. Cross-cut top surface is segmented in three
distinct zones. folded and boxed to save freight and storage. The core consists of
high-density, open-cell combustion modified foam for consistent performance.
HCPC E0184
A5X925

Patient Lifts
PATIENT LIFT (MANUAL)
Silver Vein steel construction. 6 point Swivel Bar that can accommodate 2 or
4 sling straps plus 2 chain connections. High-performance hydraulics raise or
lower individuals gradually and safely from any stationary position. Adjustablewidth base. HCPC E0630
PL-310

PATIENT LIFT BESTCARE (POWER)
The BestLift™ PL400EF represents a new standard in full body lifts for
individuals who travel or have storage issues in their home. It is a unique lifter
with a small footprint and foldable design that assembles or folds in 3 simple
steps allowing for easy storage or transport. As with all Bestcare lifts, this new
Bestcare lifter continues to insure maximum safety and comfort. HCPC T2029
PL-625

PHONE: 612-722-9000 | HOURS: 8AM - 5PM CST
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Bedroom – Patient Room – Lifts
PATIENT LIFT INVACARE (POWER)
This all-encompassing battery-powered lift system lowers costs and helps to
protect both caregivers and users from injury. The sturdy lift supports up to
450 lb., making potentially challenging transfers smooth. Includes in-service
training and videos. Manual lowering safety feature for instant response in
event of power loss. Padded swivel bar with 360-degree rotation for added
comfort and convenience. Low battery audible alarm signals when charge is
needed. Wall-mounted charger holds second battery (included) for easy, nearby
replacement. 150-300 Lifts per charge. HCPC T2029
PL-305

PATIENT LIFT SIT TO STAND BESTCARE (POWER)
One of the latest additions to our ProCare Sit-to-Stand Solutions. Its ergonomic
design ensures safe and smooth patient sit-to-stand transfer. 400 lb. safe
working capacity. Full electric with optional spare battery. Compact base for
easy maneuver. Wide lifting range. Adjustable knee-pad. Detachable and nonslip foot rest. Use with standing and toiletry slings. Optional calf and buttock
support strap. HCPC T2029
PL-315BC

PATIENT LIFT SIT TO STAND INVACARE (MANUAL)
Ideal for users who need rehabilitation support or can bear partial-weight, this
lift offers safety, comfort and stability for both users and caregivers. Innovative
adjustment features allow this lift to adapt to a variety of body sizes and shapes.
Comfortable and secure, the Invacare Get-U-Up Stand-Up Lift is the answer to
your patient transfer needs. Its ergonomic styling and easy maneuverability
make the Get-U-Up Lift an ideal product for everyday patient handling.
The Get-U-Up Lift patented design helps ensure caregiver security and patient
peace of mind. Ideal for use with partial weight-bearing patients as well as those
needing rehabilitation support, the Invacare Get-U-Up stand-up lift offers safety,
comfort and stability. HCPC T2029
PL-385

PATIENT LIFT SIT TO STAND INVACARE (POWER)
The Invacare Reliant 350 Stand-Up Lift with Base features battery-powered
lifting for ease of use and smooth transfers. Adjustable kneepad to safely and
comfortably accommodate a wide variety of body shapes and sizes up to 350 lb.
Low friction casters and wide push handle improve mobility for caregiver
convenience. Adjustable leg support features a soft pad that secures legs for
comfort at any height. Wide, non-slip footplate provides stable base for transfer
Under-bed clearance of 4.5″ allows access to most institutional and homecare
beds. Removable battery eliminates downtime. HCPC T2029
PL-315
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Slings
FULL BODY MESH SLING
Sling size and fit can vary significantly depending on patient weight and girth.
These are general guidelines. Consult physician before sling selection. Washing
instructions are on each sling label. Washing temperatures should not exceed
185° F. Air-dry or dry at low temperatures. Slings are a Mesh Fabric constructed
of polyester fabrics which can be used in wet or dry environments. 600lb 4-6pt
Cradle. HCPC E0621
PS-223

Medium 42″x53″

PS-226

Large 45″x58″

PS-227

X-Large 44″x60″

STANDING SLING
Sling size and fit can vary significantly depending on patient weight and girth.
These are general guidelines. Consult physician before sling selection. Washing
instructions are on each sling label. Washing temperatures should not exceed
185° F. Air-dry or dry at low temperatures. All slings are constructed of polyester
or nylon fabrics which can be used in wet or dry environments. 440lb 2pt Cradle.
HCPC E0621
PS-228

Large 16″x44″

PS-200

X-Large 16″x55″

TRANSFER SLING
Sling size and fit can vary significantly depending on patient weight and girth.
These are general guidelines. Consult physician before sling selection. Washing
instructions are on each sling label. Washing temperatures should not exceed
185° F. Air-dry or dry at low temperatures. All slings are constructed of polyester
or nylon fabrics which can be used in wet or dry environments. HCPC E0621
PS-220

Large 34″x37″ 350lb 2pt Cradle

PS-229

X-Large 16″x55″ 440lb 2pt Cradle

U SLING W/ HEAD SUPPORT
Sling size and fit can vary significantly depending on patient weight and girth.
These are general guidelines. Consult physician before sling selection. Washing
instructions are on each sling label. Washing temperatures should not exceed
185° F. Air-dry or dry at low temperatures. All slings are constructed of polyester or
nylon fabrics which can be used in wet or dry environments. 600lb 4-6pt Cradle.
HCPC E0621
PS-206
PS-205

Small 35″x44″
Medium 37″x49″

PS-204
PS-203

Large 46″x54″
X-Large 49″x58″

U SLING W/OUT HEAD SUPPORT
Sling size and fit can vary significantly depending on patient weight and girth.
These are general guidelines. Consult physician before sling selection. Washing
instructions are on each sling label. Washing temperatures should not exceed
185° F. Air-dry or dry at low temperatures. All slings are constructed of polyester or
nylon fabrics which can be used in wet or dry environments. 600lb 4-6pt Cradle.
HCPC E0621
PS-210
PS-209

Small 35″x44″
Medium 37″x49″

PS-208
PS-207

Large 46″x54″
X-Large 49″x58″
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Bedroom – Patient Room – Commodes
COMMODE
Versatile 3-in-1 design can be used as a bedside commode, raised toilet seat or
toilet safety frame. Welded steel construction provides strength and stability.
Durable, grey-coated steel frame is attractive and easy to clean. Contoured
armrests enhance user comfort. Backbar detaches to accommodate use as
toilet safety frame. Sturdy plastic seat snaps-on easily. Comes complete with
commode pail, cover and splash shield. Maximum weight capacity 300 lb –
EVENLY DISTRIBUTED. Designed to meet the requirements of HCPCS code:
E0163. Limited lifetime warranty. HCPC E0163/E0168
F1X102

Standard

F1X108DR

Bariatric

COMMODE “DROP ARM”
Easy-to-assemble frame. Easy-to-release drop-arm mechanism allows for safe
lateral patient transfers to and from commode. Durable plastic snap-on seat
and lid. Easy-to-clean gray powder-coated steel finish. Plastic armrests and back
provide extra comfort and support. Comes with 12 qt. commode pail.
HCPC E0165
F1X107

COMMODE BARIATRIC
Extra wide platform seat is comfortable for long periods of sitting. Commode
opening is contoured and indented in the front to accommodate the needs of
larger users. Welded steel construction and extra wide base provide strength
and stability. Cushioned back bar enhances user comfort. Seat height readily
adjusts from 16″ to 23″, in 1 inch increments. Removable backbar facilitates use
as a bedside commode, raised toilet seat or toilet safety frame. Comes complete
with commode pail, cover and splash shield. Maximum weight capacity 400 lb –
EVENLY DISTRIBUTED. Limited lifetime warranty. HCPC E0168
F1X300

Fixed arm

DRIVE-COMMODE BARIATRIC DROP ARM
Easy-to-release arm mechanism allows for safe lateral patient transfers to and
from commode. Durable, heavy-duty, gray powder-coated steel tubing is sturdy
and easy-to-maintain. Large, durable snap-on seat. Padded armrests provide
comfort and stability. Pail easily slides in from the front of the commode. Comes
complete with 12 qt commode bucket and cover that removes from front.
Weight capacity 1000 lbs. HCPC E0168
F1X407

ROLLING TRANSPORT COMMODE
The Drop-Arm Transport Chair Commode is designed with a drop arm and
removable swing-away footrests for easy patient transfer. It has a padded seat
that fits over the commode, converting it into a transport chair. Bucket and lid
are included. Weight capacity 250 lbs. HCPC T2029
F1X110
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Our Mission
To provide our customers
with the highest degree of
service and knowledge available
in the industry.

3115 East 38th Street Minneapolis, MN 55406
www.apamedical.com | 612-722-9000
Showroom Hours: Mon-Fri. 8am-5pm

